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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND METHOD

The form, structure, and procedures of Peruvian local

government have developed over a long period of time. Some

of the roots extend back to the Roman Empire; others to the

indigenous Inca Empire. Recent developments, however, have

had a great impact upon local governmental structtire and

procedures in Peru. These developments have influenced pro-

cedures as well as attitudes, which because of their possible

lasting impact have created a need for greater understanding

and more knowledge with respect to local government.

This study Is designed to partially fill this need.

First this study will examine the history of local government

and define some of the changes which have taken place recently.

Then the structures, services, finances, and personnel of

local government will be studied in order to ascertain what

differences might exist between and among various cities and

towns. These differences will be analyzed in relationship to

a number of predetermined variables in an effort to identify

to what extent relationships exist between the variables and

the variations involved.

Literature
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The wealth of material on local government and the

studies made about local government have Increased profusely

over the past decade. New methodologies have been designed,

tested, and later disputed. Different models have been

developed using diverse approaches and examining various

topics. One of the most Important models Is the elite or

power structure model of local government, which attempts to

determine how political power and Influence are distributed

within a community.

Since Floyd Hunter wrote Community Power Structure ,

many studies of local power elites have been developed and

written. At least three major findings have resulted from

these studies. Hunter's thesis was that a monolithic power

elite controlled the local government he studied. In contrast,

Robert Dahl found a pluralistic power structure In which

specialized groups influenced local government decisions and

activities In specific Issue areas, but the groups were not

necessarily competitive. A third group of studies exist like

Men at the Top-^ and The Urban Political Community , both of

which found some communities to have monolithic and some

pluralistic power structures, but In the pluralistic towns,

Floyd Hunter, Community Power Structure (Chapel Hill;
University of North Carolina Press, 1953).

^Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs ? (New Haven: Yale Univer-
sity Press, 1961)

.

^Robert Presthus, Men at the Top (New York: Oxford
University Press, 196^).

^Gladys M. Kammerer, et al. , The Urban Political Com-
munity (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. , I963) .
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the researchers found that the different groups are highly

competitive In a variety of areas. In this latter flnrilng

they differ from Dahl. Other later and more tightly conceived

studies In this field Include Community Influentlals -^ and

2
The Rulers and the Ruled .

In contrast to determining the power structure by the

method of correlating official position with power position

as has been done traditionally, or through the method of

relying on panels of Judges who Identify a power position on

the basis of reputation, as did Hunter, the principal and

currently widely accepted method utilized In the Identifica-

tion of political power holders Is through both ascrlptlve

methods and the examination of the decision making process and

its participants. The studies utilizing the latter method

are concerned with who the actors are and what their amount

of participation and scope of activity is in the making of

decisions. Important among the studies which concentrate

more on the decision making process are City Managers In

Politics by Kammerer , et^ al .

,

* The Urban Political Community

by the same authors. Political Restructuring of a Community

^Kent M. Jennings, Community Influentlals (New York:
Free Press, 196^)

.

Robert Agger, Daniel Goldrlch, and Bert Swanson, The
Rulers and the Ruled (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 196^4-)

^Gladys M. Kammerer, et al , , City Managers in Politics
(Gainesville, Fla. : University of Florida Press, 1962).

Kammerer , et al , , The Urban Political Community ,



by Ruth McQuovm, e_t al , , and Decisions In Syracuse by

2
Roscoe C. Martin, et al .

But one of the most Important studies that effectively

utilized these varied approaches rather than relying upon

one method, and does so on a comparative basis, Is The Rulers

euid the Ruled, The purpose of their study Is:

• • • primarily concerned with how the people decide
to shift or maintain the scope ... of local govern-
ment In respect to the economic, social, and welfare
systems of communities. It Is also meant to provide
an understanding of political decisions concerning the
organization of government Itself. The structure of
power and type of regime, and how the rulers relate
to each other and to the ruled In making decisions.
The relations are of concern both at a moment in
time and over a period of time,

3

This study Is a monumental one in the field. It attempts to

examine those stated relationships not only among and between

four different communities, but It also carries out the

analyses over an extended period of time. So rather than

obtaining a single case study in a "snap-shot" time period,

it extends both through time and space.

The forementioned study, as well as many others com-

pleted in the United States, represent major contributions to

the field of knowledge of local politics within the United

States. These approaches, however, have been of limited

adaptability for the purposes of this study of the Peruvian

^Ruth McQuown, et al, , Political Restructuring of a
Community (Gainesville, Fla. : Public Administration Clearing
Service, 1964)

.

Hoscoe C. Martin, Decisions in Syracuse (Bloomingtons
Indiana University Press, 1962)

,

•^Agger, et al. , og cit . , p, 2,
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scene. The difficulty In Implementing an approach similar to

these in Peru is primarily due to a lack of published, des-

criptive, and analytical material, plus the lack of necessary

statistics. A review of the literature available about local

government in Peru will indicate the state of the information

available.

There are a number of good books and articles in the

field of local government in developing nations and in Latin

America, but few of them discuss the structure, functions, or

finances of Peruvian local governments. One example of these

very general books is Samuel Humes and Eileen M. Martin's book

Structure of Local Governments . This book deals in a very

general way with local government structures throughout the

world, but has nothing in it directly relating to Peru. The

Latin American countries treated in this survey are: Brazil,

Ecuador. Colombia, and El Salvador.

An excellent book in the field of local government in

developing countries is Harold F. Alderfer's Local Government

2
in Developing Countries . Although this book does mention

Peru in some of the examples, there is nothing that goes Into

any depth on the current condition and structures of local

government

,

An example of a book concerning Latin American local

Samuel Humes and Eileen M. Martin, Structure of Local
Governments (The Hague: International Union of Local Authori-
ties, 1961).

Harold P. Alderfer, Local Government in Developing
Countries (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19bi*)

,



government Is Philip Hauser's Urbanization In Latin America .

bat like many others that deal with Latin American urbaniza-

tion. It discusses specific social, cultural, and economic

problems without giving any depth to one of the major

Institutions Involved In the solutions of these problems

—

local government . Other examples of similar studies can

2
readily be found.

The study made by Orrln E. Klapp and Vincent Padgett

on Tiajuana"^ Is a more specialized study. It Indicates that

the Floyd Hunter model and methodology were not applicable to

a study of elite Influence In that city. This may be true of

many other Latin American cities.

An elite study (not yet published) was recently finished

by Delbert Miller In Lima, Peru. Another study of structure

and functions of Lima local government Is In process, but

nothing Is available yet. This latter study Is being made by

Sherman Lewis.

A number of articles and books are also available on

Peruvian local government, but most of them are concerned with

•Philip Hauser, TTrhflnl Tiatlon In Latin America (New York:
International Documents Service, I96I)

.

2Jaime Dorselaer and Alfonso Gregory, L_a Urbanlzacl6n
en America Latlna (Bogota: Centro Internal de Investlgaclones
Soclales de FERES, I962) ; Charles Haar, "Latin America's
Troubled Cities," Foreign Affairs , CLI (April, I963) ,

536-5iJ'9;
Franclne Rablnovltz, Felicity Trueblood, and Charles Savlo,
Latin American Political Systems In an Urban Setting ; A
Preliminary Bibliography (Gainesville. Fla. ; University of
Florida Press, 196?).

^Orrln E. Klapp and Vincent Padgett, "Power Structure
and Decision-Making in a Mexican Border City ,

"

American Journal
of Sociology , LXV (January, i960) , 400-^06.
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purely legal aspects of local government with little atten-

tion given to what functions are actually being performed by

local councils. An exception to this is Volume XXIII of the

Plan Regional para el Desarrollo del Sur del Peril . This

volume deals with functions and structure of local government

in southern Peru, but is somewhat superficial. It is also

outdated as the basic relationship between local and central

governments has changed since it was written. It is weak

because it concentrates mainly on functions that are performed

by agencies of the national government, such as education and

public housing.

Another work that has been useful is Legislaci(5n Admin-

2
Istrativa; Municipalidades , This book, although mainly

legalistic, does cover in depth the legal basis for nearly all

the functions presently being performed at the local level.

The two-volume work was quite useful in preparation of the

list of functions given on page twenty, and also some of the

amplification of services found in Chapter VIII.

A number of other books (listed in the bibliography)

are either too formallstic or legalistic to be used for more

than Just basic reference material, or they are involved polem-

ics on why a new law for local government is needed, or they

are concerned with other topics not closely related to the

•^Plan Regional para el Desarrollo del Sur del Peri5 , Vol,
XXIII : Funciones y Medics de Gobierno Local (Lima, PerJ, 1959)

;

also Vol. XVIII; Desarrollo Urbano (Lima. Peril, 1959).

^Lufs Alberto Dongo Denefri and Benjamfn Chlrinos Pacheco,
Lepislaci6n Administrative: Municipalidades , I (Arequipa, Peril:

Editorial Universitario, 1962), also Vol. II (1964).
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design of this study. Some are concerned with basic social

problems, but do not tie the municipality In with their quest

for solutions.

There Is another separate and distinct group that dis-

cusses local government, but in a different sense. These are

the anthropological or sociological case studies of particular

cities, towns, villages, or small areas. Three of the most

helpful works among these are Richard Adams' A Community in

the Andes; Problems and Progress in Muqueyauyo , Hualcan: Life

2
in the Highlands of Peru by William W. Stein, and Moche: A

Peruvian Coastal Community by John Gillin.-'^ These are useful

books in their field, as are many others, but they say little

that is directly related to local government except in a very

localized sense.

Allan Austin did some preliminary work in the field of

Peruvian local government which is valuable as a basic

introduction to the structure and functions of Peruv^n local

government. This study did, in a sense, provide the point of

departure for some of the emphasis of the present study.

After a detailed examination of the subject, this author

discovered that there is very little printed information in

Richard Adams, A Community in the Andes; Problems and
Progress In Muqueyauyo (Seattle; University of Washington
Press, 1959).

^William W. Stein, Hualcan; Life in the Highlands of
Peru (Ithica, New York: Cornell University Press, 1961).

-'John Glllln, Moche ; A Peruvian Coastal Community
(Washington, D. C.j Smithsonian institute, 1945;.

Allan Austin, Local Government in Peru (New York:
Institute of Public Administration, 1964).
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existence. In either Spanish or English, with respect to

what local governments In Peru actually do, how they 60 It,

and the Inter-relatlonshlps between the local and the national

levels of government that exist today. This lack of published

material made early research plans and projects for this

project difficult to design and organize. Because the Infor-

mation was lacking on such a basic level, the author decided

that a search for material in this area would be valuable and

useful at this time, and would prepare a base for future

studies that might examine political influence and power.

Scope

Peruvian governmental agencies are broadly classified

into three major categories; the national government, the

independent public sector, and the local governments. This

generally accepted categorization, which is used by most

government agencies in Peru, is acceptable for the purposes

of this study. The national sector includes the legislative,

executive, and Judicial branches, plus the electoral agencies.

The independent public sector includes national independent

agencies, government industries and businesses, regulatory

commissions, welfare agencies, and some developmental agencies

The local government sector is divided into three political

levels. The largest are the departments, which are then sub-

divided into provinces, which are in turn subdivided into

districts.

Local government officials can be classified into two
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categories—political and elective. The political category

refers to prefectural officers, who are under the Jurisdiction

of the Ministry of Government In the national government

sector. The elective category refers to the officials elected

as mayors and councllmen according to recently adopted legal

provisions. 1 The former has an hierarchical set of officers

beginning at the departmental level and extending down to a

subdlstrlct level, whereas the latter has only popularly

elected officials at the provincial and district levels.

The system of local government In Peru Is different

from both the Anglo-American system and the French system.^

Titles and terms tend to be a bit confusing, as the Peruvian

terminology has been adopted from both of the two foreign

systems. In order to clarify the situation, the following

explanation Is given.

Before I963, the mayors and councllmen formed an Inte-

gral part of the prefectural system adopted from France In

1872. The mayor was appointed and controlled by prefectural

officers, and councllmen. In turn, had little Independence,

as they were completely subjected to the will of the mayors.

The prefectural-councll situation was altered through the

Introduction of local elections In 1963. The prefectural

ronr^on L "^^ ""f^^
^"^ Spanish are: Alcalde = Mayor, ConseJo=Council The structure, however. Is more closely related to acommlsslon-type of local government. The author'^has chosen

s?on InH ^
^''^^' °^ ^°^"^^^ ^^ councllmen Instead of commis-sion and commissioners In this study to be closer to theSpanish meaning of the titles.

^kB defined by Alderfer, o£. clt . , pp. 3.7.
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officers continue to be appointed through the central govern-

ment, while mayors and councllmen are now popularly elected

and are outside the control and jurisdiction of prefectural

officers.

Since the I963 elections, the prefectural system has

lost much of Its power, Influence, and functions. It still

administers the national police and has effective Jurisdiction

In urban and rural areas. The mayors and councllmen have as-

sumed the major role In local affairs but exercise little

effective Jurisdiction or control over rural areas. Thus the

prefectural officers are much different from those of France.

Councllmen are also distinct from their counterpart In the

United States, as they are more like the elected commissioners

In the commission form of government which has almost disap-

peared In the United States, and should not be equated with

the meaning of the term "councllmen" as Is currently used in

the United States.

It is the council system that is known in Peru as the

government of the munlclpalldad or munlclplo . Thus , most

studies of "municipal government" in Peru discuss the

munlclpalldad or the mayor-council system and not the pre-

fectural one. The term munlclpalldad , or local government,

should not be confused with the concept of a city or town

government in the United States. For example, services and

functions are different, usually in a more restricted sense

for the Peruvian municipio , and the munlclplo has less inde-

pendence from the central government than does a city or town

In the United States from the federal government, or for that
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matter, from the state governments. The Peruvian munlclT)all'ia<i

must rely on the central government In many areas, yet Is more

Independent than those In many other contemporary unitary states.

Because agencies of the three major sectors of the

government function on local levels, and because of vagueness

In laws and overlapping Jurisdictions, there can be some

confusion as to which units constitute local government. For

this reason a restrictive definition of local government has

been adopted for this study. Local government Is defined as

those governments with less than national territorial Juris-

diction Into which a nation is divided (this excludes the

central government) , which possess general public powers and

provides a general group of services (this excludes local of-

fices or field units of the central government and the Indepen-

dent public sector that operates on the local level In specific

services such as education or health) , and are responsible to

a local electorate (this excludes the prefectural system

which has general powers but Is responsible to central govern-

ment officials). In this manner, local government In Peru Is

that which Is directed and administered by the councils

elected on the provincial and district levels. This defini-

tion will be confined to the particular Peruvian situation.

For use in other areas it would need some broadening, parti-

cularly with respect to responsibility of local officials to

a local electorate. However, for the purposes of this study,

the author considered it necessary to include this provision

so as to exclude the prefectural system.
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Local government does not work In a vacuiim. It is

closely related to the national governmental system and is

Influenced and controlled to a large extent by It. This Is

why some effort will be made to describe the prefectural

system and its relationships with the mayor-council system.

Relationships with other governmental agencies and their

responsibilities on a local level will also be examined as

they relate to the variables examined here.

Conceptaallzation

All local governments in Peru operate under a uniform

national law of municipalities adopted in I892 and are there-

fore all structured in a similar manner. But in spite of the

sameness; the services, local structure adaptations, and finan-

ces vary considerably from city to city. The purpose of this

study is to examine these differences in an attempt to identify

the Influence that the following variables might have in

determining these differences, and to search for patterns of

these variables that are influential concerning the existent

differentiations. The following paragraphs define and describe

those Independent variables considered Important and as

possible determinants.

Variables

Size of population . The size of the urban provincial

population will be used, except in district capitals where

the urban district population figures will be used. The

larger area Is used because nearly all population figures are
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calculated on a provincial basis. Although some exactness is

lost in this larger figure, it is still considered to be signi-

ficant by the author as the provincial councils have formal

jurisdiction over the entire province, their revenue base

includes the entire province, and they are elected by the

provincial electorate.

Age groups . Age levels will be divided into four

groups: pre-school, 0-5 years; school and generally pre-

employment, 6-19 years; employment years, 20-65 years of age;

and post-employment, retirement, or more inactive years, over

65 years of age.

Economically active population . This variable includes

the number of people employed within a specific occupational

category. These include: agriculture, forestry, and fishing;

mining and quarries; manufacturing; construction; electricity,

gas, water, and other such services; commerce; transportation

and communications; and services including domestics.

Growth rates. The comparison of 19^0 population figures

with those of I96I, in order to determine the rate of growth

over a twenty-one year period, will be made.

Density . The data used to create the numerical values

of this variable are less exact than in the variables above be-

cause city size is not uniformly defined and reliable surveys

are lacking. Data were not available for all of the communities.

In spite of these deficiencies, the variable will be considered.

Income level . Because annual income in soles is avail-

able only at a departmental level, rather than for each
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individual community, the values of this variable are not

very exact. However, as this variable may be significant,

it at least merits consideration.

Urban low income groups . The relevance of this figure

will be determined through the use of the following indicators;

low literacy rates , poor housing, large number of occupants

per unit dwelling, and a high percentage of laborers as com-

pared with others, i.e., white collar workers and employers.

Literacy. This variable includes two sets of data:

first, the number of persons over seventeen years of age who

are literate, and second, the number of school age children

(slx-sixteen) who are literate.

Indian population . This variable is derived from the

number of people in a community who speak an Indian language

rather than Spanish. Professor Rowe stated that language was

the best indicator of this ethnic group. The number of per-

sons using ponchos , chewing coca , and not wearing shoes were

also to have been used as indicators, but the author never

obtained this data.

Job competition and demands . The indicators for this

variable are: large city size, low literacy rates, low level

of per capita Income, and a high percentage of economic

inactives.

Company tovm . The urban land in some communities is

John Rowland Rowe, "The Distribution of Indians and
Indian Languages in Peru," Geographical Revlev: , XXXVII
(April, 19^7) , 214.
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practically all ovmed by a single company, which, at the same

time, employs most of the non-agrlculturally occupied popu-

lation. This type of a community will be labeled a "company

town."

Constitutional level . This factor Involves the poli-

tical division of the nation into sub-units. The classifi-

cation Includes three categories; provincial capitals which

are also departmental capitals, provincial capitals which are

not departmental capitals, and district capitals.

Political complexion . The election figures of the 19^3

municipal elections will be used to determine the political

complexion. Two major groups were Involved, but in some lo-

calities Independent groups were strong, and in a few cities

these Independent groups won over both the AP-DC coalition and

the APRA-UNO coalition candidates. For use with correlation

coefficients, this variable will be considered on a high-

low scale. The lower end of the scale will be associated

with low affiliation with the party in control, or the Presi-

dent's party, the AP-DC coalition. The upper end of the

scale will indicate greater strength of the AP-DC over the

APRA-UNO coalition or over independent political groups.

Region . This word is sometimes used to refer to zones

delineated by groups of similar ethnic composition or pre-

dominant economic activities, but since reliable data on

these two factors are not available, region in a geographic

sense will be used. For example, it is generally known that

most of the nation's Indian communities are located in the
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sierra, that most of the plantation agriculture is on the

coast, and that most of the mining activities are in the

sierra, etc. But since reliable statistics are unavailable,

the following geographical regions which are more easily-

defined and identified will be considered. The three cate-

gories are: coast, sierra, and selva or rain forest.

Types of mayors . This factor is a subjective classi-

fication by the researcher, judged through observation and

unstructured interview questions. It consists of the follow-

ing categories: 1) Strong mayor: a mayor who generally runs

the council. The council passes his resolutions and follows

his lead. Councilmen and employees defer highly to him. 2)

Average mayor: this man is stronger than any single council-

man, but he is subject to overriding votes and deference is

average, not high. 3) Weak mayor: the council in this

situation provides most of the initiative. The mayor's will

is subject to constant revision and subjection to that of the

council. In addition to these three categories, two varia-

tions exist within the average and weak categories based upon

the mayor's reaction to the political situation. In some

cases, an average or weak mayor may partially withdraw from

mayoral activity and become "passive." In extreme cases he

may withdraw completely and become "inactive." In the case of

the latter, he performs none of his municipal duties or

mayoral obligations.

The following dependent variables: central government <^

funds, per capita revenues, property taxes, and commercial ^
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taxes are also used as Independent variables In specific

hypotheses. These variables will be more extensively defined

when they are examined as dependent factors In the text of

the study.

Structures and Functions

The term function as used In this study should not be

confused with the more general and broader term used by

Talcott Parsons-^ and Almond and Coleman. The word function,

as they use it, is an activity that Is present In all socle-

ties although It is not always performed by similar struc-

tures. The term, as used In this paper, is more specific

and more limited in meaning. It entails a service or a pro-

gram in this case, characteristic of a local government. It,

unlike the more general term, is not always performed within

a given community,

Peru has a long history of centralization of political

power and control, although attempts have been made several

times during its history to establish locally elected councils

and viable local governments. For various reasons, however,

these attempts have failed and the central government has re-

tained tight control of much local activity. In the past,

when pressures developed for the resolution of problems, the

'Talcott Parsons, Structures and Process In Modern Socle-
tles (New York: Free Press, 1959).

~~

2Gabriel Almond and James Coleman, The Politics of the
Developing Areas (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, I960)
p. 11.

'
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solution to which normally could be considered local In

nature, this responsibility was shifted to the central govern-

ment or a special agency or authority as the case might be,

rather than to strengthen the local capacity for coping with

the problem. This was especially true In the case of primary

education, housing, public health, and police protection.

In 1963 f when local elections were held for the first

time in over forty years, an attempt to reverse this trend was

begun. Since then, certain important revenues have been

returned to the municipalities, and more emphasis is being

given to decentralization instead of further centralization.

Little is really known and even less is published on the

functions of local government. Without a knowledge of the

styles, structures, and functions of local government, it

will be difficult to measure the effectiveness of this de-

centralization program and nearly impossible to predict what

may happen when new and greater attempts are made to further

decentralize administration, power, and authority. The pre-

sent study should provide some of this important information.

Because local functions are performed by a variety of

agencies. Including the national ministries, public and private

entitles, and the municipalities themselves; It will first be

necessary to choose which functions are to be examined and

then to discover which agencies are involved in the perfor-

mance of these functions. The following table is the compila-

tion of the major functions described in the Municipal I

Organic Law of 1892, those summarized in Allan Austin's
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report on Peruvian local government,-^ those outlined by

Robert Wood In 1^00 Governments , and those Identified In

the Toronto Study by Rodman T. Davis.

^

TABLE 1.1

CLASSIFICATION OF FUNCTIONS

Function

Culture

Education

Electricity

Financing

Fire prevention and
control

Housing

Intergovernmental
relations

Activity or Description

Provide and maintain libraries,
museums, and historical sites;
promote arts, sciences, and
civic celebrations.

Provide and maintain municipal
schools, promote and build other
schools, promote education.

Provide public street and park
lighting, provide private
electricity, promote private or
central government activity for
the provision of private elec-
tricity.

Perform property evaluations,
tax collections, utility costs
collections, bonds and loans.

Promote volunteer fire depart-
ments.

Promote low cost housing pro-
jects and subdivision construc-
tions, regulate and license
new constructions.

Maintain relations with agencies
of the central government and
with other local governments.

^Austin, loc. cit.

2
Robert Wood, 1400 Governments (Cambridge. Mass •

Harvard University Press, I961)

.

3

^ TV v-,.^°^?^^
'^' ^^^^S' Toronto Study (New York: Instituteof Public Administration, I965).
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TABLE 1.1 CONTINUED

Function

Justice

Markets

Police

Promotion and regulation
of private business

Public health

Public relations

Public fcransportfttlon

Public welfare

Activity or Description

Provide legal defense and
prosecution where the council
is a party to a dispute, be it
private, or intermuniclpal, or
governmental.

Provide and administer public
markets, slaughter houses,
special markets ( ferlas )

;

control of weights, prices, and
speculation; food provision.

Enforce local roiles and ordinan-
ces, cooperate with national
police.

Promote industrial parks and pro-
vide incentives to Induce the
establishment of new industries,
zoning, control of public adver-
tising space, licensing of new
constructions, promote tourism.

Insure pure food, drinks, and
drugs for public consumption;
regulate and inspect sanitation
in bars , restaurants , and hotels

;

provide health certificates for
food handlers; promote construc-
tion of hospital and medical
centers.

Communicate to the public the
activities and projects ac-
complished by the council and
the reasons for taking the
positions that it does.

Higalate and premeta private
eompanieg, provide public trans-
portation.

Promote, aid, and cooperate with
public and private welfare
agencies; provide special welfare
projects; construct and maintain
cemetaries.
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TABLE 1.1 CONTINUED

Function

Recreation and sports

Street cleaning and
garbage disposal

Streets, roads, and
transport

Traffic regulation

Vital statistics

Water and sewage

Activity or Description

Provide and maintain parks,
plazas, playing fields, stadiums,
bull fight rings; regulate
theaters and arenas

.

Clean the streets, collect and
dispose of garbage.

Build and maintain streets and
roads, promote the constructions
of airport and port facilities.

Regulate direction and flow of
traffic, maintain semaphores,
cross walks, and signs.

Keep and maintain birth, mar-
riage, death, and divorce
records and provide the public
with copies of these records
upon request.

Construct and maintain water
and sewage systems.

This classification of functions Is used rather than a

more categorical one as could be derived from the tables

used by Agger, e_t al. or such general studies as Austin

2
Ranney's. The classifications that these men have made, al-

though more useful conceptually, are difficult to use in the

present study on the Peruvian scene. The more specific

classification is used here In order to utilize with more

facility, local government budgets, personnel classifications,

and Interview data.

Agger, e_t al. , loc . cit .

2Austin Ranney, The Governing of Ken (rev. ed. ; New
York: Holt, Rlnehart, and Winston, Inc., I966) , p. 532.
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Concentrated attention will be paid to a special group

of functions. Among these will be the Internal system of

personnel and the external functions of tax collection,

municipal police enforcement, markets and related activities,

and capital improvement and development projects. These were

chosen because the author holds that these are the activities

that consume most of the efforts, time, and money of the

municipality. Other reasons will be given as each function

Is identified and discussed later in this study.

There are many structures and levels that fulfill the

functions that are considered to be traditionally local in

nature. Especially important, in addition to the municipali-

ties themselves, are the agencies of the national government

sector and those of the Independent public sector.

The national government sector Includes twelve minis-

tries of the executive branch, many of which have decentralized

offices throughout the country. The General Office of the

National Police, which is a part of the Ministry of Government,

is highly decentralized and is a central part of the pre-

fectual system. The Ministry of Justice and the electoral

branch are also decentralized. The Independent Public Sector,

which is made up of over 250 entities, also has many decen-

tralized offices and agencies that may carry out a specific

local function.

Private businesses and service organizations are also

important in carrying out certain local types of functions.

This is especially true with relation to public transportation.
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electricity, and private schools. In the past, It was of

great Importance In the tax collecting aspect, but today

more and more municipalities are collecting their own taxes.

The tax collection company Is still Important In some areas,

however. Voluntary organizations are especially Important In

the field of fire control. All local fire departments are

composed of voluntary firemen . This is a prestige position

in many cities and to become a member Is an honor sought by

members of the community.

Structures that perform those functions that are

treated In depth will be examined In some detail. Those

structures related to other functions will be mentioned,

but they will not be treated in the same manner and some will

merely be mentioned. Local government structure will be

examined in detail with some of Alderfer's concepts In mind.

Under his classification of local governinent systems, Peru is

considered to have followed the French pattern. Of this

pattern, Alderfer states:

In summary, French local government is char-
acterized by centralization, chain of command,
hierarchical structure, executive domination, and
legislative subordination. We shall find these
in some relative degree in all local governments
that have followed the French pattern.!

The degree to which the Peruvian system resembles this model

will be examined.

The style is the pattern of activity by which a

structure performs a function. The categories for this

variable will be different with each function.

^Alderfer, ©2. cit . , p. 7.
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Hypotheses examining the specific structures, styles,

and functions and their relationship to the independent

variables are given below:

S-1, If per capita revenues are lovr, or the com-
munity is a company town, then there will be
a tendency to turn the basic services of water,
sewage, and garbage collection over to private
structures or to agencies of the central
government,

S-2, If per capita revenues are low and size is
small (under 5.000), and Indian population
is high, then there will be a tendency not to
provide the above services.

S-3. If communities have low literacy rates and/or a
high percentage of the population in the age
group of five through seventeen, or a high
Indian population, then they will have an
increasing tendency to give physical support
to education.

S-^', As the size of cities Increase and literacy
rates are higher, there will be a tendency to
support various forms of recreational and
cultural activities, such as museums, municipal
theaters, bands, etc.

Finances

In order that the governmental structures perform their

desired functions, basic resources are necessary. Those of

finances and personnel will be explored in this study. Fred

Rlggs points out that most local officials in developing
1

countries have Insufficient funds to finance their activities.

This, he writes, is in contrast to developed nations where

over the years local governments have spent as much or more

^Pred Rlggs, Administration in Developing Countries
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., lyb^-j , p. jjoy.
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than some national governments. This same situation Is

2
discussed by Harold F. Alderfer. He states as one of his

major assumptions or essentials of local finance In develop-

ing nations, that there Is an ". . . extremely small portion

of total public Income that finds Its way Into local treasur-

3
les to be used for local public purposes. . . ."

Local finances will be one of the central issues

examined In this study. A number of assumptions as well as a

number of hypotheses concerning local finances will be tested.

Some of the basic assumptions of Alderfer and Riggs will be

compared to the Peruvian situation to test their relevence

there

.

The literature on Peruvian public finance leaves much

to be desired, A few sources discuss the legal sources of

local council revenues, but give little or no attention to

what Is really collected and what the relative values are.

The situation is also in a period of change due to the changes

that have been implemented since 1963. The most informative

study to date on the subject is the Plan Regional para el

Desarollo del Sur del PerJ , which, as has been previously

stated, is hopelessly out of date. Even the Central Reserve

Bank, which publishes the only nationwide figures on local

government revenues, is quite uncertain about the validity of

^Ibid, , p, 367.

h

^Ibld.

2
Alderfer, o£, cit . , p. 1^9.
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many of their own figures.

Peruvian local governments obtain their revenues from

a variety of taxes and fees. The following table of revenues

and expenditures Includes a brief description of those that

are particularly germane to the major assumptions and hypothe-

ses that will be tested within this study.

TABLE 1.2

MAJOR REVENUES

Source of Revenue

Property tax

Commercial tax

Market revenues

National government
grants

Special laws

Description

Tax on value of urban and rural
property or Income derived from
such properties.

Tax on capital worth of busi-
nesses or on Income of pro-
fessionals.

Monies obtained from stall rental
in markets, fees for licenses to
obtain such stalls, tax on
liquor by the drink, fees for the
control of weights and measures,
and fees for slaughter house
and refrigeration services.

Universal set rate grant to all
local councils, grants from
specific government agencies for
specific local purposes, and
parliamentary grants.

This is a special category of the
above. Special ear-marked allo-
cations are made from specific
national government revenues,
especially from customs duties.

Interview with Richard Webb, Bank Official, on March
10, 1965.
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TABLE 1.2 CONTINUED

Source of Revenue

Rentals of municipal
property

Utilities and related
constructions

Others

Description

Includes rent from buildings,
especially commercial-type,
and property belonging to the
town, and In some cities, the
sale of such property Is also
Included.

Fees for public lighting,
street cleaning, garbage
collection, maintenance of
parks and also Includes costs
collected for extensions of
water and sewer systems, side-
walks , and such

.

Various licenses, entertainment,
transit, vital statistics, and
cemeteries taxes, and fines.

TABLE 1.3

MAJOR EXPENDITURES

Type of Expenditure

Public works and plans

Salaries

Utility costs

Description

Outlays on public works pro-
jects and capital Improvements
as well as feasibility plans.

Includes salaries to both
white-collar workers ( empleados )

and laborers ( obreros ) , social
security, overtime, and other
personnel expenses.

The cost to the council for the
provision of the following
services; garbage collection,
street cleaning, park maintenance,
public street lighting, water
and sewer systems, and vital
statistics.
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TABLE 1.3 CONTINUED

Type of Expenditure Description

Operation expenses

Education

Others

Includes material and service
expenses not covered In the
above. Including Internal
expenses.

For building or maintaining
schools, providing scholarships,
and other scholastic Incentives,

Includes commissions, grants,
grants to district councils,
debts, and uncollected bills.

A financial breakdovm by Individual functions Is

attempted where possible, using a similar classification as

is used with the services.

In connection with the previous lists of local

revenues, the following hypotheses will be tested:

R-la. If two or more of the following are present:
a large percentage of the population under
nineteen years, a high percentage of economi-
cally inactive population, a low level of in-
come, or a small municipal size; then per capita
revenues will be low.

R-lb. If population growth is high and a high per-
centage of urban lower economic class people
come to live in the community, then low per
capita revenues will result.

R-2. As communities Increase in size, literacy,
and income levels, a higher per capita revenue
from property taxes and commercial taxes will
be realized,

R-3. As size and density increase, revenues from
municipal markets and related activities will
also increase.
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R-'+. Because of governinental and legal aspects, If
communities are on higher constitutional levels,
they will reall7:e greater total per capita
revenues, higher per capita property tax re-
venues, and greater financial support from public
works commissions.

R-5. If the AP-DC political coalition (the President's
party) Is politically dominant locally, then
support for public works projects, when central
government aid Is solicited, will come through
the executive branch. I.e., the public works
boards or Cooperacl6n Popular.

R-6. If the APRA-UNO political coalition (the majority
group In the legislature) is dominant locally,
then such public works projects will be sup-
ported by funds derived from "parliamentary
Initiatives,"

The following basic assumptions of Alderfer and Rlggs

will also be examined: 1) that a large percentage of local

revenues are derived from national subsidies and loans, "^
2)

that many local taxes will be collected by national agencies,^

3) that the national government will have broad controls over

every phase of local finance, including budgeting, auditing,

spending, tax levying, and tax collecting. 3 l^) that the most

important local tax will be imposed on real property,^ and' 5)

that taxes due will not be collected.^

The expenditures listed also lead to a survey of the

relationships between them and the Independent variables

previously listed. The following hypotheses will be tested:

•'Alderfer, loc . cit .

2Ibid.

^Ibld .

^iggs, o£. cit.. p. 369.

^Ibid.
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E-1. Where per capita property taxes are high and/or
Insignificant financial support comes from
central government sources, then the munici-
pality will Invest a high percentage of Its
revenues In public works and capital Investment
projects.

E-2. If per capita revenues are low, then the muni-
cipality will spend a high percentage of Its
revenues on salaries for Its employees and
laborers, and the major portion of what remains
will be spent on the basic services of water,
sewage, garbage collection, and civil register
(or vital statistics records)

.

E-3. If communities have low literacy rates and/or a
high percentage of the population between the
ages of five through nineteen, and a high
Indian population, then they will have an Increas-
ing tendency to spend money on education.

Other financial data will be included, but In a more

descriptive manner. They will be examined in order to fill

present gaps on the subject of local finances. Important local

revenues and expenditures would be Ignored if only those

financial data are included that have a direct relationship to

these forementioned hypotheses and assumptions.

Personnel and Admini stration

One of the basic problems in most developing nations is

the low level of the quality of local government employees.

According to Alderfer, there is always a shortage of com-

petent, skilled technicians, and qualified administrators.

This problem is the result of various causes. Much of the

problem can be identified with the methods of recruitment used

and the salaries and rewards that such service offers. Beyond

this, there is the general problem of a shortage of educated

Alderfer, o£. cl_t . , p. 182.
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personnel for all the needs that an emerging nation aquires.

The subject of personnel will be examined In this study

from the standpoint of number of employees, recruitment,

training, and attitude. Four methods of recruitment will be

explored: 1) achievement, through use of some comparative quail

tatlve devices, 2) attainment, through partial use of merit

combined with familiar ties, 3) ascrlptlve. through familiar

ties almost exclusively, and 4) simple random or lottery

choice. Attitudes towards employees held by councilmen will

be examined with respect to efficiency. Initiative, dedication,

compliance, and activity. Attitudes concerning salaries

will also be explored.

Hypotheses arising from these examinations are:

P-1. Because of more competition and demands for
Jobs, large cities with low literacy rates, lowIncome levels, or a high percentage of economic
inactlves will tend to use merit tests forhiring municipal employees,

P-2. If cities have high literacy rates and high
business tax revenues (which shows a high levelof professionalism)

, then they will have
employees with more than a low level of Initia-tive.

P-3. If cities have high per capita municipal Income,then they will offer salaries considered abovelow or minimum.

Assumptions to be checked include the following sug-

gestions by Fred Riggs:^ 1) the quality of local government

employees is considered to be relatively low, 2) employee

appointments, promotions, and rewards are for political service

^Rlggs. o£. clt . , pp. 371-372.
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and personal loyalty rather than performance and merit, 3)

local councils will pay salaries that are considered to be

relatively low In comparison with those of the business com-

munity, and k) these problems are aggravated due to over-

staffing and lack of useable equipment in local government

offices.

The question now at hand Is how are all of these data

to be obtained and compared? This question leads us to the

next section in this chapter, the methodological activities

through which this study will be elaborated.

Methodology

This study is primarily concerned with what local

governments do, how they provide and distribute their services,

and their associations with other institutions. It also is

designed to examine the resources, both In money and personnel,

that the local councils utilize, and the structures that

bring these resources to bear on goal attainment. As Alderfer

remarks

:

To understand any individual local government, the
functions it actually performs must be known. . . .

The most accurate gauges are the amounts of money
spent for the various functions and the number of
people who do the work.-^

Or as stated by Agger, Goldrich, and Swanson in The Rulers and

the Ruled;

Local government . . . produces and distributes goods
and services. It regulates the production,

'•Harold F. Alderfer, American Local Government and
Administration (New York: Macmlllan Co., 1956), p. 350.
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distribution, and consumption patterns of other
Institutions In the community.^

Talcott Parsons also provides a scheme of analysis for the

examination of an Institution such as these local councils.

He Indicates that the analysis of a structure can proceed

through three broad and major reference points. The primary

one Is the procurement of resources and the procedures

established for such procurement. The second point Is con-

cerned with an analysis of the procedures by which the

resources are utilized, and third, the patterns that define

and regulate the boundaries between the analyzed organization,

2
as compared to others, must be sought.

In order to analyze local councils beyond the point

that the search and review of existing literature allowed.

Interviews were designed to obtain the needed Information

from officers and functlonaires of local councils. Many

hours were spent In attempts to locate and talk with council-

men and mayors in Lima, but interviews were very difficult to

obtain. The only solution to this problem was to move outside

of Lima, and as Lima was not to be studied in depth, this

was the logical thing to do. The small town of Huacho,

about eighty-one miles north of Lima, was chosen for this

purpose. Interviews with the councllmen and mayor, as well as

with many of the local council employees, provided much of

the basic information that was desired. Further observations

and conversations were also very helpful.

^Agger, et al . , o£. cit . , p. 2.

2
Parsons, ©2. cit . , p. 22,
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In order to verify the information obtained in Huacho, which

is a coastal town, a city over twice the size of Huacho

located in the sierra was chosen--Haancayo. The information

collected there was compared with that acquired in Huacho and

from these two basic studies, a questionnaire for ten other

towns was developed and a design constructed. The question-

naire developed (See appendix A) concentrated upon the sources

of revenues in conjunction with the procedures for collecting

them and their use in the performance of local functions.

Various aspects concerning local personnel were also examined.

Attitudes of the councilmen and mayors covering a broad range

of questions including relationships with the central

government, local finances, personnel and political systems,

and political problems were sought to supplement factual

Information gathered and to give more depth to the study.

The additional ten cities were chosen for the study

on a basis of their location, their political position, their

size and growth, and their political complexion. The other

variables in this study are used for comparison purposes, but

did not relate directly to the original choice of the cities.

These cities were subsequently visited and interviews
1

were held with the mayors, about one-half of the councilmen,

and with various local employees. Financial and personnel

Information was obtained also. These data Included a budget

'In some of the cities, only two or three of the council-
men could be located to be interviewed. In nearly every city,
at least one member of the council was in Lima while the
author was visiting his city.
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for the year I965, and other financial and personnel Informa-

tion that was available.

The year I965 was chosen because 196'»- was the first

year that the elected councils had served, and many councils

merely used the budgets of the previous year. In a number of

cities visited, their I966 budgets had not been approved or

published at the time of the visit. It was also decided by

the author, that their 1966 budgets might be inflated slightly

in the capital improvement section to impress the electorate

for the then upcoming November, I966 elections.

Because these cities chosen were neither large, nor

did they include the major cities of Peru outside of Lima, an

amplification of this original narrow base was attempted. In

order to construct this extended base, a small Indian community

and a district council of Lima were added. Then financial

information was sought from the ten largest cities of Peru,

excluding Lima-Callao. Information was not obtained from two

of these latter ten cities, but in the process of obtaining

information from the other eight, budgets were sent in from

three unexpected cities. These were used in place of the two

that could not be obtained.

Thus, financial and some supplementary information was

available for a total of twenty-five local councils. This

information, with the results of the interviews and observa-

tions from the fourteen selected cities, was coded and put on

data processing cards. Information relative to the variables

chosen was also coded and placed on cards. The cards were

processed and multiple correlations were made.
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Simple correlations are used to measure the degree of

relationship that may exist between the variables used In this

study. Correlation coefficients are an appropriate statisti-

cal device for this purpose as they measure the degree of

closeness of the association between two different variables.

This association can range from a coefficient of +1.0, Indicat-

ing a perfect positive association, to a coefficient of -1.0,

indicating a perfect negative association. A coefficient of

zero or near zero indicates a lack of any relationship. Thus,

a correlation coefficient of .76 between the variable of city

size and percentage of employed persons involved in manufac-

turing indicates that there is a significant relationship

between the two, and as the size of the city may change, the

percentage of persons employed in manufacturing would tend to

change in the same direction. If a coefficient of .50 is ob-

tained between city size and literacy rates, then, although

a positive relation exists, it Indicates that the percentage

of persons employed in manufacturing is more closely related

to city size than is literacy. Not only do correlation

coefficients allow the examination of the relationship bet-

ween two variables , they also allow one to compare those

relationships with other variables. A negative correlation

coefficient is also significant in that it indicates the

existence of an inverse association between the two variables

being measured.

Correlation coefficients are always comparable, even

though the units or amounts of the individual variables being
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measured may differ greatly. In this study, attitudes have

been scaled and assigned numbers and have been correlated with
the concrete data of finances and population. This Is pos-

sible using correlation coefficients, but the results are

more tenuous as attitudes have no real numerical quality.

The question of significance Is also an Important one
to cor^lder. The social sciences allow more flexibility here

than do the exact sciences. If the correlation Is above the

level of chance, or In this case, above the .05 level, it

will be considered to be significant. In order to determine

this level of significance for the different numbers of cases

Involved with various coefficients, the table found in

Introduction to Stati stical Analysis^ will be used. This

test of significance merely indicates that the relationship

between the variables is more likely to be a real one al-

though it may seem to be very slight.

Besides interviewing the mayors and councllmen. many
additional Interviews were held with people who were working
for agencies involved with local councils. These inter-

views included prefects and sub-prefects, administrators in

Cooperacl6n Popular, ^ public works commissions, development

corporations, the Finance Ministry, the Development Ministry,

the Elections Board. ONRAP. and others; and also the president

of an Indian Communal Committee. These people, with many

1,

Stati.^I?;/; ^^''^r ^y^o !• ^' ^^^^^^ J^" Introduction toStatistical Analysls_ (2nd ed.. New York: McGraw Hill. I95V)

.

definition!
^^^^ ^^^

' ^"^ ^^^ ^^""^ ^°'' description and
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others, not so closely related to local councils, vxere able

to provide a large amount of Information that Is neither

published nor available to the general public.

A table Is Included containing a list of the twenty-

five cities used in this study. The first fourteen are those

where Interviews were made. Most of the last eleven were

visited, but were not studied In sufficient depth to be In-

cluded among the first group.

City

TABLE l.k

CHARACTERISTICS OF CITIES STUDIED

Urban
Admin. No. on Political Dist. Growth
Level Council Complexion Pop. i'^o) Region

1.
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TABLE l.ij. CONTINUED

City
A^ A ^T

Urban
Admin. No. on Political Dlst. GrowthLevel Counp.n Cnn.r,-i o^jp^ pop^ (^^ Re;rion

15. Arequlpa^
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Generally, people were very cooperative In supplying

the necessary Information for this study. There were some

areas of difficulty, especially in connection with obtaining

budget data, personnel Information, and holding and completing

Interviews, In practically all of the cities visited, it was

necessary to obtain the mayor's consent before any written

material, and especially budgets, were made available to the

researcher. In one town, the mayor was away on business in

Lima, and no one on the council would authorize such data

availability. Therefore, only a few general figures were

obtained even after repeated requests were made through the

mail. As a result, the financial information for the city of

Abancay is incomplete.

Personnel information was also difficult to obtain as

it was not readily available in useable form in many of the

cities. Other statistical information was also difficult to

procure as the national statistical department was in the

process of analyzing and publishing much of the 196I census

data. Some data were not available in December of I966 and

have not subsequently been forwarded to the author in spite

of numerous requests for it.

Various mechanical problems were encountered with

respect to the interviews. In the first place, mayors and

councilmen are not full time local officials, but must per-

form their duties without pay on their own time. Many lived

on small farms around the city or were employed within the

city. If those living outside the city did not come into
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town while the researcher was there, lack of transportation

made It Impossible to contact them. In many cases It was

even difficult to contact those who lived and worked within

the city. On numerous occasions, the Interviews had to be

held at the councilman's place of employment. Interviews

were held In doctor's, lawyer's, and dentist's offices; In

bakeries, In carpenter shops. In stores, and In many other

unusual situations. Some validity may have been lost In

this context, due to the presence of extraneous persons In

these Interview situations. In some cases Interviews had to

be terminated prematurely due to the exigencies and require-

ments, of the councilman's employment. Even those held at

the municipal offices were Interrupted by the presence of

others and In some cases, ended prematurely.

On a few occasions councllmen refused to answer some

of the questions on the questionnaire. This was especially

true of the attitude questions, and those that pertained to

perceived outside pressures.

Nevertheless, the interview portion of the study was

quite successful. Over sixty-five councllmen and mayors were

interviewed in thirteen of the fourteen councils. Lince , in

the district of Lima, is excluded here as only two inter-

views were obtained there. Much of the information in this

study was derived from the interviews and only a small por-

tion from the literature. This accounts in part, for the

lack of cited material, especially in the latter chapters

of this study.
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The cities studied serve more as examples of conditions

Involving the Independent variables rather than a complete

sample of all of the cities and towns In Peru. Care was

taken In choosing the towns to be studied to be certain that

there was an example representing each division of the

variables. The author realizes that these cities may be

unique and have little In common with other cities within the

same classification, but until a complete sample is taken,

these examples may serve as guides to develop better under-

standing and better projects for the study of local govern-

ment in Peru,

He also is aware that the variables chosen may not

really represent those that have the most effect and influence

on the variations found between cities, but he considers them

to represent the most important factors that influence the

differences in style and structure that may exist.

Having discussed the scope and methods of this study,

a brief view of the Peruvian scene is needed to further

describe and examine the independent variables considered

germane to this study.



CHAPTER II

THE PERUVIAN SCENE

Before beginning a more complete discussion of local

government in Peru, it is necessary to examine in more detail

the environment in which this government works. This chapter

describes the elements of geography, economy, demography,

culture, and politics as they relate to this study.

The section on geography will include the definition

and explanation of the major geographic divisions or regions

in Peru and their relative populations. The overall national

economic situation since 196O will be explored. The major

economic activities and the relationship of national government

expenditures and revenues will also be examined. The section

on demography, the most Inclusive in this chapter, will treat

the numerous aspects of population relative to the variables

used in this study. The following section is a small one on

culture and socio-economic class. The last part briefly

describes Peruvian politics on the local scene. The main

purpose of this chapter is to amplify understanding of some of

the major variables that act upon local governments in Peru.

Geography

Peru is located on the western coast of South America,
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a few degrees south of the equator. Because of Its location

and Its geography, travel to It from other parts of Latin

America and Spain during the colonial and early republican

periods was very difficult. This partial Isolation, and the

fact that It was the seat of Spanish colonial power In South

America combined to make It the last area in South America

to become Independent from Spain. In spite of this difficult

access, Peru has maintained contact and trade with Europe and

the rest of the Western Hemisphere throughout its history

since the Conquest. Much of Peru's income has been and is

presently derived from exports of various high income items to

the United States, Europe, and other American nations.

In the first half of the 20th century, Peru was still

delineating its territory and settling frontier problems.

Conflicts over borders with Chile, Colombia, and Bolivia were

settled during this period. In spite of the Rio agreement

with Equador in 19^2, disputes continue between these two

countries over the delineation of some of their common border

areas. Today Peru encompasses an area of 496,222 square

miles (1,285,216 square kilometers), or is about the size of

the states of Texas, California, and Oregon combined.

Since the time of its discovery, Peru has been known

as a land of great diversity, a land of contrast, a land of

great variations. Geographically speaking, Peru is naturally

divided into at least three north-south lateral regions that

David A. Robinson, Peru in Four Dimensions (Lima:
American Studies Press S. A. , 1964) , p. 153.
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extend the length of the country. These regions are known

as the coast, the sierra, and the third Is called variously

the montana , selva, or rain forest.

Following these natural divisions, The Bureau of the

Census divides the nation Into north-south parallel regions

also. This geographic classification Is also used by the

Institute Geogrdflco Mill tar, the Socledad Geogr^fica de Llrsa,

and the Unlversldad Agrarla. The classification is determined

by elevation as much as geography and is derived from C.

Litter and Alexander Humbolt's classification as modified by

Hermann Wagner and sustained by Preston James in Outline of

Geography . This classification relates elevation conditions

with vertical climatic and botanical zones. The categories

are: coast, sea level to 2,000 meters f6,100 feet); sierra,

2,000 to 5.500 meters (6,100 to l6,«00 feet); and selva , 2,000

2meters to sea level.

TABLE 2.1

POPULATION, AREA, AND DENSITY

Inhabitants
Area per square

Region Inhabitants 't Square miles ^ mile

Coast 3,906,595 39.^ 62,007 12.5 63
Sierra 5.129,318 51.? 149,875 30.2 3^.2
Rain Forest 870.833 8.8 284,3^1 57.3 3.06

Totals 9,906,7^6 100.0 496,222 100.0

Preston James, Outline of Geography CNew York: Ginn -^

Co.. 1Q35).

^Peril, Dlreccl6n Nacional de Estadistica y Censos,
Sexto Censo Naclonal de Poblacl6n-196l , Vol. I, No.l (1964^
pp. V-VI.
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The preceding table reveals the relative sij;e of each

region and its respective degree of settlement. A.s can read-

ily be seen, the coast is the most heavily populated area,

followed by the sierra and the relatively uninhabited selva .

The coastal concentration of people is largely composed of

urban populations, whereas the sierra population is more

scattered and rural in nature. The table is somewhat mis-

leading as it does not indicate the land pressure that exists,

which results from large areas of the coast and the sierra

being unsuitable for settlement or for agricultural use.

Although the general impression gained from this

geographic division into these three regions might lead one

to conclude that the regions are somewhat homogeneous within

themselves, this is far from true. The coastal area can be

broken into four to six zones, the sierra into at least

three, and the selva into at least two.

The coastal region extends the length of Peru but

varies greatly in width from nearly nothing to eighty miles.

It is generally very dry and according to the Koppen system,

it is classified as a Bwhn (warm, tropical, desert, foggy)

climate.

The majority of the coastal inhabitants live in forty of

the some fifty-two river valleys that stain an otherwise dull,

dry landscape with slices of green. It is here in these valleys

that the most modern agricultural techniques used in Peru are

implemented. Irrigation, which has been used since pre-Inca

J, Alden Mason, The Ancient Civilizations of Peru
(Edinburg, England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1957). P. 3.
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times, Is the key to agricultural success. Modern machinery,

fertilizers, and the best seeds available are combined with

technological skill to produce Peru's major agricultural

export crops of sugar cane, cotton, and rice.

The sierra region of Peru Is the Peru of the Indian.

It Is the ancient Peru, the Peru that contrasts greatly In

customs, language, economic activity, and life with that of

coastal Peru. According to Marlategul , the sierra not only

unites the factors necessary for a region, but also those

required for a nation. Here the great majority of Peru's

2three million plus Quechua and Aymara speaking Indians live.

In the deep Intermountaln valleys and on the high plains of

the altiplano the Indian cultivates his crops and raises his

sheep, llamas, and other livestock much as he has done for

centuries. These valleys and plains extend from 8,000 to

15,000 feet in elevation, and some are quite fertile. In

the lower elevations, land is partially wooded with grassy

fields and pastures. The more intensive agriculture is done

on the mountain slopes. In the altiplano , that extends

from 12,000 to 15,000 feet, some potatoes are grown, but

the major activity is pastoral, as the Indians graze their

llamas, alpacas, sheep, goats, and some cattle.

The tropical forest lands of the east, as the table

indicates, comprise 57 per cent of Peru's land area but are

^Jos^ Carlos Marlategul , Slete Ensayos de Interr>re -

tacl<5n de la Realldad Peruana (Lima: Empresa Editorial Amauta
S. A.-, 1957) , p. 178.

^RayTnond E. Crist, "Peru," Focus , XI, No. 10
(June, 1961) , p. 2.
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settled by only 870,000 people, or 8,8 per cent of the

population. Much of this area is still inaccessible, and

there are many sections that have not yet been explored.

Although there is exploitation in this region of some forest

products, such as hardwoods, pulpwoods , tannin, and vegetable

oils; it is not of great economic significance.

Economy

Peru is principally an agricultural country. In I961

over one half of the economically active population was in-

volved in agricultural pursuits. In spite of this high per-

centage thus engaged, they only produced 17.6 per cent of the

gross national product in 196^. The reason for this is

that many of these people are only subsistence farmers and

produce nothing for local or national markets or for export.

The great majority of these subsistence farmers live in the

sierra farming small plots of land on the hillsides. As Dr.

Crist has stated, "... they cultivate carefully terraced

plots of ground perched on the seemingly unscalable mountain

slopes. With admirable patience and industry they climb the

mountains to till these tiny patches that yield little yet

2
require enormous outlays of labor to produce at all."

The foregoing statement points out two of Peru's

three major agricultural problems: 1) the low yield of small

PeriJ, Banco Central de Reserva del Peril, Cuentas
Nacionales del Peri5; 1950-1965 (Lima: Banco Central de la
Reserva, 1966), p. 32.

2
Crist, loc. cit.
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farmers, 2) the scarcity of good farm land, 3) It also

ImpHes that of disproportionate ovmershlp of available good

land.

Modern day Peru continues as In the past to be a pro-

ducer of raw materials and primary goods for the world market.

Over the centuries It has depended a great deal on Its

mineral wealth and agricultural production for foreign exchange.

The Spanish began shipping out gold as soon as the conquest

of Peru began, and mineral wealth has been leaving Peruvian

ports ever since with only a few Interruptions. The following

table gives evidence of Peru's diversified agricultural and

mineral production for export.

TABLE 2.2

PERUVIAN EXPORTS: 1950, I96O. 19^5^
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TABLE 2.2 CONTINUED
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stable during this fifteen year period. From 1950 to 1959

the sol , the name of the Peruvian money, has gone from 15.^3

soles per dollar to 26.82 soles per dollar, where It has

remained since. This Indicates some degree of stability

when compared with nearby Chile, Argentina, or Brazil. The

cost of living Index does not reveal the same degree of

stability. Using an Index of I96O = 100; the cost of living

Index In I962 was 113; In I963. It was 119.8; In 196^. It

2
was 131.6; and In 1965f It rose to 153.2. This problem has

not been restrained as the cost of living rose by ^.8 per

cent In the first seven months of 1966.-^ The tendency towards

inflation Is attributed to an excessive expansion of bank

credit which principally Is due to credit extended by the

Banco Central de Reserva to cover six successive years of

central government deficits.

Central government expenditures during the past five

years have Increased by over 6OO per cent, while local govern-

ment expenditures have Increased at almost the same rate. The

total local government expenditures amounted to only a

fraction of total government expenditures, revealing the small

roles that local government plays In the total governmental

situation In Peru,

Banco Central de Reserva del Perd, Memorla (Lima, Peril,

1965). p. 86.

^Ibld. , p. 96.

^Ernest Keller and Associates, Monthly Business Report
(August, 1966), p. 7. (Mimeographed.)

Banco Central de Reserva del Peri5 , Cuentas Naclonales
del Peru: 1950-1965 . p. 8.
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Demography

The 1961 census figures show the population of Peru

has grown by 59.6 per cent over the 19^0 census figures.

This Is a reasonably high annual growth rate of 2.25 per cent,

which Is considerably higher than the 1.3^ per cent annual

rate recorded from I876 to 19^0. Much of the spectacular

growth has taken place In the coastal cities and departments.

Some growth rates are also high for the selva region, but as

this area had very little population in 19^0, the use of a

percentage growth rate is somewhat misleading. The following

table Indicates that the departments in the sierra region had

a growth rate lower than that of the national average, and

much lower than that of the Llma-Callao area.

The table is arranged In descending order of per-

centage of population Increase on a departmental level,

TABLE 2.3

PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION INCREASE FROM 19^0-1961
BY POLITICAL DIVISION^

Region of Majority Percentage
Political Division of Dept's Population of increase

Dept. of Madre de Dios Selva 200.8
Constitutional Province

of Callao Coast 159.5
Dept. of Lima ' Coast 1^5.2
Dept. of Tumbes Coast 117.1
Dept. of Lore to Selva 99.9
Dept. of Amazonas Selva 81.8
Dept. of lea Coast 81.6
Dept. of Tacna Coast 81.6

^Pertl, Direcci6n Nacional de Estadisticas y Censos

,

op » clt . , p, X.
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35 per cent of the urban population. This Is more than double

the total urban populations of the next ten largest cities In

Peru added together.

TABLE ZA

CITIES OF 30,000 POPULATION OR MORE^

City
Department or City Population
Province Capital (in thousands)

Percent Increase
since 19^0

Lima
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The average per capita Income, by region on the fol-

lowing table, clearly Indicates that salaries on the coast are

nearly three times as great as they are In the sierra. Thus

a person moving to the coast at least has the opportunity

of Improving his economic lot. On the other hand. If the

figures on the table are a good Indication, the person going

to the jungle has the possibility of making even less than he

did In the sierra. From the general Impression of this table.

It Is easy to see why the majority of the migrant population

of Peru tend to move to the coast Instead of to the rain

forest. This Impression is supported by the results of a

study made in 1956, by Matos Mar and later substantiated by

one conducted by the dally newspaper El Comerclo in 1965 and

1966.1

These studies show that economic reasons are the ma.jor

ones for lower class migration.

TABLE 2.5

POPULATION AND NATIONAL INCOME BY
DEPARTMENTS AND REGIONS 1960^

Income per Capita
Population in Soles

Department Coast Sierra Jungle Coast Sierra Jungle

Amazonas 137,819 836
Ancash 9^.689 56^,2ij-4 5,959 1,890
Apurlmac 381,076 1,780
Arequipa 72,59^ 338,00^ 5,795 ^.686

Ijos^ Matos Mar, "Migration and Urbanization," Urbani -

zation in Latin America , ed. Philip M, Hauser, op. clt , , pp. 182-
185. and El Comerico (Lima. PeriJ) , "Plan Lima," January 25,'

1966, p, 7.
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live In rural aroas. Overall, 60 per cent of Peru's popu-

lation Is literate. This leaves a great deal to be done In

the field of education In the country.

TABLE 2.6

LEVEL OF EDUCATION: 9 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER^

19^0 1961
Level of Education (percent) (percent )

No formal schooling
Some Primary education
Some High School education
Some University education
Some other type of education
Not specified

56.5
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deal of education is not required. According to census

data, 52 per cent of employed persons work in agriculture,

fishing, forestry, hunting, and mining and quarry work, with

the majority being occupied in agriculture. These activities

are classified as primary. Only 1? per cent of those econo-

mically active are employed in secondary activities, which

Include manufacturing, construction, production of electricity,

gas, water, and sanitary services. Tertiary activities,

which include commerce, transportation and storage, com-

munications, and services, employ 2? per cent of this group.

The following table gives a more complete breakdown of oc-

cupational activity.

TABLE 2.7

OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITY^

Activity Men Women Total Per cent

Agriculture, Forestry
Hunting and Fishing 1,3^0,^83 215,077 1,555.560 ^9.78
Mining and Quarries 6J^,6l^ 1,799 66,^13 2.13
Manufacturing 29^,983 115,997 ^10,980 13.15
Construction 103,712 98^ 10^,696 9.35
Electricity, Gas, Water
and Sanitary Services 8,187 397 8,58^ 0.27
Commerce 202,998 78,8^9 281,8^^7 9.02
Transportation and Stor-
age Communications 89,385 -^.586 93,971 3.01

Services 2^1-2,368 234,3^6 ^76,71^ 15.26
Not Specified 98,697 27,117 125,81^ U-.OJ

^Peri5, Direccl6n Nacional de Estadisticas y Censos, o£. clt .

,

No. 3, p. XVI.

^Ibld ,. p. XVII,
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Culture and Socio-Economic Class

Just as Peru Is divided Into three geographic worlds,

it Is also divided Into two cultural or ethnic worlds: 1)

the world of the Spsmlsh and the mestizo and, 2) the world

of the Indian, Lima and the modern coastal area represent

the former, while the Indian Is represented by the sierra and

the glory and history of the past that emanates from the old

Inca capital of Cuzco.

The Indian lives In a separate world maintaining his

language, his dress, and his traditional way of life. There

are many villages and communities that reveal little of the

modern western world. The Indian wears his poncho, chews

his coca, drinks his chlcha, works his land, associates with

his neighbors, and celebrates his fiestas In much the same

fashion as he has done for centuries.

His relationship with the white man has been one of

parasitical exploitation. The white man and the mestizo

have oppressed him, made worse than slaves of him, taken his

land, and left him with little. The Indian, on the other

hand, has practiced passive resistance for over four hundred

years, and has not yet given In nor ever really been conquered.

The effect has not been without negative consequences, as he

has lost much In the process. Dr. Crist has aptly stated,

"Nobility of heart, the desire to Improve his lot, Initiative

^Raymond E. Crist, "The Indian In Andean America ,"

reprinted from American Journal of Economics and Sociology ,

XXIII, Nos. 2-3 (196^), 12.
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In every line - all have been smothered under the violence of

the slavery to which he has been subjected. His passlve-

ness and the destruction of much of his creative spirit are

the fruits of his psychological castration."-^

Indians are Identified more by customs than by race.

According to a study by Rowe , the best single Indicator of

this ethnic group Is language, as It probably Indicates the

social position of the Indian with greater exactness than

2
would a classification by races. Thus the Indian still

suffers greatly, economically and socially, and Is still ex-

ploited by those occupying the classes above him because of

his customs and traditions more than his race. He still

remains In the lowest rural class which Is the lowest socio-

economic class In the country.-^

The urban lower class usually consists of wage laborers

and workers In very basic and small commercial activities.

They still have many of the customs of the Indian, but In

many cases they are bilingual. The member of this class Is

the Indian, who has adopted some of the mestizo customs and

norms, after he moved Into the urban area. He has had little

or no education and has learned Spanish mainly In order to

work In the mestizo-white world. The women still wear Indian

•'•

Ibid . , p. 14.

Rowe, 0£. clt . , p. 214.

•^Ideas on socio-economic class were taken from Eugene
A. Hammel, Wealth, Authority, and Prestige in the lea Valley ,

Peru ( Albequerque, New Mexico: University of New Mexico Press

,

1952) , pp. 53-55., Adams, op. clt .. p. 89, and Plan Regional
Para . . . , op . clt .

,
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dress to a large extent, but the men wear "western" style

pants, shirts, and coats. His house is small and Is con-

structed of bamboo mats or adobe, and In the larger cities

2
he lives in the barriadas or the calle Jones .

The rural lower-middle class are generally small

property owners who in many cases employ the lower class

members as laborers. They are literate, speak Spanish, and

wear western clothes. Many are of Indian or of recent Indian

mixture descent.

The urban lower-middle class is similar to its rural

counterpart, but its members work as small businessmen, white

collar workers, public employees, and teachers. They have

little economic povfer or savings and little political in-

fluence, although they may participate in local political

activities and even hold various formal positions in the

local governments or in other organizations.

The rural upper-middle class is actually the top

class in rural areas and in the smaller cities. Most of the

members of this class have moved into the larger cities,

however, leaving the administration of their lands to others.

Many now commute to their lands in the rural areas with the

aid of modern transportation facilities, instead of living

there.

The urban upper-middle class is made up of this once

Hammel, loc . cit ,

2
See footnotes on pages 76 and 78 for definition of

barrlades and calle Jones .
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rural gentry, the businessmen of medium income, engineers,

lawyers, and other professions. This group consists of

well entrenched mestizos or whites who dress in western cloth-

ing and speak Spanish, These are they who hold political and

economic dominance in most tovms and cities outside of Lima,

Arequipa, or Trujillo. All members of this class speak

Spanish and are literate.

The upper class, whose membership is quite small,

consists of wealthy Creoles and immigrants who have been

successful in accumulating a great deal of wealth. Most of

the members of this class live in the Lima metropolitan area

or in foreign countries. This group is not homogeneous, as

it Is made of many types of people who have gained wealth.

Many of the members of this class have received higher educa-

tion in foreign countries and are polyglot.

Politics

Like many other factors in Peruvian society, politics

and political parties are in a state of transition and are

not easily understood. Old loyalties are changing and sup-

port of particular parties by specific groups may also be in

a state of flux. For the purposes of this paper, the pre-

sent situation will be described without a great amount of

analysis in order to give the reader an idea of the functions

that these parties perform in local elections and on munici-

pal councils,

Hammel, o£. cit . , pp. 53-55.
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In the last four elections, June 1962, June 1963f

December 1963 i and November I966, only four political parties

have obtained any continuing electoral Importance. The

parties are: the Allanza Popular Revolunclonarla America,

APRA, led by the venerable and world famous Vfctor RaiJl Haya

de la Torre; the Accldn Popular, AP, led by the current

Peruvian President, Fernando Belailnde Terry; the Unldn

Naclonal Ordrllsta, UNO, led by ex-Presldent (1950-56) and

ex-Dlctator (19^8-50) General Manuel E. Odrla; and the

Demdcrata Crlstlano, DC, led by Hector Cornejo Chavez.

In the 1962 presidential election, all of these parties

ran their respective leaders for the office of president

while three smaller parties also ran their candidates for

president. Because no one candidate received the constitution-

ally required one-third of the popular vote, the election

was to be decided by Congress. Due to subsequent political

Infighting, suspected election fraud, and other factors, the

military staged a coup on July 18, I962, cancelled the elec-

tion results, and set up a military junta to govern the coun-

try Just a few days before President Manuel Prado's term ended.

The military Junta ruled until June I963, when another presi-

dential election was held under the guidance and vigilance of

the military Junta.

It Is Important to note, that under the new election

laws established by the military Junta, new requirements for

party Inscription were established in order to eliminate

small parties. The most important among these is the rule
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that raqalres a petition by each party signed by 20,000

registered, qualified voters before it can run a candidate

in presidential elections. The results of this rule have

had an Important impact thus far on Peruvian politics. The

most important of which was the reduction of the number of

candidates for president from seven in 1962 to four in I963,

enabling two candidates to receive over one-third of the

popular vote in 1963i which no candidate had been able to do

in 1962. Another result of this rule was that it forced

the small Christian Democratic Party to align Itself with

Accl<5n Popular after the I962 election in order to survive,

which in turn aided Fernando Belaunde Terry in successfully

capturing the presidency in the I963 elections. Because of

this victory, another consequence was consumated when APRA

Joined with UNO to form a legislative coalition which gave

them majority power in Congress,

These two political coalitions remained united as

such in the municipal elections held in Decembei; I963, and

in November, 1966 , thereby extending the two national

political coalitions to the local level. In these elections,

both coalitions showed almost equal electoral strength. In

1963 the AP-DC coalition obtained ^6,5^ per cent of the total

national popular vote while the APRA-UNO coalition obtained

^4.33 per cent of the total. The remaining 9. 13 per cent in-

eludes the various Independent groups that obtained votes.

••Jurado Kacional do Elecclones, Elecciones Pollticas .

Decreto-Ley 1^250 . Art. 60 (I963) , p.
2~ ~"

^Dnpubllshed data from Jurado Nacional de Elecclones.
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The unofficial returns for the I966 elections published In

late November,-^ are nearly a mirror of the I963 returns for

the nation as a whole. Both major coalitions gained about

one percentage point increasing the AP-DC per cent to ^7.01

and the APRA-UNO to ^5.75 per cent while only 7.24 per cent

went to the independent parties.

In 1966, the Presidential coalition, AP-DC, wanted to

, add another factor to the local election and make the election

a plebiscite, to indicate popular support for the President's

legislative programs. The APRA-UNO coalition rejected this

concept and held that the elections were local in nature,

and that they should not be used as a national plebiscite.

The indications of the elections seem to be, that public

opinion accepted the local nature of the elections rejecting

a national plebiscite. Candidates won or lost on the basis

, of local issues and personalities rather than on national

issues.

Political povrer shifted from one party to another

in some key cities in I966. The major set-backs for the AP-

DC came from the "solid south" in the cities of Arequipa and

Cuzco. At the same time, APRA control and influence in the

north was weakened greatly, especially in the cities of

Chiclayo and Cajamarca, and to a lesser extent in Trujillo.

These highly partisan elections are indicative of one

of the major elements of the Peruvian society, a high degree

El Comercio. Dominical (Lima, PeriJ) , "Las Clfras de
Las Elecciones del Domingo 13," 20 Noviembre I966, p. 4.
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of politiclzatlon at all levels of association. The society

Is charged with political attitudes, behavior, and associa-

tions. This partisan conflict is evident in many of the local

councils throughout the country. In some cases, this conflict

has lent itself to obtain more responsible government, while

in other, it has prevented council action on numerous pro-

grams and activities.

Many informed people in Lima have postulated that the

factor of political conflict may be one of the major factors

determining differences on a local level. The newspapers

also have printed numerous articles Indicating that politi-

cal differences were causing many varied problems which local

2
councils were unable to resolve.

This problem of conflict is quite obvious in Lima.

Its position as the largest city in the nation and the nation's

capital undoubtedly magnifies and compounds factors that may

have less influence in other parts of the country. We shall

now turn to Lima and examine some of its unique features.

Interviews held in Lima with a number of governmental
officials August through December, I965.

La Prensa (Lima, Peril), 8 Enero I966, p. 1, 19 Noviem-
bre 1965 t p. 6, and 11 Dlciembre I965. p. It and El Coraercio
(Lima, Peril), 28 Enero I966, p. 2, and 5 Setiembre 1966, p. 1.



CHAPTER III

LIMA, BARRIADAS . AND INDIAN COMMUNITIES

Within the field of local government in Peru, there

are three very important units that fall outside the scope

of this study. Because of their importance, however, they

cannot be ignored as over one-third of the total population

of Peru can be associated with one of these units. To avoid

a serious gap in the study, this chapter will examine the

metropolitan area of Lima; the barrida , which is a low-class

housing area associated with peripheral growth in urban

areas; and lastly the Indian community, which is at the op-

posite pole lacking almost everything related to the modern

world and completely divorced from the urban areas. The

particular aspects of each unit will be briefly described

with the main emphasis upon the structure and organization of

local agencies, offices, or councils that perform local

government-type functions within their respective units.

Lima will be described with respect to the concentra-

tion of economic and political factors located there, and the

political structure of the local councils. The proportion

of local government revenues collected by the Lima metropoli-

tan area will be compared to other local governments in Peru.

The barriada will be defined and the Barriada Association

68
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with Its organization and purposes will be discussed. In

addition, the Barrlada Association's relations with govern-

ment agencies will also be Included. The Indian communities

will be described from the point of view of legal recogni-

tion and non-recognltlon and two types of local leader

systems will be examined.

Lima

The city of Lima forms the only real metropolitan

complex In Peru, Peru's second city, Callao, Is sufficiently

close to Lima that for all practical purposes It forms part

of the Lima metropolitan area. Arequlpa Is the next city In

size and only contained around 200,000 people In 196 5. In

contrast, Llma-Callao contained over 2,250,000 Inhabitants.

Because of this great difference In size, and because Lima Is

also the nation's capital. It unites a great many complexi-

ties and problems that do not confront other cities In Peru.

Lima, therefore, deserves separate and Individual treatment.

There Is a concentration of commerce, Industry, and

political units as well as population In Peru's capital. The

following chart reveals that 77*^ P®^ cent of the Industrial

establishments In Peru are located In the Llma-Callao area,

that 65.6 per cent of Industrial employees In the fields of

labor, that are listed, work In this area, and that 56.^

per cent of the production value Is found In Lima. Three

main Industries; food production and processing, mining, and

petroleum are decentralized because they need to be near the

source of raw materials. If the production from these
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industries is subtracted from the total, then 78.7 per cent

of the production of the remaining Industries Is located In

the Lima area.

In Lima the greatest proportion of professional skill

and capability are concentrated. For example, the relative

number of doctors, dentists, lawyers, and teachers In pro-

portion to the number of the population to be served or

treated by them Is much higher than In the rest of the nation.

Vihereas the Lima area Is said to have an excess of teachers

and lawyers , the remainder of the country suffers from a

scarcity of these professionals. In a similar fashion Lima

also has a high percentage of Peru's voting population. Al-

though about 22 per cent of the population live there , the

metropolitan area has nearly Uj per cent of the nation's

voting population. This Indicates a higher literacy rate,

as well as greater Interest In voting In Lima as compared to

the rest of Peru. Besides this, noarly all national govern-

ment agencies have their headquarters in Lima, and many have

their only offices there. Most Important political decisions

are made in Lima, and if local agencies, national field of-

fices, .or local governments want aid, support, or assis-

tance on a project or problem, a representative usually travels

to Lima for that purpose.

The political structure of the local government of the

Lima metropolitan area includes two provincial councils.

Compiled by the author from unpublished data of the
Jurado Naclonal de Eleciones.
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those of Lima and Callao, and thirty-nine district councils

of which six are new districts which obtained councils for

the first time In the I966 elections. Three of the district

councils are located In the Constitutional Province of Callao

Including the Callao cercado . The rest of these districts

are located in the Lima Province Including the district of

the Lima cercado .

I

This proliferation of councils makes It more diffi-

cult for the local governments of Lima to coordinate necessary

services and functions, such as street cleaning, garbage

collection, street repair, new street construction, pro-

vision of food and control of Its quality, and Inspection and

control of food vendors. Not only must the provincial council

of Lima coordinate Its activities with all of these districts

and the Callao provincial council. It also must do It with

various private companies, as well as with national govern-

ment agencies and corporations. In order to carry out Its

functions. District councils are somewhat reluctant to al-

low the provincial council to do very much within their Juris-

dictions, as they fear that the province might assume more

than Its share of power and authority. The districts work

with the Lima council on extensive projects, but on those

that the district council can accomplish alone. It does so.

They want to maintain their autonomy and do not want the Lima

Provincial Council to make their decisions for them, to do

The definition of cercado Is the district that Is the
seat of a provincial capital.
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their work, or to receive the credit for all public works

In the metropolitan area.

The district councils are Important In situations of

a very local nature. Many of the districts represent real

differences of economy, social class, culture, and education

In the city that might otherwise go unrecognized. Respective

district councils have distinct problems that In turn must

be met In different ways. For example in a working class

district the problems of providing a market place, control of

street vendors , and paving of principal streets might be the

major concerns of the council, whereas, an upper class dis-

trict council might concern itself with gardens, parks, and

good paved roads throughout the whole district. In contrast,

to these two, the newly created district that might consist

mainly of working class housing constructed over an old

barriada and new barrlada areas would have to concern itself

with water and sewage systems and public lighting before at-

tacking other problems. The district system serves the worth-

while purpose of recognizing these differences and giving the

inhabitants of each district more voice and representation

in their local affairs, than they would have if the pro-

vincial council did everything and was the only local govern-

ment for all the two million plus inhabitants.

Voting patterns in the I963 and 1966 elections reveal

important differences in attitude and political preference

on the district level. In 1963f in the Lima cercado , the

majority of the electorate voted for the AP-DC coalition
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candidates for mayor and a majority of the councllmen. Six-

teen districts Including Mlraflores, San Isldro, and Llnce

also elected AP-DC mayors. The districts of La Victoria,

Comas, and San MartlTn de Porras on the other hand elected

APRA-UNO coalition mayors and majorities In their councils

along with ten other districts. At least two districts re-

jected both of the preceding coalitions and elected Inde-

1
pendents

.

Further proliferation of districts however, should be

discouraged. There are now too many districts and further

sub-dlvlslon would tend to complicate the situation even more.

It would even be wise to consolidate like, contingent dis-

tricts which have similar characteristics and problems.

Financially, Lima Is more solvent than the other cities

of Peru. In I960, the Provincial Council of Lima collected

and spent 37 per cent of all the money received and spent

In Peru by provincial councils. In 1962, It amounted to 43

per cent and In 1965. to 49 per cent. With all councils con-

sidered, district as well as provincial, Lima still has a

lion's share of the money. In I960, the revenues of Lima

represented 24 per cent of the total j in 1962, 29 per cent;

and In I965. 2? per cent of the monies collected by all

2Peruvian local governments. When the Lima district councils

and the Provincial Council of Callao are considered, the

revenues for the whole metropolitan area represent over 60

^Compiled unpublished data of the Jurado Nacional de
Elecclones.

^Compiled from unpublished data of the Banco Central de
La Reseirva.
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per cent of all local government revenues collected for I960,

1961 and 1962 (the only years for which data were available

for all levels)

.

TABLE 3.2

REVENUES OF PERUVIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENTS^

i960 1961 1962 1963 196^ 1965

All Provincial Councils 250^ 283 3^5 376 433 c

Provincial Council of
Lima 94 111 1^8 ...° , ,^ 218

Provincial Council of
Callao 14 17 17 . . . .° .

.°

All Districts of Lima
Area 123 l4l I6I . .® .

,c
. .^

Total Metropolitan
Area of Lima 231 269 326 . .® . .° , ,^

All Local Governments 381 436 515 583 701 805

Per cent of Metropoli-
tan Lima to all Local
Governments 60.6^ 61.75^ 63.3^ . .° ...^ .

.°

^Compiled by the author from unpublished figures of the
Banco Central de la Reserva

^In millions of soles

^Figures not available

This situation could have been changing over the past

three years as the Important revenues from property taxes

have been returned to all provincial councils since I963. As

the table shows, these data from the Banco Central are available

only to 1962. Many councils have Improved their tax collec-

tion practices and administration which has also helped to
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Increase revenues. Although Lima has received the benefits

from these same changes, the author believes that the In-

creases effected by the changes will be greater outside of

Lima than within the metropolitan area.

In many other ways, Lima Is a leader and an example

to the rest of the nations. Lima represents a model to the

other local councils In Its actions, administration, public

works, training, and law. The organizational rules and pro-

cedures established by the Provincial Council of Lima are

used as models by other councils. Most cities have no such

rules and therefore must refer to the Lima law when problems

or confusion they are not sure hovr to meet or solve, arise.

Many of the Innovations In Peruvian local government In the

near future will undoubtedly come from Lima,

One of these problems concerns the growth and expan-

sion of barrladas . The barrlada is sometimes associated

mainly with the Lima metropolitan area, but this is mis-

leading, as many of the cities with over 30,000 people are

faced with this same problem,

Barrladas

A barrlada is a community of people who have illegal-

ly Invaded unoccupied land surrounding or near an urban center

and have established houses and streets, usually without

planning or control. Groups are organized, and Invasion

'The official definition of a bar^-lada taken from the
Ley Or-ar.lca de Barrios Marpinales , Artlculo ^. trans, by
Allan Austin, is "the territorial zone of fiscal, municipal
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plans are elaborated. On a given night at a predetermined

hour, the invasion is executed and within a few hours a new

barriada has come into existence. The dwellings, at the

beginning, are small one or two room constructions made of

bamboo mats with dirt floors and may even remain roofless

for a time. As the population becomes more settled and feels

more secure on the land, these temporary dwellings are re-

placed by adobe and brick constructions. As families grow

and settlement continues, new rooms and even second stories

are added. In some cases third stories are also added.

Why do people move to a barriada ? According to a

study done by Pablo Berckholts Salinas, 57 per cent go there

from the central city to obtain free land on which to build

their houses, 33.5 per cent go because they could not afford

the high rents and costs in the core city, 3 per cent move

there due to recent raises in their rents, and 6 per cent

go because they were evicted from their place of abode. Al-

though to the outsider, the living conditions in the barriada

2might seem unbearable, they fulfill certain basic needs

of their inhabitants, who are not as discontented as might

communal, or private property that is found on the outskirts
of the populated centers of the political-administrative
capitals or in their surrounding suburban areas, in which by
invasion and in spite of legal dispositions on property, with
municipal authorization or without it, on lots distributed
without regard to officially approved plans, groupings of
dwellings have been constructed in haphazard manner, lacking
one or more of the following services: drinking water, sew-
age, public lighting, sidewalks, vehicle routes, etc."

Pablo Berckholts Salinas, Barrios Marginales; Aber-
raci6n Social (Lima, Peril, I963) , p. ^3.

^Ibld. , pp. 27-29.
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be Imagined. The Inhabitants have (ie facto ownership of the

land and their house. They cannot be evicted at a moment's

notice by their landlord, nor can their rents be raised, as

they pay no rent. They have some privacy, security, and

shelter; and they can enlarge their house as their family

grows and their economic means improve. They have to dis-

pense with running water and must purchase it by the can

from trucks that come dally to the barrlada , and must do

without sanitary systems and public lighting. But In most

cases, they never had those conveniences in either their

home In the sierra or in their living quarters in the core

2city which was usually a calle.l6n . Thus their situation

is much Improved, as they pay little for housing expenses

and are more secure. For those coming from the sierra,

they now have access to the labor market of the city. Thus

land invasions are usually organized and executed by inhabi-

tants of the core city who are seeking cheaper, more secure

housing facilities, and then the area settled is later en-

larged by migrants coming in from other regions of the

country.

Because of the number of people involved In a barrlada

land Invasion, because there is no other place to send them,

"Unpublished data compiled by Sherman Lewis, Research
Consultant of IPA to ONRAP, I966.

2
A calle.1<5n is a group of dwellings that usually con-

sist of one or two rooms each, opening to a conimon hall or al-
ley-way within the cora city. They sr.\re corcnion sanitary
facilities and usually lack running water. Rooms serve a.^

combined dormitories, kitchens, and living rooms. Rent Is
relatively high.
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and because of the political and social consequences of

forceful eviction, which would undoubtedly result in numerous

casualties, there is generally no attempt made to legally

remove the invaders from the land by force.

The instigators of such a land invasion are usually

chosen by the community Invaders as their representatives in

a barriada association. This association has the primary task

of defending the population from eviction and secondly to

legally represent the barriada before the various government

agencies involved with it. The association, more or less, be-

comes the government of the barriada ; organizing it, acknow-

ledging and aggregating its needs and wants, and articulating

them to the Indicated government agencies—mainly the National

Housing Board which has primary Jurisdiction concerning the bar -

riadas. The associations attempt to obtain land titles, which

the Housing Board is authorized to give them when specified re-

quirements are met. At the same time, they appeal to the

Housing Board, as well as to the municipality of the district

in which they are located, to be provided with the basic ser-

vices of drinking water, sewers, and public lighting. At

later dates paved streets, sidewalks, schools, plazas, and

other important construction will be sought for and built.

In the sense that this association represents the

people, because it is established by the members of the com-

munity, and it aggregates and articulates the community's

Matos Mar in Hauser, 02. clt . , p. 180.

^Peril, Ley Organica de Barrios Marginales, No. 13517
(I96I).
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needs, It resembles a local government. But In a narrow

sense, It more closely resembles an Interest group. These

associations are important for the first few years of the

barriada's existence and generally provide the only legal

officials of the district. But as time goes by, and they

are generally able to produce little, they usually lose in

prestige and power. Separate associations are later formed

for specific purposes, such as the construction of a school,

to obtain public lighting, or to obtain a through access

road, or for other specific reasons. As these groups pro-

liferate, the barriada association loses its Influence in

the sub-division.

Core towns and cities around which the barriadas are

constructed had Jurisdiction over the barridas within their

boundrles, but they generally ignored the barriadas and

failed to supply them with the necessary services of water

and sewage. The local officials looked upon the barriadas

as a transitory eye-sore that would disappear as soon as the

Inhabitants were evicted, or the officials closed their eyes

and pretended that these sub-divisions did not exist. During

the 1950 's however, barriadas multiplied greatly. More and

more people moved into them as internal migration continued.

By 1957. 9.5 per cent of the population of Lima lived in

barriadas , 9 per cent of Arequipa's population also was housed

in similar areas, and in Chimbote 20 per cent lived in barriadas.'

Almond and Coleman, 0£. clt . , pp. 33-35.

2Matos Mar in Hauser, 02. clt., p. 181.
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This condition continued to worsen and by I96I , the Chlmbote \

barriada population had risen to 67.5 per cent of the city's

population, Arequlpa's to 39 per cent, and Lima's to a per I

cent of 24.6, The situation had reached a point where It

could no longer be Ignored. In I96I, the Congress passed the

2"Barriada Law."

This law marked the change In governmental attitude

towards the existence of the barriada. It recognized, of-

ficially, the existence of barrladas and some of the pro-

blems with which they are faced. The law has two major

purposes; the first is to transform existing barrladas Into

"populeir" (low class) housing sub-dlvlslons, and the second

is to prevent the formation of new barrladas by making them

Inelllg^ble to receive benefits under this law.-^ The National

Housing Corporation, now the National Housing Board (Junta

Naclonal de la Vlvlenda, JVN) , was given Jurisdiction over

the nation '6 barrladas to carry out the provisions of this

law.

This law has thus far failed to accomplish these two

main purposes. Barrladas continue to spring forth and the

number of city inhabitants living in barrladas continues to

grow. (There were nearly a million people in I965 in

barrladas . ) Some barrladas have been relocated in low class

Walter Harris and Hans A. Hosse, Housing in Peru
(Wash., D. C: Pan American Union, I963) , p. 502.

2
Peril, Ley de Barrios Marginales. No. 13517 (I961).

^Ibid . , Articulos 1 & 2.

L
Compiled from unpublished figures of the JVN .
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housing and others have been Improved but the majority are

following a natural evolution process In which the owners add

on and remodel their own houses without JNV supervision or

help. The JNV has also failed to adequately cope with other

situations. Many barrladas are still without basic services

of water, sewage disposal, and lighting, and most home owners

still lack title to the land on which they live. The lesser

provisions of the law also fall short of execution in many

areas.

The barrlada itself Is not recognized as a separate

municipality or community in this study for four major

reasons. First of all, it is not legally recognized as such

by the Peruvian government but is recognized only as a special

housing sub-division, a squatter settlement. Secondly, it

has no organized government body that carries out any of

the services and functions with which this study is concerned.

Thirdly, the barrlada has no taxing power, no revenues of any

consequence, and no organized financial control or adminis-

tration. Lastly, it represents a sub-district level, one

step below the scope of this study.

Many of the inhabitants of the barrladas are migrants

from another cultural and social world, the Indian community.

Although the originators of the land invasions are usually

from the core city, they originally migrated from small vil-

lages and Indian communities in rural areas and many of the

migrants into the established barrladas come directly from

these rural communities. Thus the discussion of the Indian
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community does not unnaturally follow that of the barrlada.

Indian Communities

Like barriadas the Indian communiUes will not be

studied in the scope of this project as a local government

entity. Although it might be argued that the Indian com-

munities unite more of the characteristics of a local govern-

ment than the barrlada , they do not represent local govern-

ments or organization In a modern sense. Beyond this, as

2
sub-dlstrlcts, they are located one step below the level

to be studied In the administrative hierarchical system of

local government In Peru.

In legal terms there are two types of Indian com-

munities, the recognized and the unrecognized. In order

to become recognized, a community must fulfill certain re-

quirements such as proof of land titles before 1821, the

election of a legal representative, personero legal , and have

an agreement among the members of the community to become

recognized. The main purpose for which an Indian community

seeks legal and constitutional recognition is to obtain

recognition of the community's property rights and receive

protections and aid from the central government concerning

this property. The unrecognized community, on the other

hand, neither receives this legal recognition of communal

lands, nor the protection from sale and alienation of

1
Alderfer, Local Government in Developing Countries ,

pp. 14-16,

These communities might also be called anexos, par-

clalidades , pagos , estanclas , pueblos , or caserios .
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property that the recognized community receives. Because

of the legal problems and complication Involved, and the need

for good lawyers In order to obtain recognition, the para-

doxical situation results that the more mestizo the community,

the more likely It Is to be recognized.

In spite of overwhelming difficulties during the

Spanish colonization and since, Indian communities have re-

mained Important In Peru, The community at present as In

the ayllu of the Inca Empire, consists of families, clans,

or groups united by economic activity or region. One of the

essential elements Is the collective possession and exploita-

tion of pasture and crop lands. Other characteristics In-

clude the collective use of water, woods, and untllled lands;

mutual cooperative labor on public buildings, roads, bridges,

and even private homes; and division of the harvests among

2
the members of the community.

Indian communities remained as administrative units

under the early Spanish colonists. After 1720, however,

many Indians were pressed into personal service for the

Spanish and many received treatment worse than the Spaniard's

Negro slaves. Independence brought no help to the Indian

community, as Bolivar dissolved their legality by supreme

decree with the idea of assimilating the Indian into

the whole society. Instead, it merely made it possible for

Conversation with Paul Doughty of the Cornell Peru
Project in Lima, July, 1966.

2
Jose Pareja Paz-Sold^n, Deracho Constltuclonal

Peruano (Lima, Perili Edlclones de Sol, 1963) , p. 362.
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the Spanish and the mestizo to take more of the Indian's

lands

,

The Constitution of 1933 finally reestablished legal

recognition to the Indian community and granted governmental

2
protection of their lands. Indian communal land again became

unsaleable and unalienable, as It had been before 1824, when

Boliver dissolved the communities. In 1936, legislation was

enacted that further prohibited alienation of Indian lands

and made it obligatory that they be surveyed and registered.

The Indian community retains its own system of local

officers, elections, and customs, although it is subject to

the local government of the province and the district in

which it is located, and upon the central government through

the prefectural system and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in

the Ministry of Labor. The district local government can-

not Interfere with revenues of the communities or levy taxes

on their property. In many communities, the form of govern-

ment is similar to that introduced during Spanish colonial

times, in others, it has undergone numerous changes and

modifications. Two of these systems will be described.

3
The system of Varayoc was introduced into Peru between

•'•

Ibid ., pp. 363-366.

^Peril, Constltuclon (1933) 1 Actlculos 201-208.

3
-^"The term varayoc means in Quechua, with vara , or

staff of office." William W. Stein, Hualcan; Life In the
Hi ghlands of Peru (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press,
1961) , p. 186. Each official carries a staff about a yard
long which is the symbol of his office and authority. This
staff ( vara ) Itself is respected and venerated along with the
office and the authority it represents.
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155^^ and l')80 under the name of "Mayor of Imilans." The

Spanish using this system were able to strengthen their power

over the Indian and protect their own Interests, Basically,

the varayos . the leaders of the system consist of a head

mayor, the alcalde peday\eo , a sub mayor, a controller, a

treasurer, and varlng numbers of councllraen. These men may

be chosen for these offices In an election-type ceremony, or

In some cases the alcalde pedaneo Is appointed by the dis-

trict mayor while the lower officers may be elected or ap-

pointed by the alcalde pedaneo . Those who are nominated or

appointed are usually men of some power, prestige, and wealth

In the community. They usually have some seniority and ex-

perience in the system, as they normally start at the bottom

and work upwards. These officers organize and direct com-

munity endeavors; public works and projects; organize, execute,

and In most cases finance, religious fiestas and events; and

2settle small disputes among members of the community.

Externally the varayos stand between the district town of-

ficials and the members of their communities or In the case

of hacienda communities, between the peons and the patron

(owner) .^

The Varayoc system Is also an avenue of social

climbing as a person who rises to the top becomes prominent

and well known In surrounding communities as well as In his

Mario C, Vasquez, The Varayoc System In Vlcos (Ithaca,
N. Y.! Cornell University Press, jian, , 1964), p. 2,

2Stein, o£. clt . . p. 184.

3-^Ibld . , also Vasquez, o£. clt . , p. 3.
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own. Only the relatively rich can afford to rise very high

In the system, however, because a person In such a position

must finance many religious fiestas and activities; the expense
1

increases with the importance of the position.

Another system that is common among the communities is

The Junta Comunal (Communal Committee or Board) . This board

Is made of a president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer,

a fiscal (similar to a public prosecutor), and a personero

legal (a legal representative) . The latter officer is also

an ex-officlo member of the district council in whose Juris-

diction the Indian community Is located. This position, at

least, gives the Indian community some voice in the mestizo

government. The system of a communal board is common among

many of the recognized Indian communities. Depending on the

Individual situation, either the president of the board or

the personero might be the most Important officer In this

system.

The main responsibility of the communal board is the

control and administration of the uses and disposition of the

communally owned and worked lands. The board is also res-

ponsible for assembling voluntary labor for public works

projects that are to be executed through mutual cooperation

of the pueblo.

The personero legal has the responsibility of repre-

senting the community before agencies of the central and

local governments. He also has the task. In unrecognized

Stein, op . cit .. p. 192.
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communities, of making sure that correct procedures are fol-

lowed, that necessary requirements are fulfilled, and that

pressure Is applied In order that the community might become

a recognized one.

It must be remembered at this point that an Indian

community may at the same time be a district capital. In

other words, the community might have two groups of officers

representing the people; the local government officials, and

the Indian community officials. Which group might be most

Important In community affairs and have ability to complete

public works projects depends on the Individual community.

In legal matters however, the mestizo local government of-

ficials hold the greatest degree of formal power, but Its

use Is again dependent on each Individual case. Stein points

out In his study of Hualcan that the Indian and his officials

are always subject to the local government or central govern-

ment officials that represent the mestizo world.

^

Because the Indian community lies at a sub-dlstrlct

level, because Its major functions and activities lie outside

the scope of this study, and because ultimately the Indian

community Is subject to the other local government officials

as well as to the officials of the central government: the

Indian community will not be studied as such In the confines

^Ibld,

2Most authors feel that local government officials
always represent the mestizo or white elements of the com-
munity and not the Indian segment. Ibid . , p. 197, and Hammel,
op. clt . , p. 54.

3Stein, o£. clt., pp. 233-23'4-.
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of this pro.lect. It Is however, a very Important element In

the Peruvian political and social system and merits more

comparative analysis and classification to supplement the case

studies that are currently completed, and that are done by

anthropologists and sociologists. There are over U,500 recog-

nized and unrecognized Indian communities in Peru containing

over 2,000,000 people. Because of the number of people

involved and the living conditions in which they must abide,

this sector is not and cannot be ignored by the Peruvian

government and by the local governments, or by the Intellectual

world

.

The Indian communities and their organization, func-

tions, and concepts of communal worlc have had an impact on

the history of local government and its development in Peru.

We now turn to a more detailed history of local government

in Peru and an examination of the major stages through which

It has evolved.

In the 1,586 recognized communities alone, there are
over 1,367.000 inhabitants. El Com^rcio (Lima, Perd), 15
Dlciembre I965, p. 8.



CHAPTER IV

HISTORY AND ELECTIONS

The development of local government structures, powers,

and functions, from the Inca period to the present, will be

covered in this chapter. The Inca heritage in today's govern-

ment is relatively small. In contrast, the system brought over

and practiced by the Spanish evolved into the system as it is

practiced today. One of the most important developments since

the conquest and surely since Independence, are the changes

brought about in local government since I963. For this reason

the impact of these innovations will be explored in some depth.

The Inca Period

The Inca state was a mixture of theocracy, monarchy,

socialism, and communism, and was centralized and autocratic.

The Inca emperor was an absolute ruler; his word was law. He

was worshipped as divine and obeyed implicitly with reverence

appropriate to divinity. He was limited only by custom which

he apparently never violated

2
In regions outside of Cuzco, the Inca was represented

by governors and state overseers. These people carried out

^Kason, o£. cit . , p. 182.

^Only the king was called "Inca." The name of the
empire was Tahuantinsuyu.

90
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his will and the law of the empire In their resTJectlve re-

gions. The empire was divided Into quarters, each having a

governor of royal blood who. In turn, formed a part of the

great Council of State In Cuzco. Each quarter was subdivided

Into provinces, which had Its provincial governor. Provinces

were further divided into saya or sections which were made up

of the ayllus or communities. Below the provincial governor,

the local officials were curaeas of four to five ranks, enumer-

ated by the decimal system; that is, a chief of one hundred,

of 500, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and perhaps even of 50,000.

This whole official system worked in an hierarchical fashion

from the top down. All law and commands flowed downward, as

did all decisions and control. Information Initiated at the

lower levels and channeled to the higher echelons related to

populetlDn figures and food production.

Local government under this system was one of control

and implementation of rules from above with little active

participation on the part of the masses below. The common

people .although regimented and allowed little choice, ini-

tiative, or independence, were protected by the state against

2
hunger, exploitation, or undue hardship. The system seems

to have worked efficiently and with little or no dissent, re-

bellion, or opposition until shortly before the empire ceased

to exist.

^Mason, 0£. clt . , pp. 17'4-175, and G.H.S. Bushnell,
Peru (Lima, Peril: ABC Bookstore S. A., 1956), p. 132.

Mason, 0£. clt . , p. 176,
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All land and mineral deposits were owned by the state

and were worked In common. Besides working the land In common

for the state, the people were called upon to perform labor for

public works projects. This obligation was called the mlta .

By using this method, roads and bridges were built throughout

the empire, fortresses were constructed, and temples were built. -'-

In order to carry out these works and to control the division

of food stuffs, the Inca used staffs of field Inspectors and

special delegates to supplement local officials and to aid them

in the performance of these tasks. These special delegates

were especially important with respect to taxation and military

conscription.

The Spanish-Colonial System

The Spanish found little difficulty In substituting

their centralized, divine monarchical system for that of the

Inca system. Officials of the crown were placed as governors

of the quarters, and in some cases, of the provinces thus

replacing the Indian leaders, but indigenous leaders were left

at the lower levels. For years this substitution worked with

success and the juasses continued to work much as before.

Spanish local governmental organization and control

dates back to a legacy from the Roman Empire, The idea of

Roman law, of the scope of the goods and the services to be

provided by the city, and the practice of the municipality

controlling the rural country-side, as v.ell as the urban arer.,

^Ibld . , p. 179.
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were carried over from the Romans,

From 711 until 1^92, Spain was over-run, controlled,

and ruled In whole or In part by African Muslims. Beginning

In the eleventh century, the Christians gradually pushed the

Muslims southward, establishing fortified cities as they went.

These newly established fortified towns were granted a great

deal of autonomy, special privileges, as well as power In this

process. These cities grew sufficiently rich and powerful

and In some Instances, considered themselves strong enough to

attack the Crown, as In the cases of Leon and Gallcla In 129'>.

As the Reconquest, as this period was called, drew to a close

In 1^92, the Spanish Crown began to consolidate Its powers.

Municipal autonomy and Independence were greatly weakened In

the process of royal consolidations.

It was during this period of municipal decay that the

2
conquest of America was begun. Although some of the spirit

of Independence and autonomy of the Spanish city was brought

to the colonies, the power and authority that they had was

centered In the personage of the King. The King delegated

much of this authority to the Council of the Indies. The

Council had complete jurisdiction over all financial, civil,

military. Judicial, ecclesiastical, and commercial affairs

and could act in all of these fields with the King's consent.

^Humberto Nunez Borja, La Insltucidn Municipal en el Peri5

(Arequlpa, Peril: Editorial Universltaria, 1961) , p. 518.

Donald M. Dozer, Latin America; An Interpretive His-
tory (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1962), p. lO^.

^Ibld. , p. 107.
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Viceroys and the audlenclas came under the direct Jurisdiction

of the Council. They were separately appointed and were

separately responsible to the Council and to the King. Al-

though the viceroy presided over the audlencla , It often

exceeded the viceroy's authority. The audlencla was originally

a Judicial tribunal, but It assumed executive powers and be-

came the second most powerful political Institution over the

American colonies. Other local officials Included provincial

governors, corregldores and alcaldemayores who were subordinate

to "-.he viceroys and the audlenclas ; the latter two usually had

Jurisdiction over one city and one cablldo . the locally

elected council.

The cablldo was composed of regldores , or councllmen,

elected by the white property owners of the area. These

regldores In turn elected alcaldes , or mayors, over the cablldo .

One of the first Items of business when a town was established

was the designation of the cablldo and the establishment of

the central plaza where It would meet. Its functions Included

local police enforcement, street cleaning, control of local

markets, and acting as a local court of first Instance.

The early American cablldos enjoyed a great deal of

local autonomy and Independence and were the only governmental

Institutions In which the American-born Spaniard could work

and gain experience. Those who were so engaged were generally

^Ibld.

^Alderfer, Local Governnent in Developing Countries , p. 18,

5paz SoldAn, o£. cit . , pp. 3^4-3^5.
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local aristocrats who were wealthy enough to buy

their way Into these positions, If they had to do so. How-

ever, they did represent and defend local interests although

It was usually in order to protect their own. The cabildos

were also a semi-popular Institution, as the councilmen

were sometimes popularly elected even though this was ac-

complished by a restricted electorate.

The cabildos lost power and autonomy during the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as the peninsular

officials interfered more and more, and as offices were bought

and sold through them. In spite of the subsequent weakening

of the cabildos ' power and autonomy, they maintained local

prestige as they were the voices of local interests In the

p
colonies. Even key cabildos , which were located in the more

Important cities (many of which are now national capitals)

and whose influence emanated into the interior, were also sub-

jected to this deterioration of power and influence. Never-

theless, the tradition of local Independence and autonomy re-

mained alive and came to the surface during the wars for in-

dependence. Without the cablldo . Independence would probably

have come to Latin America much later, for it was in these

cabildos that Creoles had gained their experience in local

government and learned to exercise what influence they had in

their countries.-^

•^Dozer, o£. clt . , pp. 1^9-151.

Paz Sold^n, loc. clt .

-^Nunez Borja, o£. clt . , p. 523.
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Period of Indepenfience

During the period of revolution, the tovms and provinces

started the revolts and took control Into their own hands. As

one author states, "The wars of Independence were largely-

municipal affairs." The cablldos , as representatives of lo-

cal urban oligarchies, stood against the Crown and sought to

sever its control and influence from their activities. From

these groups of men emerged the revolutionary Juntas. However,

this situation was not conducive to the Increase of the im-

portance of the local governments. Municipalities and pro-

vinces were not always taken into consideration in the formation

of the new constitutions and basic laws in America and especial-

ly not in Peru.

The first governing decree over the Peruvian territory

was made by General San Martfn. In this rule of law, or pro-

visional constitution, the local government structure and

functions remained about the same as they had been during the

colonial period. The first constitution, approved in 1823,

set up a system of departmental boards to oversee the local

cablldos and advise prefects whose territorial jurisdiction

coincided with that of the boards. The first boards were to be

popularly elected as were the local councils. Although

locally approved ordinances had to be approved by the National

Congress, the local council and mayor had the responsibility

of keeping order, of providing primary education, of providing

Alderfer, Local Government in Developing Countries , p. 21
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health services, of collecting local contributions, of road

repair and cleaning, and of promoting development in agricul-

ture and industry. The mayors also acted as Justices of the

peace.

Due to political unrest and chaos however, the 1823

Constitution was never implemented. Nevertheless, the organi-

zation and functions established by the 1823 Constitution

were implemented in subsequent constitutions. In 1828, a

new constitution was written and the local governments were

established in a manner similar to that outlined in the 1823

Constitution. This system lasted until I836, with one major

change coming in 183^ f when department boards lost most of

their powers to the lower levels of local government. In I836,

local councils were abolished and their functions were as-

sumed by national police commissioners within their respective

Jurisdictions. National control of local functions and ser-

vices continued until 1853. except between I838 and 1839. when

for less than a year, the councils were reestablished as in

1828.^

In 185^, another attempt was made to renew local con-

trol over local government, but due to civil wars and other

3
problems, these laws were never completely implemented.

Another attempt was made in 1873. with the passage of a new

law. This municipal law of 1873. was the forerunner to Peru's

Jorge Basadre, Historfa de la Republica del PerJ (5th
ed.; Lima, Peril: Editorial Peruamerica, 1963-1964), I, 6O-61.

^Ibld. , II, 538-539.

3lbld. , pp. 9^7-9^8.
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present local government system. It was largely copied from

the French law of 1871 dividing the country Into departments,

provinces, and districts, and setting up councils at each

level. This law established departmental boards which were

granted considerable responsibilities and tax collecting

powers

.

The local government system worked until 1880, when It

was disrupted by the War of the Pacific between Peru and Chile.

This experiment In decentralization was too short to eliminate

the many problems that had developed within the system. The

result was a negative attitude towards this new local govern-

mental system on the part of the political leaders. Depart-

ment councils had been overstaffed, services were poorly per-

formed, expenses greatly exceeded revenues, administration was

chaotic and Inefficient, and competition between municipalities

and between different administrative levels prevented worth-

while coordination. Most of these results can be attributed to

lack of education and training. Although the war with Chile

ended in 1883 t locally elected councils were not reestablished

until 1897.

In 1892, a new municipal law was approved. This law

with some modifications, was to endure into the 1960's.

Departmental boards which could review all acts of the pro-

vincial and district councils, were again established under

this law. These boards, however, were eliminated in 1920 and

have never been reestablished. Members of the provincial and

^Ibld. , pp. 205^-2057.
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district councils were to serve without salaries, as they

still do. The" structure and offices within the council were

established as they are found today. . Although contrary to

this law, councils and mayors were appointed In 1893. and

again in 1895. The 1892 law was finally Implemented In 1897,

and local councils again became popularly elected. This state

of affairs lasted until 1920, when the new president and dic-

tator, Augusto B. Legula, canceled all further local elections

and returned to a system of centrally appointed mayors and

councllmen, or councils of the elite ( Juntas de notables ) , as

2
they were called.

From 1920 to 19^3 . these appointed councils did not

represent their respective local areas, but represented the

executive power of the country and were In reality Juntas de

notables .
^ Mayors and councils In departmental capitals were

appointed by presidential decree; mayors and councils of pro-

vincial capitals, by ministerial decree (from the Ministry

of Government); and district officers, by prefectural decree.

During this period it was the prefectural system that control-

led and ruled local governments, completely subordinating the

local officers. For example, mayors or councllmen could be

removed by the prefects without cause by the mere flick of a

pen.

-^Ibid . , VI, 2875.

^Ibld. , VII, 3169-3170.

3Nunez Borja, o£. clt . , p. 28.

'^Paz Solddn, o£. clt . , p. 3^7.
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Prefects had formed an Integral part of local control

since Independence. They took the place of the colonial

Intendente who had been a powerful centrally appointed authority.

These officials have historically represented the central

government In local areas and carried out Its wishes within

their Jurisdictions. Although their major responsibility has

been to maintain and preserve the public order and security,

they have been used by strong central governments to appoint,

administer, and control local councils and mayors when these

latter officials were not elected by popular vote.

This system of centrally appointed local officers had

various negative effects on the position and situation of

local government In Peru. In many cases, persons unknown in a

community, who did not know or understand Its problems were

called upon to govern It. Mayors were very strong with res-

pect to their control of the council and many ruled the entire

local operations. Friends and relatives of national and lo-

cal political leaders were allowed to pack the municipal employ-

ment rolls. A large number of these had little or no train-

ing for their work and little desire to Improve. Many were

accused of misfeasance and corruption. In many cases, local

problems and matters were of little concern to those who ran

the municipality. In some extreme cases, the municipality

was all but abandoned and nothing was done for the community.

Because of the method of appointment, there was little con-

tinuity In the programs, and little follow up on capital In-

vestment projects approved by previous mayors and councils.
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There were no definite terms, and a change could be Implemented

on the whim of a prefectural officer. Present councils accuse

former appointed councils of these and many other weaknesses

and faults.

Between 1920 and 19^3 . various attempts were made to

modify or replace the municipal law of 1892, and to return to

a system of local elections. In 1933 # Peru's present constitu-

tion was put Into effect. Articles 188 through 206 specifi-

cally treat local government. These articles set up depart-

mental councils similar to those created In 1873. According

to the 1933 Constitution, these councils were to have the

responsibility of administering many functions including

education, health, agricultural promotion, roads, public works,

and many others. They were also to be given a number of

revenues to collect and administer. Their major control over

provincial and district councils was an annual approbation of

budgets and the power to act as a court of last Instance in

Intermuniclpal disputes. These councils never became a

2
reality, although a subsequent law was passed organizing them.

In 19^5. "the Aprista party's Congresslal delegation

presented a proposal for popularly elected local governments

and a new municipal law to replace the 1892 law. Another

similar proposal was presented to the Senate in 19^6, but both

proposals failed to become law. In both 19A'6 and 196I, local

This information was obtained in over eighty interviews
of present local councllmen and mayors, November, 19^5 through
September, I966.

^Peru, Law No. 7809. 1933.
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election laws were passed and dates were set to hold the

elections, bat In neither case were the elections held.

At this writing, the 1892 law remains In effect, although

there were at least eight different proposals on this sub-

ject being considered by the House Committee on Local Govern-

2
ment In the Congress,

In 1963. political conditions were ripe for a change

and even though a new municipal law was not passed, a local

election law was. Law 14669 established local elections of

mayors and councilmen for December, I963. with the elected of-

ficers to take office in January 1964. This law was not only

approved, but was also Implemented. For the first time in

over forty years, locally elected officials again entered the

municipalities of Peru in January of 1964. Problems and vague

areas of Jurisdiction have arisen however, because a new

municipal law was not approved.

Impact of 1963 Elections on Local Government

Of all these changes in the last decade, the most

important, without doubt, is the local election law of I963,

which again provided that local officials be responsible to

their communities' electorate, rather than to the central

government officials or prefectural officers. It is this

change that has inspired most of the InnovatlorB, many of the

Paz Solddn, o£. clt . , p. 350,

2Personal conversation with Rarairo Prial^ , Aprista
Congressional Leader, October, I966.
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local administrative and financial reforms, and a number of

the capital improvements that have been realized in the past

three years in the cities and towns of Peru.

Mayors and councilmen, interviewed for this study,

constantly reminded the author that they were the first lo-

cally chosen officials in forty years. They were proud that

they had been elected and were trying to carry out their

duties in such a manner as to merit the support that they had

received at the polls. They were very conscious of their

responsibility to their communities, and for the most part,

they were determined to carry out a public trust and work for

the "public interest." These attitudes could be seen in many

of these people and are surely due to the fact that they were

chosen by their fellow citizens and given this responsibility,

rather than being appointed by a prefectural officer, who

may have been a friend or an influential person who had been

pressured by friends or relatives to appoint them to these

positions. The spirit of doing something in order to get re-

elected, although perhaps not so laudable a motive, also has

had good results in some cities and communities which under

the appointment system, might have waited a decade or more

for public works projects to be completed.

It is interesting to note, that in spite of the' fact

that President BelaiJnde and Accl<5n Popular tried to make

the local elections in I966 a plebeclte in nature, the elec-

tion returns seemed to indicate that local considerations were

paramount in the minds of the electorate, as candidates were



elected In important areas more on the basis of personality

and local Issues, than party affiliation and national Issues.

All In all, this new experiment In grass roots democracy has

undoubtedly had Its effect on Peru, and has had an Important

Impact on local government. All of the results have not been

positive, but then they should not be expected to be.

Probably one of the less positive results of the

election law has been the proliferation and strengthening of

political conflict on a local level. The negative type of

conflict that leads to obstructionism has been one by-product.

(It Is realized that political conflict has good results also.)

In some communities, losing parties have tried to prevent the

majority from carrying out worthwhile programs. This has

been done to prevent the winning group from getting credit

for works that might influence voters in future elections.

Another type of obstructionism that has been practiced, Is the

"council boycott." The minority party will refuse to attend

council meetings to prevent the presence of a quorum. In this

manner, all official acts of the council are quashed, and the

council becomes a stagnant body unable to accomplish anything.

In a very few cases, political conflict has erupted into minor

physical violence, which has also had a negative result. This

type of activity has wisely or luckily been held to a minimum

and nationally has had little or no Impact.

Vagueness and inexperience are additional negative

SI Comercio, Dominical (Lima, PeriS), "Las Clfras de
Las Elecclones del Domingo 13." p. ^. ; also "Elecclones ,

"

La Prens a, 7 Dias Del Peru y El Mundo (Lima, Peril), 20 Koviem-
bre lyb.b, pp. 23-32.: also "El Rostro Del Electorado," Car-
retas, ? Dlclembre 1966, pp. 17-19, 24.
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factors. In many cases, council officers are not sure of

their Jurisdictions or duties. Many of these newly elected

officials are holding public office for the first time, and a

number for the first time in their lives are holding an admin-

istrative post of any kind. There are no manuals for munici-

pal councllmen which could give them directions and suggestions.

The law is vague and few attempts have been made to compile

all the legal changes that have been made. Thus, many local

councllmen and mayors must try to learn their duties for

themselves or from the permanent staff employees of the council

who, in many cases, know little more than the entering elected

officials. This situation has caused confusion, problems, and

a continuance of Inferior administration. Some councils have

been able to overcome these obstacles, however, and have been

able to work efficiently and accomplish a great deal. In many

of these cases, they have also carried out administrative

reforms and reorganizations among their employees.

In 98 per cent of the cases interviewed, mayors and

councllmen felt that the municipal elections were a good thing

and an Improvement over the appointment system. All but

one councilman felt that the citizens were better represented,

and 98 per cent agreed that community progress and development

were enhanced because of the municipal elections. Of all the

questions on the questionnaire, the section on municipal

elections was conslstantly answered in the most positive manner.

Local government in Peru finds itself in a state of

transition. Officers of the prefectural system have lost a
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great amount of their Influence and power over local affairs.

Many prefectural officers, rather than acting and thus bring-

ing themselves Into conflict with the elected officers, prefer

not to act, or to do so only In areas that very clearly per-

tain to them and not to the provincial or district councils.

As there are no formal ties that presently unite the council

and the prefectural systems, many of the cities studied In this

project had no relations with the prefectural officers. In

some cases. Informal ties existed that allowed a certain

amount of coordination and cooperation, but this was not al-

ways the case. In a few cases, the councils sent an annual

report of activities and a financial report to the prefectural

officer In their Jurisdiction, according to still existing

laws, but In most cases, even this was not done.

For example. In one city the city council was in the

process of changing the location of a legalized "red light"

district. The sub-prefect, who authorized licenses for such

areas, was withholding the renewal of the licenses pending

the relocation of the district, due to pressures upon him from

property owners in the area. This created a conflict over

Jurisdiction as the council had the right to relocate the

district and the sub-prefect the right to license it.

Similar conflicts can result in many fields due to the absence

of a new municipal law and a lack of definition of Jurisdic-

tion between the councils and the prefectural officers.

The use of Influence on a local level also seemed to

Witnessed by the author in a local council meeting,
August ^, 1966.
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be in a state of transition due to the elections. Before the

elections, influential people worked through friends and ac-

quaintances in Lima or in the department capitals among

national officers or representatives and prefectural officers,

in order to exercise their influence and obtain special con-

cessions on a local level. Locally elected mayors and council-

men, in most cases, since the elections, have felt no obliga-

tion to comply with the wishes of central government officials.

They have been determined to exercise all the local autonomy

that they could exercise. Thus, people who once had impor-

tant political influence in a city, have found themselves with-

out it under this new set of circumstances, and have either had

to devise new strategies or lose influence. It is the opinion

of this author that, to date, they have lost influence and

have not as yet, developed their new strategies. In the vast

majority of interviews with mayors and councilmen, , they stated

or admitted the existence of very little pressure from members

of their electorate. Pressure from interest groups was a

little more common however, as these groups seemed to have

been able to adopt new strategies more rapidly than individual

members of the community.

Most of the public works projects that were being car-

ried out by the fourteen councils studied, were being accom-

plished for one of four reasons, and not because of interest

group pressure or pressure from local influentials. Firstly,

From interviews with local councilmen and mayors,
November, I965 - September, I966.
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the majority of works were being constructed because council

members themselves were of the opinion that this was what the

community needed, whether It wanted the projects or not.

Secondly, many councils were occupied In capital Improvements

In order to fulfill campaign promises, and thirdly, certain

councils recently began such projects In I966 for the purpose

of Impressing the electorate In hopes of being returned to

office in the November, I966 elections. Lastly, many entering

councils found that previous councils had approved various

projects and had studies and plans on the shelves. In order

to accomplish something valuable with the smallest delay pos-

sible, they were implementing these previously approved pro-

grams or projects.

Certain Incentives and grants-in-aid have been given

to local governments in order to carry out more public works

projects and capital Improvements, as well as to help them

in their everyday functions and services. In 196^, the

central government granted a special annual subsidy (Law

178^6) to all local governments, amounting to a sum of over

S/. 90, 000, 000 (-^3.35 million). This subsidy was to be divided

as follows: S/. 150, 000 ($5,597) to all departmental capitals,

S/. 100, 000 ('$3,731) to all provincial capitals, and S/. 50,000

($1,865) to all district capitals. The major purpose for

which these funds were to be utilized was capital Improvements.

Although this was not a large sum of money for any one local

council, it was a very Important source of revenue to the

poorer district capitals which have practically no revenues of

their own.
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By giving the local provincial councils the power to col-

lect and administer property rental taxes ( predios ) , the central

government substantially aided local governments in a finan-

cial way. In January, 1962, the National Bank, which locally

collects national taxes, began to return this revenue to

provincial councils according to Law 15^28. Provincial coun-

cils were given the additional power to evaluate the property

taxes under this law and collect and administer the revenues.

The acceptance and implementation of this broad power has not

been uniform throughout the country, but most provincial

councils are attempting to do so in one way or another.

This one law has probably done more to strengthen local

governments financially throughout Peru than any other single

act on the part of the central government. Many councils have

been able to more than double their revenues since the passage

of this law. Also, under this law, local governments can

borrow money from private sources to be repaid by these

revenues. The councils are limited by Law 13689 to interest

rates of not more than 9 per cent and loans are to be repaid

in five years or less. This provision also tends to strengthen

the local financial situation.

Since assuming office in 19^3 . President Belai5nde has

tried to improve communications between the local governments

and the central government. One of the devices he has used

has been weekly departmental meetings, held in the Presiden-

tial Palace in Lima, which treated slnglely a different de-

partment each week and covered a variety of subjects. Central
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government field office representatives and members of the

prefect's staff from that specific department formed the bulk

of those who attend, but the local governments are represented,

at least, by the mayor of that department's capital city. He

expresses his viewpoints from the municipal level and thus

Is able to communicate some of his local government problems

to the President. This device has undoubtedly Improved the

President's understanding of local governmental needs and

wants throughout the country.

Local mayors have also realized the Importance of

greater and Improved communications. In order to help one

another and to Improve local government, they have formed an

organization, the Assoclacldn Municipal del Peril. This or-

ganization has a small, permanent, dedicated staff located In

Lima. Two national conventions of mayors have been held since

the 1963 elections, the first in Lima in 196^, and one in

Arequlpa in I965. The I965 convention was sponsored by the

Association. The I966 convention scheduled to be held in Chic-

layo and also sponsored by the Association, was cancelled for

financial reasons and due to the proximity of the November.

1966 local elections. Although still weak and not greatly

influential, this organization has possibilities of growing,

of producing valuable materials, of holding many more valuable

conventions, and of becoming a guiding force in the future

of local administration. But it must take advantage of op-

portunities to grow and improve.

Two other important programs have also recently been
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created that are specifically designed to aid local areas,

and consequently, local governments as a by-product. These

are; Cooperacl6n Popular (a voluntary mutual labor organiza-

tion for development) , and the Plan de Desarrollo Comunal

(Community Development Program) , These programs are mainly

aimed at producing basic public works at the lowest community

level, usually that of the sub-district, the Indian community,

or the small, poorer districts. These programs put money and

technicians into these small communities for the purpose of

building water and sewage systems, schools, medical centers,

1
access roads, and other basic and greatly needed pro.lects.

These two programs will undoubtedly have a lasting impact

on the inhabitants of Peru living outside of Lima and the

larger cities and towns. These programs also aid In the con-

struction of projects that, under present financial conditions

the respective local governments would find very difficult,

if not impossible, to construct. Thus, these other institutions

take pressures from local governments to construct these pro-

jects, and leave the local governments free to concentrate

on other projects and services which they are more capable of

performing.

Conclusions

A number of parallels existed between the Inca system

Cooperaclon Popular spent over S/.60 million, received
in part from AID and the Peruvian government in I966; the
Concejo de Desarrollo Comunal received S/.5^0 million (about
$20 million) from the Inter-American Bank in I966 to start its
projects.
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of local government and that of the Spanish colonial period.

The most striking one was centralization and absolute

authority. The transfer from one system to the other was made

with few political dislocations. The use of volunteer labor

was not only retained during the colonial period, but has

been evident to the present day and has found new emphasis

under the current regime in the Cooperaci6n Popular program of

President Belailnde.

Few changes occurred even after Independence. The

system slowly evolved, but major efforts to instigate a more

democratic system by allowing local elections and autonomy,

were all short lived and poorly Implemented. The period from

1920 to 1963. revealed a number of weaknesses in this central-

ly controlled system and provided a number of negative results.

Undoubtedly, the most significant changes in the Peru-

vian local government system have come about since the passage

of the 1963 election law. The law has restructured local

government and attitudes held by officials. Its impact has

been reinforced by a number of other laws and financial sub-

sidies that have tended to strengthen local government. One

major need at present is a new municipal law that is more

adjusted to the reality of the present day situation.

In spite of the positive attitude of many new local

officials, they are still restricted by the past, by the

structure and form of government set up by the Municipal Law

of I892, and by mistakes made by previous councils and mayors.

In order to better understand their problems and the structure
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and mlleau within which they must work, we now turn to the

problem of centralism and autonomy, and a detailed examina-

tion of present local council structure and form.



CHAPTER V

CENTRALIZATION AND THE PREFECTURAL SYSTEM

This chapter is necessary because local governments

are not completely autonomous but are under partial control of

the central government. An historical statement will be made

concerning the problems of centralization and the present

situation will be examined. The prefectural system Is the

major link between the central government and local units.

Its structure and present role v.-lll be analyzed and the

vagueness of present relationships will be pointed out. The

prefectural officers are not the only central government of-

ficials that work on the local level as a number of other

agencies are also Involved. These agencies will be noted

with some description of those that play Important roles with

respect to the variables examined within the scope of this

present study,

Natl oral Government

Governmental structure, constitutional ideas, and legal

structure in Peru were Influenced greatly by the Constitution

of the United States and the Second Republic of France. From

the former came the idea of the separation of powers into ^^ (\i

erecutlve, legislative, and Judicial branches, and from the J ujo^. Jvi



latter came many of the Ideas and safeguards of Individual

1
rights and liberty.

The Peruvian Constitution has evolved through a series ,

of provisional and formal documents from that written by
,

General San Martfn In 1821, to the present Constitution of v

1933. Peru has had fifteen provisional and formal constltu-

tlons since 1821, plus a number of amendments for the separate

2
constitutions.

The present constitution Is a relatively short docu-

Iment, not too much longer than that of the United States^,^ J

It establishes three branches of government; the executive, the

legislative, and the Judicial. It also sets up an autono-

mous power, the electoral branch, which, although not on the

same level as the three major branches, constitutes an Impor-

tant part of the government.

Another segment of the central government Is known as

the Independent Public Sector. This division Includes many

welfare agencies; universities; commercial and Industrial

agencies which are government owned, controlled, and operated,

but which benefit from a special type of autonomy and separa-

tion from central control that the other branches of the

government do not have. These are seml-lndependent agencies

which have a great amount of freedom from Interference, es-

pecially from the administration of the executive branch. In

1964, there were 2^4-6 such entitles listed In the government

Paz Sold4n, o£. clt . , p. 3.

^Ibld.
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budget; of those, I65 were welfare or educational Institu-

tions, while the rest were mainly commercial. Industrial,

or development Institutions.

The central government In Lima has complete power

over foreign affairs, armed forces, police forces (security),

law making. Justice, education, elections, housing, health,

and other activities. Local governments on the other hand,

have limited control of their own services, finances, local

public administration, and local laws and ordinances. It

Is, however, the central government that defines these limits,

grants powers, creates, and theoretically can destroy these

subdivisions. The final word on Important matters lies

with the central government and not at the local level, since

Peru is a unitary state.

Centralism and Autonomy

In the Peruvian Constitution there are two articles

that create "Independent" local government units:

Article 203 . There will be Municipal Councils
In provincial capitals, district capitals, and In
places so determined by the respective department
council. (Today, congress determines this, in-
stead of the nonexistent departmental councils.

Article 206 . Without prejudicing that which is
found in paragraphs seven and eight of article
193, the Provincial Municipal Councils have admin-
istrative and economic autonomy in the exercise of
their functions as is stated in the laws. (Paragraphs
seven and eisht deal with powers granted to the
presently nonexistent departmental councils.)

2

Centro de Documentaci6n Economlco-Social , Las Empress
Estatales en El Perd (Lima, Peril: Santiago Valverde, S.A.'.
1965). p. ^.

2
Translated by the author.
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From the times of the Inca empire through the Spanish

colonial period, all important powers were centralized within

the respective capitals. Many attempts have since been made

to decentralize the system, but most have not met with suc-

cess, as they were poorly planned and prepared. National

problems and wars also made it difficult to carry out these

projects. Thus, the system has remained largely centralized

throughout the republican era, with the central government

doing almost everything. According to Jos^ Pareja Paz Sold^n,

2
". , . Han adquirido el hdbito de esperarlo todo del Goblerno."

(They have acquired the habit of expecting the central govern-

ment to do everything,) Today the local governments are

making an attempt to change this attitude. Many of them are

seeking greater independence and are trying to do more for

their respective inhabitants, without expecting everything

from the central government.

The central government still holds all the "trumps,"

however as in all unitary states, in connection with self rule,

in spite of the "autonomy" created by article 206 of the

Constitution. The Congress determines the structure and forms

of all local governments and the types of councils and number

of councilmen on them. It can determine what services and

functions they can or cannot perform and what taxes they can

collect. The Congress also determines the rates on important

taxes. It is the Congress, and the President by supreme decree,

'Paz Sold^n, o£. clt . , pp. 376-378.

^Ibld. , p. 386,
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who determine what the local councils can or cannot do.

The local councils, at present, can act within the law

of 1892, with some degree of Independence, but are dependent

upon Congress to modify or replace this law. These councils

can budget their own revenues, contract loans under given con-

ditions, create or delete services within the law, and pass

their own local ordinances. In spite of the fact that they

work within narrow spheres, fulfilling their services without

Interference from the central government, and do not have to

account for their revenues and expenditures, except to their

electorate, they are very limited In their "autonomy." With-

out real police power, without the ability to create and col-

lect new taxes, without an assurance of continued elections,

and without the ability to assure the continuance of their

own existence. It can hardly be said that local councils have

any type of real Independence or "home rule."

Tradition and present popular Influence make local

governments actually more Independent of the national govern-

ment than they are legally. The central government allows them

considerable freedom and Independence within their own spheres,

and is allowing a broad interpretation of article 206. The

central government is also implementing various reforms in

order to strengthen the governments on the local level. In

reality, local governments of Peru are probably stronger now

than they have ever been before.

From this general treatment of central governmaTtal con-

trol over local councils, we now turn to a more in depth
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treatment of the prefectural system and Its officers. An

examination of some of the problems that have arisen between

these officers and the local councils since the local elec-

tions In 1963 t is also Included.

Prefectural System

The Government and Police Ministry (or the Ministry

of the Interior) has major central governmental responsibility

concerning the prefectural system and municipal governments.

Specifically, the Bureau of Government and Municipalities, one

of the twelve bureaus that form part of this Ministry, is the

section which has responsibility for the administration of

the prefectural system and the coordination of other central

government activities at the local level. According to the

budget, the major function of the bureau is to "control and

protect social and public order." In order to accomplish

this task, this bureau must rely on the prefectural system to

carry out these functions.

Vfhen independence came, the prefect took the place of

2
the colonial Intendente , who had a similar function. They

were, as are the prefects today, to carry out the central

government policies decided upon in Lima and fulfill the

government obligations to the local population. The activi-

ties, authority, responsibilities, and functions of the prefect

and his subordinates are largely contained in the Internal

Per\5, Presupuesto Funci6nal para I966: Fasfculo de
Gobierno y Pollcia . (Lima, Peril, I966) , p. 23.

o
Paz Soldan, o^. clt . , p. 3^1,
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Organization Law of the Republic of ISS?, which Is still In

effect.

The prefect Is a political appointee, who usually re-

ceives this appointment on the basis of his political af-

filiation, his loyalty to the president, and his activity and

support of the president's party; or, as In the present

situation, loyalty to the coalition between the two parties

represented by the current president. The prefect Is ap-

pointed by the president with the consent of the Council of

Ministers. He Is the superior executive authority In the

department of his Jurisdiction and Is the president's personal

2
representative there.

Under the prefect's Jurisdiction are the sub-prefects

of each province, the governors of each district, and the

lieutenant-governors of each sub-dl strict. Although the sub-

prefects are appointed by the Minister of Government, they

are usually recommended by the prefect. The prefect himself

appoints all governors In his department on the recommendations

of his sub-prefects. The governors. In turn, recommend persons

for the position of lieutenant-governor, who Is then appointed

by the sub-prefect. Prefects and sub-prefects are salaried

employees of the government and are expected to dedicate the

major portion of their time to this office. The governors

and lieutenant-governors, on the other hand, receive no salary

for their services. At times this can create a hardship for

^Ibld.

^Ibld.
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them, as they are generally not men of means, but people

who must work full time to be able to live.

The main functions of the prefect Include those of

being chief of police In the department. In ordering of the

pursuit and apprehension of law breakers, the administration

of national laws, maintaining the peace, coordinating other

central government activities within his Jurisdiction, seeing

that central government loans and grants to municipal govern-

ments are correctly used, and controlling speculation and

hording of articles of primary necessity. Of these functions,

the most important are probably those of police chief and

president of the board that controls food speculation and

hording. He makes visits to all of his sub-prefects In

order to aid them In their problems and to assess their work.

As the representative of the president, he also undoubtedly,

fulfills a very Important political function. He can keep

the party and the president Informed of opposition activities

and of the political attitudes and needs of the local elector-

ate. As representative of the president, he can also feed

back Information to the electorate regarding the activities,

works, and accomplishments of the president.

The sub-prefect has much the same responsibilities,

authority, and functions as the prefect, except that his

Jurisdiction Is smaller, and his connection with the president

Is farther removed and more vague. If the prefect becomes

C. E. Nalaga, Compendlo Pr^ctico para las Autorldades
Polltlcas (Lima, Peri: Editorial Mercurlos S. A., n.d. but
after 19^59 ) , p. 33.
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111, Is absent from the department capital, or Is otherwise

Indisposed, then the sub-prefect of the province In which the

department capital Is located, takes over the prefect's duties

and powers.

Governors and lieutenant-governors have much less

power and authority than the prefect and sub-prefect. Their

main function Is to keep public order with the help of the

national police (Guardla Civil). They also keep the sub-

prefect Informed of Incidents of importance In their Juris-

diction and perform routine matters. An important activity in-

cluded in their duties Is to provide young men for military

service. These officials work without pay and cannot resign

their positions, except for reasons of health, or by moving

from the jurisdiction. As all of these officers, from pre-

fect to lieutenant-governor, are political appointees, they

can all be removed from office by the president or by any

higher officer in the chain of authority.

The main security police force in Peru is the national

police. It was formed as a modern institution in 1920, for the

main purposes of keeping law and order and to supply conscripts

for the military. The basic unit of the Guardla Civil is the

commission, directed by a commissioner. This man has command

over the police forces assigned to his district, but he is

3subordinate to the orders of the sub-prefect of the province.

Paz Soldan, 0£. cit . , p. 3^2,

2
Plan Regional para el Desarrollo . . . , XXXIII, II.

^Malaga, p. 4?.
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Although the prefectural hierarchy, in theory, flows

from the Ministry of Government through the prefect and his

subordinates to all national government offices at the various

levels and In the different Jurisdictions, It Is not quite

so In reality. For example, employees of the National Bank

are under the Bank's direct Jurisdiction. Justices of the

Peace answer to the Ministry of Justice, and school teachers

are under the Ministry of Education. Consequently, these

employees of the central government have little contact with

the prefect and his officials. *

In the departmental meetings on public administration,

held in the Presidential Palace in the fall of I965 under

the direction of President Belailnde, the national office for

public administration, (ONRAP) , revealed that there was an

absolute absence of central government agency coordination on

p
a local level. There are few prefects who want to assume

the responsibility that is legally given to them because they

do not want to battle with other agencies to force their will

upon them, and they are not desirous of making their own Jobs

more difficult and much more complicated. This results in

wasteful duplication of services, competition between and

among agencies on a local level, and a general lack of plan-

nlng and development of the primary needs of the communities.^

•'-Plan Regional para el Desarrollo . . . , XXII, 8.

Renato Lertora Glnettl , "Reunlones Departamentales de
Admlnlstracl<5n Publlca," (Lima, Peru, Mayo I966) , p. 1. (Un-
published paper presented by ONRAP.)

^Ibld. , p. 2.
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This absence of coordination and cooperation among

central government agencies on a local level can be detri-

mental to the progress and development of the communities.

This becomes obvious when work Is unnecessarily duplicated,

or where competition, rather than cooperation, exists on pro-

jects of a similar nature. For example, a project to supply

drinking water might be proposed In different forms at the

same time by the Ministry of Development and Public Works, by

the Ministry of Public Health, by Cooperaclon Popular, by the

Public Works Board, and by the municipality. Without coor-

dination and understanding between the agencies Involved,

much time, money, and project studies might be wasted, while

the community continues to suffer from the want of good drink-

ing water. This Is only an example of what can and does hap-

pen on the local level because of this lack of coordination,

which supposedly exists, but in reality does not.

On the other hand, certain Informal communications and

modes of action have evolved with the system. Because laws

are vague, and In some cases ignored, Informal activities are

at times more important than the formal ones. Members of dif-

ferent agencies, including the prefect and the local council

officials, have developed certain boundaries between their

activities through common consent or tradition that has grown

with the passage of time. This enables each institution to

carry out certain programs within a semi-established range of

activity. This range might differ greatly among communities

and regions.
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Because of the vagueness of these Jurisdictions, and

the present transition from appointed local governments to

elected ones, conflicts do result. During the centennial

celebration at Huacho in January of I966, the mayor ordered

a certain activity, which in the past had been under the

Jurisdiction of the prefectural officers. When the commis-

sioner of the Guardia Civil, under the sub-prefect's order,

questioned the mayor's authority, he was met by the following

barrage fired by the mayor:

Who are you to tell the mayor he needs permission . . .?

You tell the sub-prefect that I have ordered it,
and that we do not need anyone's permission, in view
of the fact that I am the maximum authority here.
For this reason, I do not have to ask for permission.

When, after a short time, the sub-prefect appeared on the

scene, he was also met with firm determination:

Senor Sub-prefect, I do not have to seek permission
from anyone because I am the authority in charge
here, and you are not going to come here and rule
me. . . . The time has passed when you can change
mayors by the mere flick of a pen. Now it is we, the
mayors, who can change a sub-prefect.

1

Although this last statement may not be as true as the mayor

implied, it is true that the prefectural officers can no

longer control the mayors and the councils as mere puppets.

The Jurisdiction between these two groups of officers is still

vague and not clearly defined, and until the Congress, the

Courts, the Executive, or tradition more clearly define the

areas of Jurisdiction of all officials on the local level,

conflicts, duplications, and a lack of coordination will un-

^LaPrensa (Lima, Peril), 19 Enero I966, p. 8.

( Translation by the author .

)
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doiibtedly continue to exist.

Other National Institutions

A number of Institutions carry out programs on a

local level. Many of them can provide some of the same

functions as the local councils themselves. Very Important

among these agencies are those that provide capital improve-

ment and investment projects. The most important among

these institutions are the Departmental Public Works Boards

(Juntas de Obras Putlicas, JOP) , and the Departmental Develop-

ment Corporations. These agencies have a close and Important

association with the National Foundation for Economic

Development (Fondo Naclonal de Desarrollo Econ6mlco, FNDE).

The FNDE is, to an extent, the parent agency of the

public vrorks boards and has close contacts with the develop-

ment corporations. The FNDE is a clearing house for all

public works projects in which money from the agency is used

and it controls and funds the money that has been appropriated

for approved projects. The public works boards are the line

field agencies that plan the capital improvement projects and

carry out their execution themselves or through contracts

awarded through public bids. These boards are set up on a

departmental basis, with their central offices in the depart-

ment capital. They are responsible, generally, for construc-

tion and Improvement of roads, irrigation systems, water and

sewage systems, electric plants, medical and sanitary posts,

areas for urban expansion, and improvement of ac;rlcultural
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resources. Most of the boards receive all of their money

from the FNDE, but some have received special grants from

the National Congress and have some additional sources of

revenues.

The development corporations are similar In nature and

work to the public works boards, but they are more Independent

of the FNDE, and they all have additional funds from other

sources which they can spend without FNDE supervision or

control. One FNDE officer stated that the corporations were

public works boards that had matured and grown up and were now

on their ovm. These corporations are also organized on a

departmental basis and work on similar types of projects, as
»

do the public works boards. In no one department do both

such institutions function.

The executive bodies of the boards and the corporations

are composed of representatives from the following areas: the

mayor of the department capital; a local government repre-

sentative from each province of the department, and delegates

from the following occupational categories: commerce and in-

dustry, agriculture and mining, white collar workers, laborers,

and professional associations.

The FNDE receives its annual revenues from the national

budget. The sum amounts to between 0,5 and 1.0 per cent of

the annual gross national product of the nation, . The money

is divided on a formula basis; 48 per cent of it is divided

geographically, with each department getting an equal share.

Personal Interview with FNDE section head, Lima, PerCi,
November, 1966,
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The other 52 per cent is divided on a population basis.

Cooperacl6n Popular Is another Institution that Is

Involved In capital Improvement and Investment pro,lects. This

Institution works on a type of grant-in-aid system. Com-

munities organize and provide manual labor for approved pro-

jects. The government matches this labor with money on a

one-to-one basis or with machinery and material on a two-to-

one basis. The Institution also provides the technical as-

sistance necessary and designs the projects to be constructed.

The major types of projects with which Cooperacl6n Popular

Is concerned are the construction of schools, medical posts,

connecting roads, water and sewage systems, and other basic

projects to fulfill the needs of the small revenue-starved

villages or towns.

The Development Ministry Is one of the core Institutions

Involved with capital Improvement at the local level. The

Bureau of Roads within the Ministry Is the major road and

highway building agency In the nation. The Bureau of Sanitary

Works builds and maintains many of the public water works In

the villages, towns, and cities of the country. The Bureau

of Electricity builds and maintains small electrical plants

throughout the country to provide urban and some rural areas

with electricity where private companies or local governments

have not already done so. The Ministry of Public Health builds

medical posts, flrst-ald stations, and hospitals around the

country and tries to staff and maintain them. The Ministry

of Education has the major responsibility In connection with
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primary and secondary education, Including the construction of

schools and their maintenance.

From this treatment of appointed local officers, we

now turn to the elected local officers who are now the key

authorities on the local level. Since the I963 local elections,

these officials have begun to exert real power and political

authority. Local mayors and councilmen have developed mean-

ingful offices out of once powerless political posts, and many

times, posts of servitude, filled by obsequious administrators.



CHAPTER VI

THE MAYOR -COUNCIL SYSTEM

This chapter will examine directly the structure of

local government as It was established by the Municipal Law

of 1892 and as It presently functions throughout the country.

The political divisions of the country are described and

examined. The Importance of each division will be treated

within the context of its relationship with local government.

The actual working structure of local government councils Is

discussed with special emphasis on functions performed and

local revenues collected and spent.

Political Divisions

Although the government of Peru Is unitary In form,

there are various administrative divisions of the country. The

largest and most encompassing is that of the administrative

"region." This division has no constitutional recognition,

but is becoming more popular with bureaus and agencies of the

central government and the Independent Public Sector. Regional

divisions are determined separately by each agency, and thus

are not the same for all agencies. Each uses its own criteria

for making these divisions, such as economic unity, geographic

similarity, cultural similarity, or areas somewhat connected

130
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by communication and transportation networks. The Planning

Institute uses four regions, while the Military uses seven.

The National Police uses twelve, as does the Ministry of

Agriculture.

The next division In size Is that of the department.

This division Is the largest constitutionally recognized

division of the country. There are twenty-three departments

and the Constitutional Province of Callao, which Is legally

treated as a department, and will also be treated as such In

this discussion. The majority of these twenty-four depart-

ments were created between 1821 and 1875 • (See Table 6.1)

However, a number have also been created In the twentieth

century. The last to be created was Pasco, which In 19^^^-,

was established from the Province of Pasco In the Department

of Junln. Attempts are still being made to raise provinces

2
to the level of departments. The delineation of the boun-

daries of many of the departments appears to be without

rational. Departmental boundaries were not scientifically

determined and have no economic or geographic significance.

This has created a crazy patchwork of delineations that seem
c

to be without rhyme or reason. To understand these demarica-

tlons, one would have to delve deeply Into the historical

and political conditions surrounding the formation of each

Robinson, op. clt . , p. ^S»

2New departments can be created under the same procedure
by which constitutional amendments can be approved, by an ab-
solute majority vote in both houses of congress in two conse-
cutive ordinary sessions. The ordinary sessions run only bet-
ween July 28th and November 25th of each year. Peri5, Constitu-
ci6n (1933). Artlculos 183 and 236.
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Individual department.

Although today the departmental divisions are not very

Important in a political sense with respect to local govern-

ment, they are very important in a psychological sense. People

identify themselves with the department of their birth with

almost the same nationalistic enthusiasm as they identify them-

selves as Peruvians, and in some cases, they are more reglon-

allstic than they are nationalistic.

Departments do have political Importance on the national

scene, as the representatives to Congress; the Deputies, and

the Senators, are elected on a departmental basis. This gives

each department a basic representation in the Congress, and

thereby, an important voice in the central government. They

are also Important as administrative divisions for most of

the agencies of the central government. For example, the

department is the basic unit in the prefectural system.

There are twenty-four prefects appointed, one for each depart-

ment, giving the President of the Republic a direct representa-

tive in each department. It also gives status to the depart-

mental division, as officials and citizens of each department

theoretically have a hierarchical pipeline back to the Presi-

dent through the prefects in the departmental capitals.

Although the constitution of I933 provides for depart-

mental councils, "Habr4 Concejos Departamentales en los lugares

que senale la ley," they do not exist in reality. The

Robinson, o£. clt . , p. 29.

2_,

.. ^^
There will be Departmental Councils in places determinedby the law. Peri5

, Constltucion (1933), Artlculo I89. (Trans-
lation by the authorTJ
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TABLE 6.1

YEARS OF CREATION OF DEPARTMENTS OF PERU^

Department Year Founded

Amazonas 1832
Ancash 1839
Apurlmac 1873
Arequlpa 1822
Ayacucho 1822
Cajamarca 1855
Callao 1857
Cuzco 1822
Huancevellca 1822
Hu^nuco 1823
lea 1866
Junfn 1825
La Libertad ^ 1821
Lambayeque 187^
Lima 1821
Loreto 1866
Madre de Dlos 1912
Moquegua 1936
Pasco 19^^
Piura 1861
Puno 1822
San Martin 1906
Tacna 1875^
Tumbes 19^2

^Robinson, o£. clt . , pp. 31-65.

^Lost to Chile In the War of the Pacific in
1883, with the provinces of Arlca and Tarapacd,
Arlca and Tarapac^ remained part of Chile but
Tacna was conceded back to Peru in 1929.
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^ International boundary

— Department boundary
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1 I I I

81 77
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structure and form of these councils was also determined by

a separate law, which also was not executed.

Departments are sub-dlvlded Into provinces; the next

smaller administrative division. As of December, 1966, there

were l'4-9 provinces In Peru. This unit generally Includes

large urban and rural areas and at least one population center

of some size (usually over 2,000 population). Some depart-

ments are divided Into as few as two provinces, while others

contain as many as fifteen. There Is a popularly elected

provincial council that locally governs the provinces. Each

provincial council has definite Jurisdiction over other urban

areas in the province, In addition to the provincial capital.

Although the members of the provincial council are elected at

large by the provincial electorate, and thus represent the

entire province, In reality their major concern Is with the

urban center, as the council Is responsible for all city

services, activities, and city finances within the capital

where It resides.

Each province Is further sub-dlvlded Into districts.

This Is the smallest division with which this study will be

concerned. There are presently over 1,600 districts In Peru.

Provinces are divided Into as few as two districts, and as

many as thirty-seven, as in the case of the Huancayo Province

in the Department of Junfn. Generally, these divisions are

created around a single population concentration, but can

contain more than one. The district division, like the pro-

vince, also contains both rural and urban areas, but is a
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smaller area. Each district Is governed locally by a

popularly elected district council.

There are units or divisions smaller than that of the

district. They are known by many different names; population

centers ( centres poblados ) , annexes, parclalldades , pagos ,

estanclas , caserlos , pueblos , and others. For the purposes

of this study, these divisions will all be called sub-dlstrlcts.

Sub-dlstrlcts have no legally recognized elected, councils, and

have few of the attributes of a local government. They

generally do not have budgets, services, or paid employees.

Officials, who are appointed as well as elected, serve with-

out pay. The most Important officers may be members of the

prefectural system; lieutenant-governors, whose main purpose

in the sub-district is to be administrative representatives

of the Ministry of Government, or for use of police control.

Other officers Include municipal agents appointed by the

district council, and locally elected officials who are not

generally legally recognized, but might be the most Important

officers In the community, as they are elected and supported

by the people. They usually perform important traditional,

religious, and political functions.

Plan Regional para el Desarrollo . . . . XXII, 6.
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TABLE 6.2

POLITICAL DIVISIONS IN PERU'

Division

Similarity No.
In U. S. in
System Peru

Description of
Division

Department State 2>+l

Province County 1^9

District' Township 1,600''

The largest constitutional-
ly recognized sub-division
in Peru, A major division
used by the Ministries of
the central government

,

whose principal authority
is the prefect. The +1
indicates the Constitutional
Province of Callao. The
department has no elected
council.

A sub-division of a depart-
ment. Major division in
local government and used
by the Ministry of Govern-
ment. The chief authority
from the central govern-
ment is the sub-prefect.
It has Jurisdiction over
the entire province, but
is effective only in capi-
tal. Governed by an
elected provincial council
composed of a mayor and
nine councilmen.

Sub-division of a province.
The basic unit of local
government and used by the
Ministry of Government.
Major authority from the
central government is the
governor. Jurisdiction in
rural or urban territory,
but effective jurisdiction
only in district capital.
Governed locally by an
elected district council
composed of a mayor and
five councilmen.
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TABLE 6.2 CONTINUED

Division

Similarity No.
In U. S. In
System Peru

Description of
Division

Parclalidad ,

Caserio , or ,

Centro poblado

Populated
rural area - -®

Anexo Populated
rural area

Recognized
Indian Com-
munity

Populated
rural area

Unrecognized
Indian Com-
munity

Populated
rural area

Rural communities with un-
defined boundries. Super-
vised by a lieutenant-
governor, lowest rank in
the prefectural system,
who works without pay.
Other officials are some-
times elected by the com-
munity or are appointed.
Similar to or coincides
with an Indian community,
recognized or non-recog-
nized.

Very similar to preceding,
but may also have an elect-
ed or appointed municipal
agent who is an official
of the district government.
He represents the district
in the anexo and receives
no pay,

Indian community official-
ly recognized by the central
government. Supposed to
receive recognition of
property rights and pro-
tection and help from the
Office of Indian Affairs.
Members elect a local
board to direct their
communal affairs and a
personero to represent
them legally to government
entitles. Does not pay
taxes or give labor to dis-
trict council.

3 1 000+ Indian Community which is
not officially recognized.
Does not receive as much
protection, help, or recog-
nition of property rights
as a recognized community.

1.586
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TABLE 6.2 CONTINUED

Similarity No.
in U. S. in Description of

Division System Peru Division

Has no legally recognized
personero .

^Adopted from Plan Regional para el Desarrollo . . . ,

XXIII, 6.

A district capital may also be a recognized Indian Community,

^1,659 districts according to the introduction to the Anti -

Proyecto de la Ley Organica de Municipalidades, I965 , p . 2

.

(Unpublished Congressional Bill) and 1,966 districts as of
November 1, I966, according to the National Election Council.

May all be the same or have other names also.

^Unknown

Local Councils

The district is the basic building block of the local

council system, A district, unlike a city or tovm in the

United States, contains both urban and rural areas within its

Jurisdiction. As a part of the prefectural system, this was

not a major concern, as the prefectural officers also had

Jurisdiction over rural and urban areas. After the separation

of mayor-council system from the prefectural system, the

prefectural officers were left with the major responsibility

of direction, administration, and control of the national

police, whereas the mayors and councilmen were given the

responsibility to formulate and administer local ordinances

and provide local municipal types of services to the inhabitants
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within their Jurisdiction. These councils then became pri-

marily, if not exclusively, interested in the major urban

areas within their Jurisdiction, while the prefectural of-

ficers continued to exercise their Jurisdictions In both

urban and rural areas.

Therefore, the council over a district, composed of a

mayor and five councllmen, concerns Itself only with the

urbanized area that forms the provincial capital. That

special district where the provincial capital Is located. Is

known as the cercado , which has no real translation into

English. Although the provincial council has limited Juris-

diction over all districts within its borders. It Is primarily

concerned with the services, functions, finances, and adminis-

tration of the cercado . Its own urban district, and not with

other urban districts within the province. It Is even less

concerned with any of the rural zones within the cercado or

In the rest of the province,

A provincial council replaces the district council in

the district that forms the capital of the province, the

cercado . This council is larger than a district council,

generally having nine councllmen, and has some limited Juris-

diction over the other district councils in the province. A

district where a departmental capital (always a provincial

capital at the same time) is located, is governed by a special

provincial council which is larger than a regular provincial

council, having fourteen councllmen. The provincial council in

the departmental capital has no superior Jurisdiction over any

other provincial council in the department. It might have
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more prestige and Influence, but It has no more legal power

or control. It Is one of the contentions of this study that

Informally, and because of its special status, the provincial

council In a departmental capital receives special considera-

tion and Is financially more solvent than other provincial

councils within the department.

Some of the larger cities, 1. e,, Lima, Callao, Arequlpa,

Cuzco, Sullano , and Huancayo have boundaries that cover areas

encompassing more than one district. Even In these cities, the

provincial councils must coordinate with the district councils

within the city limits, as these district councils are not

completely subordinate to this provincial council.

Voting for councllmen on the provincial council pre-

sents a special problem to the people in the provincial capital.

The electorate of the cercado only vote for members of the

provincial council, while all the other voters in the pro-

vince vote for the provincial council, as well as for their

respective district councllmen. Generally, most or all of

the members on the provincial council are also residents of the

provincial capital or the cercado.

It is possible then, that one given city can be the

capital of a department, of a province, and of a district all

at the same time. It would, however, have only one local

council to govern it, a provincial council with fourteen

members plus a mayor.

The non-existent departmental council was to direct,

oversee, supervise, and coordinate the activities, finances
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and public works of the provincial and district councils.

Since the elections of 1963t this supervision has not existed,

as no other institution has been given this responsibility.

Previously It was carried out by the prefectural officers.

When the councils and mayors were appointed through the pre-

fectural system, it was natural for the prefectural officers

to supervise budgets, control the money, or otherwise oversee

their subordinates. Now that the councils are no longer a part

of the prefectural system, there Is no institution to perform

this function, although the Ministry of Finance is supposed

to receive a copy of their budgets each year. Penalties for

misfeasance and malfeasance do exist, and the government

auditors ( policia fiscal ) from the Ministry of Finance can be

solicited by the council, or by others, to check and audit

their accounts. It is not mandatory that they do this

periodically; therefore, unless some illegalities are sus-

pected, or unless a council desires a general audit for its

own benefit, as for reorganization of the local financial

system, it is not generally done. Although the election law

Is not at fault, this loss of control is one of the unfore-

seen consequences of it.

The local governments, especially the provincial

councils, generally find themselves responsible only to a

restricted electorate and to no higher authority. But the

electorate is not a good control factor, and beyond this, it

only comprises about 20 per cent of the total population. Be-

cause local elections are entirely new to the public, the public
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know how to e\-ert its powers. For example, the idea of pub-

lic records is new and not vridely understood or observed. In

many towns, the municipal budget is not a public document and

can only be seen by those who have the mayor's approval, and

then only when and where he desires that this be done. Neither

does a council feel it necessary to make public its budget,

nor is it required by law to do so, or to send a copy of it

to an agency in the central government. The councils claim

that they are autonomous and, therefore, need no higher ap-

proval, and as yet, the Ministry of Finance has not forced the

issue. For this reason the central government is, to a large

extent, ignorant of the revenues, expenditures, and many of

the activities of the provincial and district councils. The

public, in most cases, is no better informed.

Because of the vague and the antiquated nature of

the local government law of 1892, and the passage of a new

election law in I963. without the coincident passage of a

new local law or modification of the old one, Peruvian local

government is in a state of transition today. An attempt to

possibly fill the void between the provincial councils and the

central government was made by Congress and the Executive at

the end of I965. An attempt was made to establish Regional

Development Corporations. Although these cornorations would

not have had the extensive powers and revenues that were to

be given to the departmental councils, they would have served

as coordinating bodies that would be betxceen the municipality
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this proposal, so the void still remains.

As has been stated, the legal basis for local govern-

ment and local councils Is found In the Organic Municipal Law

of 1892. Although this law has subsequently been modified.

It Is by and large the same law that was In effect over seventy

years ago."'" At least eight attempts to rewrite It and es-

tablish a more modern law have been attempted In Congress

since the Constitution of 1933 was promulgated, but all of these

attempts have failed. The last attempt was made In the I965-

66 session of Congress, but also failed.

The law of 1892 established a commission-type or form

of local council. The council, as a whole. Is presided over

and directed by the mayor and forms the deliberative body or

legislative institution on the local level. Together the

councllmen approve municipal budgets, coordinate their exe-

cutive activities and deliberate on municipal ordinances and

laws

.

Each councilman becomes the executive head of at

least one commission (and some as many as eight commissions)

,

or becomes a financial officer. As separate executives, the

councllmen work quite Independently of one another and of the

mayor. Each one administers his assigned commissions, or

Inspecclones as they are called, according to his own prero-

gative. As an executive officer, the mayor is legally quite

It has been modified over forty times according to the
information found in "Forum Sobre Municlpalidades , " Revlsta
del Foro , LIU (Mayo-Agosto, I966), p. 8.
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weak and usually does not directly administer any commissions

himself. He can, however, have strong influence over the

councilmen because of his position. Two of the councilmen

become fiscal officers or sindicos , one for revenues and the

other for expenditures. Generally, these two officers ad-

minister no commissions.

The commissioner who directs each commission is Joined

by two of his colleagues to form an administrative committee.

This committee generally has few or no functions, as the

councilmen work independently, except in the case of projects

that need additional financing, or in special cases that need

council approval. The main purpose for this three man com-

mittee is to provide an alternate or temporary commissioner

from the other two when the assigned commissioner is sick, out

of town, or otherwise indisposed or incapacitated.

Each year, by law, the assignments are changed and the

councilmen are rotated to different committees and different

commissions by means of an election within the council. In

some cases, assignments may remain the same if the same

councilmen are reelected to their previous positions. This

is especially true in the case of the two financial officers.

Under the present election law, the term of the council-

men and the mayor is three years, and they may be reelected

to their positions. In the recent past, before I963, they

were appointed for a period of one year, but this period could

be lengthened or shortened by the prefect. Minister of Govern-

ment, or the President as he saw fit.
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According to the law, all provincial councils must

legally staff at least the following commissions: police,

civil register, markets, water, public works, public enter-

tainment, sanitation, public welfare and charity in cities

where the central government has no such offices. These are

not the only commissions that most provincial councils staff

,

Article 77 of the I892 law lists at least twenty functions

for which the council is responsible. Although many of these

functions are now performed by the central government , many

municipalities still have commissions that are Involved with

them. One of the following tables indicates that more func-

tions than those required by law are assigned to a commissioner,

This is true of most councils. Some have added many new

commissions to cover modern functions not contemplated by the

writers of the I892 law. One of the most important of these

in some parts of the country is tourism,

TABLE 6.3

STRUCTURE OF A TYPICAL PROVINCIAL COUNCIL

Unit Function

Council: Alcalde (mayor) To legislate, approve budgets,
and nine councilmen choose commissioners and com-

mittees from its ranks, admin-
ister and oversee all municipal
activities.

Committee: Three councilmen In general to oversee the admin-
istration of one commission, but
specifically to provide alter-
nate commissioners.

Finance officers: Two Oversee revenues and expenditures,
Councilmen Usually have no other commission.
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TABLE 6.3 CONTINUED

Unit Function

Commission ( Inspecclon )

:

One councilman who also
presides over the com-
mittee which is assigned
to the commission.

The administration of a single
service or function of the muni-
cipality. Can also include a
permanent administrator and other
permanent municipal employees,
or can be without any permanent
personnel.

TABLE 6A

TYPICAL PROVINCIAL COUNCIL ASSIGNMENTS

Local Officer Asslgnment s

Mayor

Lieutenant-mayor

Slndico A

Slndico B

Councilman A

Councilman B

Councilman C

Councilman D

Councilman E

Councilman F

Councilman G

No commission assignments.

Slaughter house , market place

,

taxes, district councils.

Finance officer In charge of
revenues.

Finance officer in charge of
expenditures.

Civil register, sports, water.

Advertisement, public lighting,
public works.

Health, legal matters, library.

Administration, roads and bridges,
vehicles and traffic.

Parks and gardens, police, swim-
ming pool, and beaches.

Public entertainment, education.

Food provision and price control,
weights and measures.
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As Indicated In the history chapter, political con-

flict has created some problems on the local level. One hy-

pothesis can be formulated with respect to this condition:

Hypothesis: If political parties are in near balance,
then members of the council will perceive political
competition as a problem and they will perceive more
pressure from party leaders to do things that vjlll

win votes.

A question Included on the questionnaire sought to

Identify the existence of perceived political conflict on

the parts of the mayors and councilmen. From the results,

and from data compiled from the election board's records, the

following table was constructed.

TABLE 6.5

POLITICAL COMPETITION AND CONFLICT IN COUNCILS

Degree of Political Degree of Perceived Political Conflict
Competltlona High Low

High ^ ^

Low 6

^Defined as those cities where the political parties are in
near balance, as indicated by the number of votes cast for
each party in the 19^3 local elections = high competition.

Although some of the highly competitive councils perceived a

low degree of political conflict, the only ones that per-

ceived a high degree of conflict were those who were also

classified as having a high degree of political competition.

Data were not obtained to test the political pressures

part of the hypothesis, Councilmen and mayors were either
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reluctant to discuss perceived pressures, refused to answer

questions about them, or claimed that they did not exist.

The greater number of persons Interviewed were In this last

category. They Indicated that the council perceived minimal

pressure from the electorate, or even from party leaders.

They stated that political leaders, business leaders, and

others either demonstrated little interest in municipal af-

fairs or showed confidence in the newly elected leaders to

represent them in a Burkeian sense. It was also stated that

land owners displayed the least amount of Interest in the

councils and were the most apathetic as a whole. Individual

personalities of councils; councilmen, and mayors, seemed to

be of more importance then pressures from outside sources.

Thus, the first half of the hypothesis is supported by the data

collected, whereas the last part is neither supported or

refuted.

Conclusions

As can be seen from the preceding two chapters , the

actual basic relationships of local governments with the

central government have changed considerably since I963, while

the formal structure remains about the same. A number of

unanticipated consequences have resulted which were examined

in these chapters, as well as in the history chapter. These

consequences will, undoubtedly, have lasting effect on the

Peruvian scene.

The pattern of local government in Peru before 1963
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coincided very closely to the French model of local govern-

ment, as set forth by Alderfer, This model has as Its basic

characteristics a highly centralized hierarchical structure,

with a formal chain of command from top to bottom, and execu-

tive domination over the legislative units In the system. As

long as the local mayors and councils in Peru were subject to

the prefectural hierarchy, these characteristics prevailed.

But when the local councils and mayors became popularly

elected, they exerted their own autonomy, as established by

Article 206 of the Constitution, and broke free from the pre-

fectural system and the hierarchical structure, and weakened

the high degree of centralization.

Not only did these characteristics change, but

councils began to exert their influence in the face of a

weakened local executive. Some mayors became subject to the

councils, while others have retained some semblance of domina-

tion. Those mayors who have remained strong, have done so,

not because of structure, but because of their own dominant

personalities,

Alderfer points out that between I789 and 1795, the

local units were granted an extensive amount of independence

2and were largely democratized in France. It appears that

this older French model conforms more closely to the present

Peruvian local government, which has also been decentralized

and democratized in one fell swoop by the I963 elections.

Alderfer, Local Government in Developing Countries , p.?.

^Ibld. , p, 5.
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Therefore, In spite of its formal relevance to the French

model, the present Peruvian system no longer conforms as

closely to It. It still remains closer to the French model

than to the other three given by Alderfer.

Alderfer also suggests that In developing countries,

as a whole, the national government will have broad controls

over all phases of local financing. The findings of this

chapter Indicate that the central government In Peru wields

little effective power and control over local budgeting or

auditing. This and other factors of local council functions

and services will be examined In the following chapter.

•^Ibld. . pp. 3-16.



CHAPTER VII

FUNCTIONS

Local functions may vary greatly from nation to

nation and from community to community, but there are a large

number of services that are most commonly performed by local

governments throughout the world.

The previous two chapters have examined In some

depth the many governmental structures, both local and national,

that perform functions at a local level In Peru, The national

government sector as well as the Independent public sector

are very Involved In many aspects of providing local level ser-

vices and functions.

This chapter will examine the roles that these sectors

play at the local level. The emphasis of this chapter, however,

will be on this role that the local councils play. Those func-

tions, considered most Important and In which the local coun-

cils are most Involved, will be examined In detail. The

variables that might be Influential In determining differences

that exist from community to community will be compared with

those differences.

Rather than describe each major function as It Is per-

formed by Peruvian local governments and examine the details

Ranney, o£, clt , , p, 532.
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dellmltlns the deviations from the general model as outlined

in chapter one, the following detailed table is presented.

In the first column the general function is listed. This

list was obtained from a combination of sources as listed in

chapter one. The second column lists the various aspects or

subfunctions performed generally by Peruvian local councils

in connection with the broad function listed in the first

column. In this manner It can quickly be seen what local

governments generally do compared with what Peruvian local

councils generally do. Those functions and services that

relate directly to stated hypotheses and which are not

sufficiently explained in the table, will be examined in

more depth below,

TABLE 7.1

PUBLIC EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS AND
SERVICES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Function Activity or Definition

Culture

Education

Electricity

Financing

Provide and maintain libraries,
museums, and historical sites.
Promote arts and sciences, civic
celebrations.

Promote education; build and main-
tain municipal schools; promote
and build other schools.

Provide public street and park
lighting. Provide private
electricity; promote private
or central government activity for
the provision of private elec-
tricity.

Property evaluation; tax collec-
tion; utility costs collections',
bonds and loans.
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TABLE 7.1 CONTINUED

Function Activity or Definition

Fire prevention and control Promote volunteer fire departments,

Housing

Intergovernmental relations

Justice

Markets

Police

Promotion and regulation
of private business

Public health

Promote low-cost housing projects;
promote subdivision constructions;
regulate and license new construc-
tions.

Maintain relations with agencies
of the central government and with
other local governments.

Provide legal defense and prose-
cution In cases where council is
a party to a dispute, be it pri-
vate or intermunlclpal or govern-
mental.

Provide and administer public
markets; provide and administer
public slaughter houses and meat
refrigeration units; administer
and regulate special markets
( Feria ) ; control and check weights
and measures; control of specu-
lation and "cornering of the
market"^; control prices; food
provision.

Enforce local rules and ordinances.

Regulations under the functions
of markets, public transportation,
recreation and sports, and public
health not included; promote in-
dustrial parks and provide incen-
tives to Induce the establish-
ment of new industries, zoning.

Insure pure food, drinks, drugs,
for public consumption; regulate
and inspect sanitation in bars,
restaurants, and hotels; provide
health certificates for food
handlers; promote construction of
hospital and medical centers.
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TABLE 7.1 CONTINUED

Function Activity or Definition

Public relations

Public transportation

Public welfare

Recreation and sports

Street cleaning and
garbage disposal

Streets, roads, and
transport

Traffic regulation

Vital Statistics

Water and sewage

Communicate to the public the
activities and projects ac-
complished by the council and
the reasons for taking the
positions that it does.

Regulate and promote private
companies; provide public
transportation as buses or
trolleys.

"

Promote, aid, and cooperate
with public and private wel-
fare agencies; provide special
welfare projects; construct
and maintain cemetarles.

Provide and maintain parks,
plazas, and playing fields as
football, basketball and tennis
courts; provide and maintain
stadiums, bull fight arenas,
and other spectator sport
facilities; regulate theaters
and arenas.

Clean streets; collect and dis-
pose of garbage

Build and maintain streets and
roads; promote the constructions
of airport and port facilities,
and other agency activities in
this field.

Regulate direction and flow of
traffic; maintain semaphores,
cross walks, and signs.

Keep and maintain birth, mar-
riage, death, and divorce records;
provide the public with copies
of these records upon request.

Construct and maintain water and
sewage systems.

In Peru the word "acaparamlento" is used. It means, buying
a sufficient quantity of a product, and holding it for a
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sufficient length of time, or until a strategic time In
order to affect the market price of the product, hence
"cornering the market."

Although trolleys were used In Lima and Arequlpa in I965,
they have since been discontinued In both cities.

As the table indicates, local councils have the poten-

tial and authority to perform a great many functions in

various ways, and utilizing numerous means; nevertheless,

many local governments in Peru have never developed certain

facilities for performing some of the specific services and

functions generally attributed to local governments in other

nations, as well as in Peru Itself. In the past, when pro-

blems have arisen on the local level that local governments

were unprepared to solve, they turned to the central govern-

ment for aid and support. This aid usually came in the form

of central preemption in that field, thus denying the local

governments the opportunity to grow and develop in the per-

formance of such service over the years. Thus, as revealed

In the history section of this paper, local government

changed little from Independence to the modern day.

The tradition of expecting the central government to

do everything has resulted in a tremendous proliferation of

centrally controlled agencies that work at the local level

and perform services that the author classifies as local in

nature. As has been Indicated, this proliferation has led,

in some Instances, to a competition between and among agencies
at the local level. A number of specific agencies were dis-

cussed previously, as was their relationship with local coun-
cils, and their performance of activities were analyzed.
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There are a number of additional agencies which also have

varying responsibilities at the local level. The following

Is a partial list of many such agencies. Their direct con-

nection with a ministry, or their classification as an

agency of the independent public sector (I.P.S.), is indica-

ted, as well as the associated local function with which they

are centrally involved.

TABLE 7.2

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS
IMPORTANT ON A LOCAL LEVEL

Agency^
Parent Ministry

or I.P.S. Function Affected

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Banco de la Nacl6n Finance

9.

Beneficenclas Publicas I.P.S.
(Independent Welfare
units in the provinces)

Bibllotecas Naclonales Education
(Libraries)

Comisidn de Regula-
ci6n Economlca de
Transportes

Comit^ Nacional de
Deportes (Sports)

Companla de Recauda-
ci6n

Companla Hotelera
(Hotels)

Consejo Nacional de
Conservaci6n de Mon-
umentos (Conservation
of Historical Monuments)

I.P.S.

I.P.S.

Private

I.P.S.

I.P.S.

Corporacl6n de Aero-
puertos y Aviacldn
Commercial (Airports
and Aviation)

I.P.S.

Tax collection.

Welfare and Public
health.

Education,

Transport regula-
tion.

Recreation

Tax collection.

Tourism.

Tourism and culture

Public Transpor-
tation.
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TABLE 7.2 CONTINUED

Agency Parent Ministry
or I.P.S^ Function Affected

10, Corporacl6n del Mantaro I.P.S,
(Mantaro River Valley
only)

11. Corporacl(5n Peruana del I.P.S.
Santa (Santa River
Valley and surrounding
areas)

12. Corporacl<5n de Sanea-
mlento de Arequlpa
(Arequlpa only)

I.P.S.

de Abasteclmlentos
(Meat and Refrigeration
units, food supply
and control)

16. Dlreccldn de Admlnlstra- Finance
cldn Portuarla (Ports)

17. Dlreccl<5n de Elect-
rlcldad

18. Dlreccl<5n de Obras
Sanltarlas

19. Dlreccl<5n de Pollcla
Fiscal (Audits)

20. Dlreccl<5n General de
Comunldades (Indian
Communities)

21. Dlreccl(5n General de
Translto

Electricity,

Electricity, busi-
ness promotion, and
other varied func-
tions.

Water and Sewage,

13.
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TABLE 7.2 CONTUSED

Agency
Parent Ministry

or I.P.S, Functions Affected

22. Fondo Naclonal de
Salud y Blenestar
Social

23. Junta de Aslstencla
Naclonal

2^. Superlntendencla de
Abasteclmlentos (Food
Provision and Price
Control)

I.P.S.

I.P.S.

Agriculture

Welfare and Public
Health.

Welfare.

Markets.

25. Superlntendencla General Finance
de Aduana (Customs)

26. Superlntendencla General Finance
de Contrlbuclones
(Budget)

Tax collection.

Tax collection.

^Due to some loss of meaning, the Spanish proper names will
be used.

In most cases, these various agencies carry out their

own programs without the intervention of the local council,

although competition and overlapping may result. But, in some

Instances, the agency will grant a council a specific amount

of money to be spent on a specific project or projects. In

some cases, the Public Works Boards will simply state that

the money must be spent on capital improvement projects. At

times, according to a number of councilmen, the money is

legally granted to a council, but actually may never be re-

ceived by the council. A number of councilmen complained of

this procedure. Huacho councilmen gave specific example of

this. Over S/1, 000,000 (U.S. |37,000) was granted to the
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council for the construction of various projects to Im-

prove the city before Its one hundredth anniversary. Al-

though the money was budgeted and approved for this purpose,

none of It was ever placed In the hands of the council. It

never got through the bureaucratic red tape of Lima.

Because of council competition with central governmental

agencies, a lack of promise fulfillment similar to the Huacho

example, and numerous other factors, opinions of councllmen

towards the central government are quite negative regarding

some specific aspects of the central government's activity.

On a three-scale attitude questionnaire, the following

percentages were obtained on the following questions.

TABLE 7.3

COUNCILMEN'S OPINIONS CONCERNING
THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

The Central Government with respect to local councils:

Yes No No Opinion

1. Is Just
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uncooperative and slow. Next highest on a negative list Is

Item two, which Indicates, that many councllmen felt that the

central government does not give them sufficient aid, while

about the same number felt that the central government lacked

understanding, and was unjust to local councils. A. smaller

number, only 18 per cent, believed that once the government

had committed Itself, It failed to carry out some of Its

obligations. It Indicates, however, that what has happened

In the example of Huacho Is not an Isolated or single case,

as the opinions of the Huacho councilman were not Included in

the foregoing analysis of the questionnaire. The central

government has failed to keep its promises to local officials

In a number of cities of Peru.

From the foregoing discussion it is easy to see why

local councils may encounter competition within their own

Jurisdictions, Local dependency towards the central govern-

ment is also evident. Due to negative attitudes and experien-

ces with the central government, however, and due to the

changing conditions on the Peruvian scene, this situation seems

to be changing. As local councils develop in strength and

attitudes, they are demanding that more power and autonomy

be granted to them. If they gain more authority on the local

scene, it is possible that they will force other agencies

which are active within the council's Jurisdiction, to co-

operate and coordinate services and functions with the local

councils involved,

A glance at Table 7.^ will indicate the areas of
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services arxd functions in which local governments presently

take important roles. In the other areas they are subordinated

to central government agencies, or the function is nonexist-

ent on their level. It is common public opinion that

certain local services are more locally controlled and ad-

ministered than the results of this study indicate. Water

systems are a good example of this situation. Water and

sewage system construction and administration is one of the

services that is commonly recognized as falling under local

council Jurisdiction and control; however, the facts in these

fourteen cities did not bear out this assumption. The Minis-

try of Development plays a more important role than local

councils in connection with this service. Development cor-

porations and public works boards also did more in construc-

tion of water and sewage systems than did the local councils

studied. Education, on the other hand, which is currently

considered to be a central government function in Peru, is

receiving much more local council support than was expected

when this study was inaugurated. The effort by the local

councils involved was not a major one, but those cities

marked on the table were doing more than just promoting

education or handing out small grants. Their participation

consisted of classroom or school construction, and in the

case of three of the cities, it even went so far as to in-

clude the building, and subsequent maintenance of a munici-

pal school, including the provision of teachers. This was

quite an unexpected finding and was contrary to all the
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conclusions that could be drawn from current vnrltten Infor-

mation on local government In Peru, and from the opinions of

many government-associated people In Lima.

Financing Is one of the most important activities that

the local councils perform. This Is not too unusual, as they

must finance their own activities in some manner. Those that

do so most efficiently, are also able to accomplish more

capital Investment projects for their communities, hire more

personnel, and provide better overall services and performances.

The provision of market places and their administration

and control, constitute a very important function of Peru's

local councils. There are a multitude of responsibilities

within this function, as Table 7.1 indicates. If this ser-

vice is not performed with some efficiency, other services

and works may well be forgotten. People who can purchase

their basic food requirements without a great deal of trouble,

delay, and outrageous prices, will be more willing to approve

of a council's activities than in a community where markets

are not easily accessible, where crowded conditions make

purchases more difficult, where it is not easy to properly

display the products, or where major products of consumption

are consistently unavailable and prices are consistently

unreasonable. Because of this, it is the author's opinion

that the overlying importance of the activities included in

this function, and their proper performance, needs to be more

universally recognized and performed more efficiently by the

councils.
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street cleaning and garbage disposal, as In the past,

Is still an Important local function. In most cases. It Is

in the performance of this service that councils employ more

laborers than any other activity they perform. For the health

and appearance of the community, this function must be effi-

ciently performed.

The opening up of new streets, widening of old ones,

and the paving of streets, are also current responsibilities

of the local councils. If they do not perform this activity,

there are not a multitude of other agencies that can do so,

as is the case with other local functions described.

Of growing importance is the local councils' powers to

regulate and promote private business within their juris-

dictions. It is especially important that the councils pro-

vide Incentives to industry, in order that further decentral-

ization in this field might be possible. Greater economic

opportunities outside of Lima might also aid in a stemming of

migration to the capital. In connection with the decentral-

ization of business and industry and growth of industrializa-

tion in the nation, as a whole, improved zoning policies should

be elaborated and Implemented to replace those ineffectual

policies now used, and reasonable zoning policies should be

created where none now exist.

The recording and keeping of birth, marriage, and death

records and the provision of copies of such records to the

public on demand is another local activity that is very impor-

tant to the local councils. Improvement of filing and storage
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techniques and facilities for reproducing copies Is necessary

throughout the country.

Local councils are gaining prominence In the con-

struction of various capital improvement projects. Since the

councils are now more responsible to the electorates, they

must produce results. Thus, alone or with the aid of other

agencies, the councils are constructing more market places,

water systems, schools, slaughterhouses, roads, plazas, parks,

and many other facilities, that up to 1963f the construction

of these public works projects were left to other agencies, or

not accomplished at all,

A number of agencies, as well as specific councils, are

engaged In the service of providing electrical power within

the Peruvian communities. The Bureau of Electricity (Direcci6n

de Electricidad) of the Development Ministry provides elec-

trical power in six of the fourteen cities, while private

companies do so in four others. Only two of the councils

studied provide their communities with this service. There

seemed to be little correlation between the type of agency

providing this power and the variables utilized in this

study. However, some specific major river valleys are re-

ceiving concentrated attention by the central government for

major hydroelectric projects, and the communities in these

areas are, or soon will be, provided with inexpensive

electrical power from these plants. If any one variable

seems to be most important with respect to these services, the

findings of this study indicate that geographic location is

the one most determining factor.
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An example of geographic determinism concerning this

function Is provided by the small village of Pucar^. Many-

such villages In the Mantaro valley have established their

own electrical plants, whereas, villages of similar size in

other areas, as exemplified by Paruro, have not been able to

do so. As Richard Adams indicates, the village of Muquiyauyo,

also in the Mantaro valley, provided an example that many

other villages in the valley sought to emulate. This same

feeling has not produced comparable results in the other major

sierra valleys.

None of the councils studied, including the additional

eleven, provided either Intraurban or intercity transportation

systems for their Inhabitants, Lima is the only city In Peru

that provides Intraurban transportation services, although

Arequlpa partially provided trolleys until I966, when they

were discontinued. The small community of Pucar^, undoubtedly

similar to others like it, has some stock in a small intercity

service, but it is not one of the services provided by very

many Peruvian local coxoncils.

The main police functions in Peru are performed by the

Guardla Civil (Civil Police), the Pollcia de Investlgaclones,

or PIP (Investigation Police), and the Guardla Republicana

(The Police of the Republic) , These three units are national

police forces under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of

Government (or Interior). Every town studied, except Pucar^,

had its ovm municipal police, in addition to these national

forces. The major responsibilities of the municipal police

•*Adams, o£. clt . . p. ^9.
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Include aspects of the market place and all of its facets;

movies, theaters, and all public spectator events; as well as

sanitation Inspections of restaurants, hotels, and bars. Their

only power Is to Impose fines, as they cannot arrest anyone.

They carry neither arms nor weapons.

Because of their Inherant weakness, the municipal

police are powerless to enforce local ordinances and laws un-

less support from the national police Is forthcoming. At

least one of the cities studied lost control over one of Its

basic functions, markets, because national police refused to

back up the municipal police In the performance of their

duties. A number of councllmen expressed an attitude of a

lack of power due to this situation. This attitude was not

restricted to one council or one region but was found to be

present In many of the councils throughout the country.

In most of the other functions, the municipalities are

presently playing minor roles, either because other agencies

are performing them, or because the local councils have

neither the money, the technical ability, nor the personnel to

perform these activities. With increased financial resources

and Improved capabilities on the part of councllmen, as well

as on the part of the local personnel, the local councils will

undoubtedly improve and increase their efforts within these

other activities.

Because provision and control of markets and local

financing are two of the most important functions performed

by local governments in Peru, these two functions are examined

in greater depth.
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Financing

Property evaluations . Of the eleven provincial cities

chosen for this study, only one was not collecting the pro-

perty taxes, and hence had not accepted the responsibility

of property evaluations. The other cities were at varying

stages in adapting their administrations to perform this task.

Only the provincial councils and the district council of

Lince, in Lima, were concerned with this problem, as they

are the only ones that can collect these taxes and make the

evaluations. District councils outside of Lima depend on

the provincial councils over them to collect property taxes

and evaluate property.

In reality, the actual declaration of property value

or of income from property is the responsibility of the

owner. In those municipalities where they had advanced suf-

ficiently in the administration of the property tax law,

sworn declarations of property values are requested from all

property owners living within the province. In the others,

evaluations made by agencies previously collecting the tax,

were still being used. In the sworn property value state-

ments, value of property and buildings are requested, as well

as information concerning location, type of construction,

use of construction, actual condition of structures, Income

received from property, mortgage on property, annual Interests

paid, and annual municipal taxes and municipal utility costs

paid. From this Information the property value is deduced

and taxed by the council officials.
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To guide the councils in five of these eleven cities,

those of Mollendo , Tingo Maria, Huancayo , Lince, and Kuacho

,

the National Evaluation Board (Cuerpo Tecnico de Tasaclones)

had prepared an outline vrhich gave general values for property,

taking into consideration the previously mentioned conditions

of location, construction, use, 'oresent condition, and received

income. Using this outline as a guide, a municl-oal employee

could check the property statements to verify their relative

accuracy. If they were considered reasonatle , they were

atjproved and passed on to the cashier for collection and pay-

ment; but if not, the following procedure was to be followed:

The declaration could be Dassed back to the property owner

for his reconsideration, or taken directly to the mayor and/

or the Provincial Council. If in this confrontation, the

situation was not resolved, then the problem could be appealed

before the Tribunal Fiscal, the Financial Court,-'- from which

the case could be carried to the judicial system, to a judge

of first instance and on up to the Supreme Court.

^

Provinces that do not have evaluation outlines -oreTjared

by the national board, have to resort to their ovm judgements.

In m.ost of these cases, they have sim-oly adonted the same

evaluations that were used before 1965 by the National T^euosi-

tory (Caja de Depositos y Conslgnaclones) , now the yational

Bank, vrhen it evaluated the properties and collected the taxes.

^Peru, Ley 15''^28 (1962) Sec. X.

^Ibld.
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The urban property tax is levied against 7 per cent of

the total value of the property. The tax rate Is also 7 per

cent on the taxable value of the property. If the property Is

rented, the 7 per cent rate applies to the total annual Income,

In some cases, councils allow a set percentage of discount for

Interest costs on loans and municipal utility costs and

other taxes. In other cases, these Items are calculated

individually.

The tax as applied to businesses and Industrial property

is on 8 per cent of total value, while 7i per cent of total

value of properties valued over S/. 300, 000 (U.S, ^ULaOO) is

taxed. The tax rate remains the same, 7 per cent of the taxable

amount. For private schools, social clubs, and artistic insti-

tutions only 4 per cent of the total value is considered on

which the same tax rate applies.-^

Rural property taxes are figured on the basis of from

3 per cent to 6 per cent of total property evaluation. To

aid in evaluations of rural property, the National Evaluation

Board has prepared a national guide book ( llbro de arenceles )

which takes into consideration location of property, type of

land, whether it is irrigated or not, the crops grown on it,

and other such information. Also figured in the property

evaluation are the buildings that exist on the property, their

construction and use, and the types and number of livestock.

The owner, as in the case of urban property, makes the legal

declaration of property value and follows the same procedures

as have previously been explained.

^Ibid. , Sec. V.
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Depending on the condition and the location of the

property, each Individual council can apply the rural proper-

ty tax on from 3 per cent to 6 per cent of the property pro-

duction value. It Is left to the council to decide this. Most

councils studied set a standard percentage from three to six

for their whole province, and upon this amount applied the

standard 7 per cent tax rate on the taxable value.

Property evaluation Is new to most of the councils, and

only two of the eleven provincial councils studied seemed to

"be administering this new duty with any real degree of success.

Tax Collection . There are various systems and methods

that can be utilized by a council for collecting different

revenues. Different systems are also used by different councils

in the collection of similar revenues. This section will be

dedicated to the general differences between agencies involved

In tax collection and general systems used by different

councils to collect their revenues.

At least four general methods are presently being

practiced by Peruvian local councils in the collection of

their taxes. The most Important tax collection agency on the

local level is the council Itself, Of the eleven provincial

councils studied, all but one collected its own property tax.

Over half of them collected the commercial tax ( patentes) ,

and all of them collected for services and utilities that they

provided. Lince , the district in Lima, also collected its

own property tax. In connection with the commercial tax, the

Llma-Callao area has special rates and centralized collections.
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Systems utilized by the councils include payment made

at the local council offices. This is especially true with

respect to property taxes, and business and commercial taxes.

In other cases, officials are sent out to the district capi-

tals to collect these revenues. Municipal bill collectors

are usually sent out to individual homes to collect utilities

taxes. In the case of market stall rental and slaughter house

services, these revenues are collected at the market and

slaughter house respectively, except where councils have

centralized these collections at the municipal offices to

effect greater control and avoid graft. The latter process

was employed in only one community studied, and only with

respect to slaughter house services; not daily market rentals.

The second agency extensively involved in tax collec-

tion is the new National Bank or the old National Depository

(Caja de Depositos y Consignaciones) . This agency collects

national taxes on a local level, and until January 19^5. col-

lected property taxes which it turned over to local govern-

ments between 1962 and I965. In only one of the communities

studied was it still effecting the collection of the local

property tax. It still does so in many other cities, however.

In half of the cities studied, the National Bank was col-

lecting the commercial tax. The council pays the Bank a

commission of about 5 to 12 per cent for its services. This

also covers administrative costs for the service.

In the case of property taxes, the Bank had its own

method of evaluation; but, in the case of the commercial
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taxes, the councils gave the Bank the specific bills for col-

lection. For this reason, It has been simpler for municipali-

ties to assume this responsibility than that of collecting

property taxes. Few have done so, however, In contrast to

those who now collect their own property taxes because of the

relative advantage Involved. Little change results when the

municipality assximes the responsibility of collecting commer-

cial taxes because the Bank has generally accomplished this

task efficiently. The same is not true with respect to pro-

perty taxes, however, as Bank evaluations were outdated and

collections were not efficient. In many cases, only the lar-

gest accounts and those easiest to collect were collected, and

small, difficult bills were left untouched. For these reasons,

councils have been able to greatly Increase their property

tax revenues in many cases by updating evaluations and col-

lecting from all tax payers. This has not been without its

problems. The councils have met difficulty and public resis-

tance in modernizing evaluations which have resulted in

higher taxes. More resistance was encountered though, when

councils tried to collect from people who have never had to

pay before, because their tax was too small for the Bank to

worry about. Only the most courageous councils have been

able to implement this change completely over the past two

years.

Another agency Involved In tax collection is the Tax

Collection Company (Compania de Recaudacidn) . In the past,

this company was more important than it Is today. It was not

involved in any of the cities studied, but it is still being
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utilized by the Arequipa Council, as well as some district

councils of Lima. The company utilized a very interesting

and profitable system. Councils would give it the bills to

collect, whereupon the company would loan the council the

sum of money to be collected, from which it then collected

a large interest. It then collected the revenues and

charged the council a commission for its services. In many

cases, it only collected the large and easily collectable

bills, and turned the others back to the councils as uncol-

lectable ; thus, keeping many councils constantly in its

debt. An example of this was related by a councilman of

Lince , who stated that in 196^ when the company was still col-

lecting its revenues, Lince was 1.5 million soles in debt.

In 1965 • the Council assumed the responsibility of collecting

their own revenues. By July I965. the council was eleven

million soles in the black.

Other agencies that might become important in the

future are private banks. Although presently none of the

cities studied or visited are using the banks to collect

their revenues, at least one, Chiclayo, was seriously consider-

ing this method. The method would be similar to that used by

the Tax Collecting Company, but with terms more favorable to

the council than those stipulated in the past by the Company.

Utility costs and collections . This phase of the

municipal function will be discussed under "Utilities" in

the chapter on finances.

Bonds and Loans. None of the cities studied were
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emitting bonds, and only two had obtained loans other than

those made with the tax collection company. The councils

have these faculties, however, and this resource will un-

doubtedly be used more In the future, Lima has used bonding

for years, and has recently sought loans from foreign sources.

Arequlpa has also recently obtained a foreign loan. Without

doubt, other councils will seek domestic loans, both govern-

mental and private, and even foreign loans. In the near

future, many will probably use bonds to finance special pro-

jects.

With respect to the complete function of financing the

council, a number of attltudlnal questions were included on

questionnaire to measure the mayors' and councllmen's attitudes

toward the system as a whole. The following questions were

included In this group;

TABLE 7.5

COUNCILMEN'S OPINIONS OF MUNICIPAL
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS^

The Financial System of the Municipality:

Yes No No Opinion Total

is good 60,^ (30)^ 28^ (1^) 12<^ (6) (50)

is stable 6l.2 (30) 28.6 (1^) 10.2 (5) (^9)

is archaic l^kA (20) ^0 (18) 15.6 (7) (^5)

is complicated 30.6 (I5) 59,2 (29) 10.2 (^) (1^9)

has good collection
practices ^1^,7 (21) 46.8 (22) 8.5 (4) (4?)

permits graft or
peculation 6.1 (3) 91.8 (^5) 2.1 (1) (49)
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^Totals are different, as some respondents refused to answer
some of the questions.

"^s
( ) number of respondents.

The councllmen's opinions indicate a relatively positive

faith in the financial systems of their councils, as they

generally considered that the systems were good, stable, and

not too complicated. In spite of the degree of positivity,

there were more who expressed the attitude that their systems

were archaic and that they lacked good collection practices,

than those who expressed an opposite opinion. It is important

to note that nearly 92 per cent of those interviewed reported

that the systems do not permit any significant degree of

peculation or graft. This opinion seems very significant in

a country where the newspapers are consistently accusing local

elected leaders of such Illegal activities.

Markets

The market place is very important outside of Lima, as

it is where most of the communities buy and sell most of their

food. There are no supermarkets or large grocery stores in

any of the cities studied. Lima is the only area that has

such facilities.

Provision and administration of public markets . In all

of the cities studied, except the two without markets, the

administration of the market place was the responsibility of

the local council. In all of them there was a market place

commission and a permanent employee who actually administered
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the market. The market administrator's responsibilities

include: direction of the stall rent collectors, coordination

with the municipal police who patrol the market, and taking

care of problems that arise within the market. The council-

man in charge of this commission works with him, and acts as

a Judge of the first instance in the cases of contested fines

applied there. The councilman can cancel fines under certain

conditions, or lower them before the infractions are turned

in at the municipality by the municipal policeman who imposed

them. After the record goes to the council offices, only the

councilman in charge of revenues can change the fine. In

some cases, he might do this on his own, but in most cases,

he works with the mayor or the council as a whole in the

treatment of fines that are contested.

In all cities, the market stalls at the market place

are rented, and a rent collector is sent around every day to

collect this rent. The system is very poor, hard to administer,

and difficult to control. In most of the communities, the

markets were overcrowded and stalls were permitted in the

streets all around the market area. Lower rents were col-

lected from occupants of these outside stalls in the same

manner as they are collected within the market.

One of the major problems that the councils face, is the

control of stall subletting. Some commercial people rent their

stalls to others, who then in turn, must pay both the municipal

rent and rent to the original proprietor. Steps should be

taken to control this type of activity.
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In order to rent a stall officially, one must obtain

a municipal license, pay a fee set by the councilman In charge

of revenues, and obtain the approval of the councilman in charge

of basic food supply (Inspector de Subsistencias) , and the

markets' commissioner. This process is usually not compli-

cated, but does allow too much discretion on the parts of each

individual councilman, who must give his approval, as well as

on the councilman, who determines the license fee, which is

usually not pre-established. It is in this process that

special favors can be purchased and petty bribery is possible.

Provision of new market places is another problem. Of

the cities studied, two had no markets: Pucark a very small

district near Huancayo, and Paruro near Cuzco, Eight others

had inadequate facilities, of these, five were making plans to

construct new market places, and two were actually construct-

ing new ones. One community, Huacho, had recently built a new

market place entirely with local funds. The departmental

Board of Public Works had financed the building of the one in

Talara and the one to be built in Huancayo. This latter pro-

cess is becoming the general pattern throughout most of Peru

today. New market places are being planned, designed, and

constructed by Department Boards of Public Works, but with

the stipulation that the local councils pay them back within

five to ten years. Where there are Corporations for Develop-

ment, rather than Public Works Boards, they are doing the

same.

Market conditions seemed to have some relationshi-o
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to the overall environnent of the community. Those cities

with better market facilities had more people in the economi-

cally active category (correlation coefficient"^ .35). they had

higher literacy rates (correlation coefficient .^5). a^^^ they

spent more money on utilities on the whole
.
(correlation coef-

ficient .50). In most cases, those having good facilities

were also connected to other urban centers, as well as to

their hinterlands with relatively good transportation media.

Two of the three^ which have no municipally established mar-

ket facility are quite isolated with respect to other centers,

as well as to their own surrounding areas.

Provision and administration of public slau,~hter houses

and meat refrigeration units . In Peru most animals are

slaughtered for market in the public facilities. This is also

the case with animals slaughtered for private use in urban

areas. In all the cities cited in this study, it is the

local council's responsibility to administer these facilities.

In most of the towns, a fee is collected at the slaughter house

for the services rendered, and the meat is classified there by

a municipal veterinarian. In at least one case, the payment

for services was collected at the municipal offices for the

sake of better control. Both Pucar^ and Paruro have neither

slaughter houses, nor markets.

Most of the cities studied did not have refrigeration

'See page I85 for treatment on correlation coefficients.

2Abancay is included also, as the council until recently
provided such facilities but currently does not.
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units; either In the slaughter house, or In the market

place. For this reason, meat Is usually sold on the same day

that It Is brought to the slaughter house, or on the next day.

This has created an acute problem In the rainforest cities of

Iqultos and Tlngo Maria, as meat spoils rapidly and storage

Is Impossible. Some coastal cities also suffer from lack of

meat refrigeration, and the problem of heat spoilage. The

sierra communities suffer less, as the nights are cool

throughout the year and the days are not hot In the shade.

The construction of new slaughter houses falls under

the same conditions as those of market places, except that

the National Food Corporation (Corporacl6n de Abasteclmlentos)

Is also supposed to aid In the construction of refrigerator

units and storage. All cities studied were In need of Im-

proved or new slaughter house facilities and refrigeration

units.

Administration and regulation of special market facili -

ties (ferlas). This function was carried out by only one city

studied, that of Huancayo. Every Sunday there is a special

Indian fair. People come from all over the department to buy

and sell artisan works and wares, as well as other goods.

Stalls are set up all along main street, and a small fee is

collected from each proprietor by the council. Control and

administration of this fair requires a considerable effort

on the part of the council. This Sunday fair is well known

throughout the country and is quite a tourist attraction. Ac-

cording to one councilman, over 12 million soles ('^^50,000)
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changes hands every Sunday, making It one of the largest

economic enterprises In the valley.

Control and checking weights and measures . This sub-

function Is carried out by the municipal police In each com-

munity. Persons caught violating weights and measures regu-

lations are fined, depending on the gravity of their crime.

One of the problems In this activity is that poorly paid muni-

cipal policemen can be persuaded to lower or forget fines in

many Instances for a small fee.

Control of speculation and "cornering of the market ,

"

This duty falls to the councilman In charge of basic food

goods ( subslstenclas ) . Persons found speculating with prices

or hoarding goods for "market-cornering" purposes are fined by

this councilman. Important cases, which concern large sums

of money, are taken to the Provincial Board on Speculation

and Market Cornering. This board is made up of the sub-

prefect, the mayor, a judicial representative, a doctor, and

local representatives from the Ministry of Agriculture and of

Finance. This Board hears cases and decides final action,

usually setting the final fine.

Price controls . Many councils, using a "resulting

powers" type theory in connection with the municipal law and

the constitution, have adopted price controls on basic goods

In connection with their powers in this function of market

places. Maximum prices are set for certain basic goods and

This Board is the only Institution where the prefectural
officers and locally elected officers formally work together.
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people selling over the official price are fined. Although

there Is no specific legal basis for much of this action,

many of the councils were found doing so. In order "to protect

the Interest of the community." This practice Is based on

Article 206 of the Constitution which states that, "municipal

councils have administrative and economic autonomy to exercise

the functions corresponding to them In conformity with the

laws." This Is apparently enough to give them the power and

authority to control food prices, or at least to those who

Interpret it in this manner, and do so.

National law presently, however, only provides sanc-

tions for speculation and "cornering the market" ; for "unjusti-

fied stoppage"; for exportation of food articles without the

approval of the Ministry of Agriculture; for not dedicating a

minimum percentage of land to the cultivation of food crops,

and for not complying with special laws of Congress controlling

prices in times of crisis. There does not seem to be other

valid national legislation related to price controls.

Food provision. In rare cases, certain councils have

felt obligated to take measures to provide food for their

communities. In Talara the council found it necessary to send

the municipal truck to nearby Tumbes, or even to Ecuador to

obtain meat which is locally very scarce. In other cities, (in

2only one of those studied) , a type of toll Is applied to all

"-Fred L. Mann and Raul Monoz Cabrera, Legal Research
Studies on Agricultural Marketing Structures in Peru: Price
Policies (Lima, Peril; Iowa University Mission. July. 1Q66K
pp. 29-3^.

2Pacasmayo.



produce leaving from that province or district, as the case

might be. Some even apply the toll to all trucks traveling

through their Jurisdiction, This Is done, generally, to keep

products of necessity In the area by Increasing the costs of

transporting them out. This method Is normally applied to

specific products, and not to all agricultural Items produced

In the area, but can be, and Is, applied more generally. In

spite of a constitutional provision prohibiting such action.

The municipalities are supposed to receive help from

the Superintendent of Food Provisions In the Ministry of

Agriculture, especially In regard to meat provision, distri-

bution, and control of prices. This agency also has the

responsibility of helping the local councils with their prob-

lems of food provision and price controls. The National

Food Corporation, which is an. agency in the independent public

sector, also has responsibilities in the supply and distri-

bution of basic goods. It is supposed to buy and sell such

goods as may be necessary, and to construct and maintain

storage facilities, including refrigerator units throughout

the country where they may be necessary. The author found no

evidence of these agencies' labors in any of the cities

studied, although they are quite active in the Lima area.

The other local functions are of less importance and

are adequately defined and described by Table 7.1 of local

functions. Further description of them would only be redundant.

Analysis
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with respect to local functions, a number of hypotheses

were postulated at the beginning of this study. As before,

where possible, correlation coefficients are derived from a

comparison of the variables and variable Indicators with the

services germalne to the hypotheses. In other cases, two

varlate analyses are performed in a simple general manner In

order to test the pre-formulated hypotheses,

A correlation coefficient Indicates the degree of

relationship between two variables. The size of the correlation

coefficient describes the degree of strength or weakness of the

association between the variables. The closer the coefficient

approaches 1.0 the greater the relationship. If the coeffi-

cient is a negative number, however, it indicates that the

association between the variables is an inverse one, and that

the closer the number approaches -1,0 the more opposed the two

variables are, or as the value of one variable increases, the

value for the variable with which it is compared decreases.

Numbers near zero or below the level of significance indicate

little or no relationship between the variables. In a study

such as this where twenty-five cases or less are compared, the

correlation coefficient must be above 0,396 for it to be

significant at the .05 level. The .05 level means that this

association might be the result of pure chance in only 5 per

cent of the cases. Where the number of cases is less than

twenty-five, even a larger coefficient is required for signi-

ficance in order to remain within the level of 5 per cent

chance.
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Hypothesis S-1: If per capita revenues are low, or
the community Is a company town, then there will be
a tendency to turn the basic services of water,
sewage, and garbage collection over to private struc-
tures or agencies of the central government.

The first exception that Is evident on an examination

of this hypothesis Is the condition of Arequlpa and Lima. In

Table 7.2, numbers twelve and thirteen, Indicate the exis-

tence of two semi public corporations that construct and main-

tain the water and sewage systems In these large cities; hence,

two of the cities with highest per capita incomes have es-

tablished corporations for these basic services that func-

tion Independently of the city councils.

Vfl.th respect to company towns, three were examined within

the context of this study: Talara, Ilo, and La Oroya. Only

In Talara was the predominant company still performing these

basic services. In both Ilo and La Oroya, water and sewage

systems were administered by an agency of the central govern-

ment,

TABLE 1,^

PER CAPITA REVENUES COMPARED WITH STRUCTURE
CONCERNED WITH WATER AND SEWAGE SERVICES

=F

Structure Performing Function; Per Capita Revenues of Councils
High Low

Council 3^ 2
Government Agency 7 8
Private Company 1
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TABLE 1,1

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF UTILITY
COSTS AND VARIABLES

Variables Utility Costs

1. Per capita revenues -.09
2. Size .23
3. Per cent of people living in barriadas -.36
^. Per cent literate above 1? years ..50^
5. Per cent of Indian population -.08
6. Percent of population ages 6-19 .51^
7. Per cent of population "economically .58®

active"

^Correlation significant.

The conclusions from Table 7.6 indicate very little

relationship between per capita revenues and structures that

perform these services. Table 1 ,'^ indicates a certain rela-

tionship between literacy and utility costs. A negative re-

lationship exists between a higher percentage of people living

in barriadas and the utility expenditures on water and sewage

services and other utilities. This is not unusual, as these

areas are generally without such services. The association

between utility costs and the percentage of actively employed

population like the association with the literacy variable,

indicates that local councils spend more on these services

where their electorate is more literate and higher percentages

of the population are employed.

In conclusion, the data indicate that per capita

revenues do not affect either the structure performing local

utility services, or coixncll expenditures in this area.
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Councils In company tovms , if these three are any Indication

of more widespread conditions, do not perform these functions.

Hypothesis S-2. If per capita revenues are low and
size Is small (under 5.000), and Indian population
Is high, then thre will be a tendency not to provide
these services.

The correlation coefficients on Table 7,7 Indicate lit-

tle relationship with per capita revenues, size, or percentage

of Indian population as related to expenses on utilities. Only

two villages were studied that had all of the characteristics

indicated by this hypothesis, and they both lacked any of

these services. They were the only two of the twenty-five

communities studied that had such deficiencies, and they were

the only ones that fit completely into the category set by

this hypothesis. Because the number is so small, however,

it is only an Indication of what might exist in the numerous

other villages in Peru which also fit this category.

In conclusion, if these two villages are representative

of others that fit into the category described, then the

hypothesis is valid. If, however, the conclusions are drawn

strictly from the correlation coefficients obtained from these

variables and council utility expenditures, then the hypothe-

sis is null.

Hypothesis S-3. If communities have lov; literacy
rates and/or a high percentage of the population in
the age group of five through seventeen, or a high
Indian population, then they will have an Increasing
tendency to give physical support to education.

In the sense used here, physical support is, in the

lowest form, grants and scholarships; and in the maximum form,

the provision and staffing of a municipal school.
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TABLE 7.8

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF COUNCILS PROVIDING
PHYSICAL CONTRIBUTION TO EDUCATION

Population Variables Educational Effort

Per cent literacy above 1? years .10
Per cent literacy 6-1? years .08
Per cent of population 6-19 years ,03
Per cent of Indian population -,^^^

^Correlation significant.

The correlations from Table 7,8 Indicate little

relationship between the council's performance with education

and the literacy and youth variables. However, they do In-

dicate a strong negative Influence that high percentages of

Indian populations play on the educational Involvement of the

councils, thus Indicating that only In this single case does

the hypothesis have relevance, and then this relationship Is

exactly the opposite of the postulated association.

Because one of the major vehicles for social and

economic mobility In Peru Is education. It was postulated

that communities having high percentages of Indians would

give physical assistance to the building and maintenance of

schools. This In order that Indian children might advance

socially and economically. Physical contribution was stressed

rather than educational expenditures, because such communities

are traditionally revenue scarce. The data Indicate that this

is not true, and that the Indian communities remain educational-

ly scarce also.
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Hypothesis S-4. As the size of cities increase and
literacy rates are higher, there is a tendency to
support various forms of recreational and cultural
activities, such as museums, municipal theaters,
bands, and such.

TABLE 7.9

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF COUNCILS' EXPENDITURES
ON CULTURE AND RECREATION

Variables

1. Size .25
2. Per cent literate above 1? years .24
3. Per cent literate 6-1? years .20
^. Constitutional level AO^

^Correlation significant.

There seems to be only a slight relationship between

the independent variables of size and literacy with expendl-

tures on recreation and cultural activities. The variable

of constitutional level Is associated with the expenditure

for these activities. The higher the level, the more is

spent by the local council within this function. Size and

literacy are not as good indicators for this hypothesis as

is the variable of constitutional level. So, although the

hypothesis is null, another variable is indicated that re-

veals an Important relationship with this particular local

function.
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participation was as great or greater within a single region

as It was between regions. Other variables Indicated In this

chapter seem to be better Indicators of variance In services

performed than does the variable of geography.

Conclusions

In general, the structure of the local councils Is com-

patible with the types and level of functional activity In

which the councils participate. In the smaller communities

the commission form of local government, staffed by councllraen

who work on their own time and receive no salaries, discharges

its responsibilities well; and the limited services and func-

tions offered are adequately performed. The larger cities face

different problems. Lima is an extreme example, but even

the cities over 30,000 inhabitants are having certain diffi-

culties. These cities have large operations v/ith respect to

some services, especially that of market place and financial

control. In these cities, full time administrators are

needed. The councilmen and sindicos cannot legally delegate

much of their responsibility, however, and therefore the ser-

vice suffers if the councilman cannot dedicate at least twenty

hours a week to his council post. The full time employees.

if they are good, can help, but there is a great deal that

they cannot legally do. In these cities, either the municipal

law needs to be changed in order to allow greater "home rule"

or the structure needs to be changed allowing for a full time

paid mayor with more executive powers, or allowing full time
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administrators and employees more authority and prerogative.

Different municipal laws could be written for cities

of different sizes, or more autonomy with respect to struc-

ture could "be written Into a single law. If a single muni-

cipal law Is maintained for the entire nation, then different

categories for different sizes of cities should be established,

instead of merely increasing the size of the council as is

the current practice.

Some interesting conclusions can also be drawn in

connection with specific functions. From available informa-

tion, the author had previously assumed that the function of

providing and administering of water and sewage systems to

urban populations was a local council function, but it was

found to be extensively performed by an agency of the central

government. In contrast, the function of education which is

considered to be a central government function in Peru; was,

nevertheless, being supported strongly by a number of local

cotincils. These councils contributed substantially to the

financing of local education, to the construction of class

rooms suid schools, and to even the payment of teachers'

salaries.

It was also found, that while the central government

provided major police services, municipal police were impor-

tant to the local councils. Because of the limited jurisdiction

and power of the municipal police, however, many local coun-

cils complained that they lacked real power to enforce coun-

cil decisions unless the national police saw fit to support them.
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City maintenance and capital Improvement programs vjere

also Important local functions. Administration and provision

of local market places with all of Its facets proved to be one

of the most Important functions in which local councils are

engaged.

Procurement, administration, and allocation of local

monies occupies a prime position among local council activi-

ties. The old tax collecting company, which previously col-

lected many of the revenues for numerous local councils is

about defunct. The national government has relinquished

some of its responsibility in the area of a local tax collec-

tion, and local councils are removing petty graft and evasion

from traditionally loosely controlled collections, and have

improved their abilities to collect and administer their own

revenue s

.

Alderfer's assumption that the national government

controls all phases of local finance does not hold true in

Peru. As has just been indicated, local councils perform

most of their own tax collection, and generally do it in a

more efficient manner than other agencies, including those

of the central government, which have done so in the past.

From previous chapters, it should also be evident that the

central government exercises very little control over the

budgeting and spending phases of local revenues, and pro-

bably does not have sufficient control and resources to per-

form the extensive auditing that it should.

In this function, as well as the other major functions
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which the local councils practically exclusively control, they

do have sufficient autonomy; but In the many areas of vague

Jurisdictions, overlapping and competition, they do not. In

many traditional areas, such as education and traffic control,

they have practically none, with the few exceptions mentioned

above. In others, such as water and sewage systems, welfare,

and cultural and recreation activities there Is a great pos-

sibility for overlapping and competition.

With respect to the postulated hypotheses, significant

associations were Indicated between utility costs and activi-

ties and the variables of literacy, economic activity, and a

relatively high percentage of people living within substandard

slum housing. Small villages in the sierra were shown to

lack many basic services, many of which have been considered

the most Important,

The variables of constitutional level correlated signi-

ficantly with expenditures on sports, recreation, and cultural

activities; which indicates that departmental capitals are

more concerned with this function than those communities on

lower levels.

Important relationships were found between the variables

mentioned and functional differences between different cities.

Some of the assumptions tested were proven relative to the

Peruvian scene while others were not. Hypotheses S-1 and S-2

were supported by the data, if not directly by the Indicators

chosen, then at least by other indicators that revealed a

similar relationship to that postulated In the hypotheses.
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Hypothesis S-3 was null with the variable of Indian po,,:;latlon

Indicating less educational support than expected. Constitu-

tional level was shown to be more related to the differences

existent with respect to the culture and recreation function

than the variables of size and literacy. In conclusion, a

number of Important relationships and assumptions have been

supported with respect to Peruvian local government structures

and the functions that they perform.



CHAPTER VIII

FINANCES

In order to complete the analysis of the local govern-

ment structures, we must proceed through two more major

reference points. The two major resources of local government,

finances and personnel, must be examined. The next two

chapters will determine how these resources are procured and

what the procedures are for the utilization of these resources.

The relationships that exist between various aspects of pro-

curement and utilization of finances and personnel will be

compared with previously mentioned variables. The assump-

tions and hypotheses set out at the beginning of this study,

related to these resources, will be tested.

In developing countries, local government finances are

very small when compared to those of the central government.

Peru is no exception in this sense, as central government

revenues are many times greater than a total of revenues of all

local councils. As Table 8.1 clearly indicates, local council

revenues remained very small when compared with those of the

central government from 1950 to I963, For example, in I963

local council expenditures amounted to only ^ per cent of the

total governmental expenditures for that year,

'-Riggs, o£. cit . , p, 369 and Alderfer, Local Government
in Developing Countries , p. 1^9.
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Basic trends In central government finances also

have an Important Influence on the financial trends of the

local councils. Over the years, local councils like the

central government, have been plagued with deficit spending,

but unlike the central government, the trend, at the local

level, over the past three years has been away from deficit

spending. The years between 1950 and 1959 were characterized

by surplus budgets on the central level, while the local

governments were overspending their budgets. In contrast,

between I96I and 1965i the central government Increasingly

spent more than It collected, while the local councils In

1964 and I965 either balanced their budgets or spent less

than they collected

.

Both local council and central governmental revenues

have been Increasing since 1950. Local revenue Increase has

been at a slower rate. Revenues of the central government

Increased by 583 per cent between I950 and I963, while the

revenues of the local councils increased by 520 per cent

during the same period.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this chart

Indicate that Alderfer was correct, at least with respect

to Peru, when he stated that an extremely small amount of

total public revenues are utilized by local governments in

2developing countries.

Based on information from interviews and budgets re-
viewed by author.

2Alderfer, Local Government in Developing Countries.
p, 1^9.

—
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Revenues

The local governments In Peru have many and varied

types of taxes and revenues that constitute this total

revenue picture. These revenues vary from costs of ser-

vices rendered to taxes on property and agricultural pro-

ducts. The quantity of different taxes, rates, and col-

lections can be functional as well as dysfunctional. In

some cases, It costs more to collect and administer some of

the taxes than the amount that Is finally collected. The

existence of so many types of taxes and various rates Is

also confusing as well as complicated. Such a system over-

burdens many of the economically untrained and poorly

educated municipal employees that must administer, collect,

and account for these many revenues. Not only Is the system

complicated, but because of Its nature, It Is not easy to

audit or control closely. Petty graft and peculation are

results of such a system. One third of the councllmen

Interviewed stated that the local financial systems were

complicated ones, as opposed to simple ones. In this

section, the most Important revenues will be examined, and

reference will be made to the multiple small taxes and fees

that add relatively little to the local government coffers.

It Is somewhat difficult to analyze finances on the

local government level, because each council has a different

way of classifying revenues, as well as expenses. In the

book. Muni cl pal Idades Vol. II, by Luis Dongo and Benjamin
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Chlrlnos, they classify municipal revenues Into two major

categories; 1) arbltrlos , local fees for municipal services

rendered, and 2) revenues ( rentas ) , taxes on properties, goods,

Income from rentals, sales of municipal property, and fines

from Infractions of municipal law. Under local fees, they

list at least twenty-seven different types, and under revenues

they identify at least eleven. Beyond this Is a catchall

category used "by many of the councils, called dlversos , or

others. Besides these revenues, there are those that come

directly from the central government as subsidies or grants,

and those that are results of special laws and decrees that

specifically apply to one place at one period of time. The

Central Reserve Bank, which uses another classification,

has classified revenues into four major categories, with

twenty-seven types.

In confronting this complex situation, the author

has tried to classify the revenues into a somewhat more

workable classification and also one that coincides more with

the functional classification used in the services section

of this study. This classification contains fourteen

categories, so it is still far from simple. The following

table and succeeding comments will describe this system and

explain the content and use of these various revenues.

The principal revenues utilized by local councils

differ from council to council. For the nation, as a whole,

Luis Dongo and Benjamin Chlrlnos, Muni cl-pall dad es ;

Leglslacl6n Administrativa , II (Arequipa, Peri3 : Impresa
DPPGC, 196^4-).
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the Central Bank figures shown In Table 8.2, under "Republlca,"

Indicate that the major sources of local council revenue In

decendlng order are: 1) utilities and related constructions,

2) property taxes, 3) license fees, ^0 market fees and related

services, 5) rentals and sale of municipal properties, 6) com-

mercial taxe^ and 7) entertainment taxes and fees.

The fact that these are the most Important sources for

local revenues, coincides with the data gathered from the

local councils. The order, however, is different when the

total revenues of the fourteen councils studied In depth are

considered without considering the nation as a whole. Market

fees In these communities accounted for the greatest revenues

and license fees were of much less Importance. With these

exceptions, revenues otherwise remain nearly In the same order

of Importance. We now turn to a more Individual, detailed

examination of these revenues.

Property taxes . Property taxes are applied either on

property values or on the Income derived from property rentals.

The tax rate Is 7 per cent, which applies to from 4 to 8 per

cent of the property value, or to about 75 per cent of the

annual rental Income obtained by the property owner. Educa-

tional, social, and artistic Institutions are taxed on ^ per

cent of their value. Houses that do not exceed S/. 300, 000

(U.S. '1^11,200), are taxed on 7 per cent of their value. On

those that have a value In excess of S/. 300, 000, the tax

applies to 7.5 per cent of the value. Industrial and com-

mercial properties are taxed at 8 per cent of value.
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Deductions Include 2 5 per cent of Income on rented

properties for vacancies, costs, and other taxes. Mortgages

and Interest payments may also be deducted. These deductions

may also apply to owner occupied dwellings.

Properties of national, educational, and welfare

Institutions are permanently exempted from these taxes, along

with Catholic church properties, volunteer fIre-fIghtlng

houses, hospitals and medical posts, and official foreign

government-held properties.

Rural property Is taxed In a similar manner. The

tax rate Is also 7 per cent. Deductions are only 10 per cent

for costs and other taxes, but mortgages and Interest payments

can also be deducted. Permanent exemptions are of a similar

nature. The value on which the tax rate applies varies from

3 to 6 per cent of property value, or of annual rental Income.

Each locality has the power to decide on this rate, whether

it be general for the whole province, or specific for indi-

vidual districts or areas under varying circumstances. In

the cities studied, it was generally uniform for the entire

province

.

Of the cities studied, property tax revenues were

very important; in two of the cities they amounted to over

30 per cent of their total revenues. It was important in

three cities, as it amounted to over 10 per cent of their

total revenues. In the other cities, it did not form such a

significant portion of their budgets. In many communities,

this was due to the fault of the local councils, as they were
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unable to maximize their collections and revise their pro-

perty evaluations for this tax.

One of the major criterion used to Judge a city as

to ItP administration and effectiveness, was on the basis of

how it reacted towards the evaluation and collection of

these property taxes, A city which set up a collection de-

partment and was able to collect the taxes, revealed some

ability to administratively organize and adapt to new situa-

tions and to take advantage of new opportunities. On the

other hand, a city which did not organize its administrative

capacity or, in some cases, even attempt to collect this tax,

much less improve property evaluations, revealed a certain

inability to act, or a political incapability to overcome

opposition.

Commercial taxes (patentes ) . This tax is a business,

commercial, or professional license fee that must be paid to

the local councils annually. The rate is based on the capi-

tal worth of the business and is different for the Llma-

Callao area, as opposed to the rest of the country.

TABLE 8.3

ANNUAL COMMERCIAL TAX RATES

According to Capital Worth
(In Soles )

Capital Worth Llma-Callao Rest of Country

Up to S/.5OO 20.00 6.00
From S/. 1,000 to 1,500 6O.OO 18.00
From s/. 10,000 to 20,000 320.00 128.00
From S/. 100,000 to 200,000 2,^00.00 8^0.00
From S/. 1,000, 000 to 1,500,000 11,200.00 2,800.00
Above S/5,000,000 20,000.00 5,000.00
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Each provincial council sends out bills to be paid

blannually by the businesses In that province. The council

itself can collect the tax, or It can turn these bills over

to the National Bank for collection. If It does the latter,

the council pays the Bank a commission of about 12 per cent

for this service.

In only two cases In tte cities studied, did this

revenue exceed 10 per cent of the total cities' revenues.

Nevertheless, It Is consistently an Important revenue for

the majority of the councils. In three of the cases studied,

the provincial council returned a portion of this revenue to

the district councils under their Jurisdiction, although

they were not legally bound to do so.

Rentals from Municipal properties . In some cases, the

councils held Important commercial and official properties

from which they collected rentals. In two cases, this revenue

was significant to the council; in Paruro and Hu&nuco, Tingo

Marfa and Ilo were special cases, for although nearly 20 per

cent of their total revenue is classified in this category, it

is in reality, a revenue from the sale of municipal lands,

rather than from rent collected from such properties.

Utilities , Under this category fall the fees collected

for public lighting, street cleaning, garbage collection,

maintenance of parks and green areas , and the numbering of

houses and small farms. Also included here are the fees or

costs collected from property owners for the construction of

sidewalks, water and sewage systems, and paving of roads.
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that Improve their property values. The percentages of total

revenue run from a high 36.7 per cent in Pucar^, where the

municipal electric plant provides a large portion of the coun-

cil's revenue, to a low of 5 per cent in Paruro, where the

council provides next to none of these services. It is inter-

esting to note that these two extremes are present in the two

smallest cities studied, both of about equal size - 2,000

population.

In all cases, these revenues were collected by bill

collectors sent out by the councils. The rates charged are

usually determined by the amount of property tax that the pro-

perty in consideration is assessed. In the cases of utility

and property improvement constructions, the fee is charged

as to the size of the property frontage.

Market and related fees . Under this category fall a

number of related but separate fees and taxes. It includes;

rentals of stalls in the market place, services performed at

the slaughter house, fees collected from outside stands and

street vendors, fees collected at special fairs, taxes on liquor

sold by the drink, fees for the control of weights and measures,

and fees for the use of the municipal meat refrigeration units.

This category was consistently one of the most Important revenue

sources in the cities studied with the exception of Paruro and

Pucar^, where these services are nearly nonexistent.

Licenses . Although licenses generally serve more as

regulatory controls, revenues from the various licenses

granted by the local councils form an important, although not

a large portion, of the total budgets. In some cities;
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Huancavo, Ilo and Pacasmayo , these revenues account for over

7 per cent of the total budget.

Licenses are of many types and kinds. This general

category Includes licenses for the construction of houses

and business establishments, licenses for the opening of

commercial establishments, licences for remodeling, licenses

for advertising, driver's licenses, and Included in this

category, are health certificates for food handlers, because

the nature of this certificate is that of a license to work

in the field of activity.

The collection of these fees, in the vast majority

of cases, is done at the council offices. The rates are

preestablished or predetermined by the councilman in charge

of revenues according to broad general categories. Improved

financial control, and less temptation for petty graft would

exist in this field, if all councils would establish a

schedule of predetermined rates for all the types of licenses

that they are required to dispense, and preestablish categories

within those types for the different classes that exist.

Entertainment . Local governments collect a special

tax on all public entertainment functions, espectaculos

publlcos . This tax amounts to 10 per cent of the entrance fee

charged to the public. Similar to this tax is the 1 per cent

municipal tax charged on the incomes of all raffles and

drawings held within their Jurisdiction, This tax is col-

lected on a daily basis from the box office of the function,

usually by the municipal policeman assigned to this task.
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Various revenues . Revenues collected from transit

fees, fees related to the registration and record duplica-

tion of birth, marriage, and death certificates, are of minor

importance relative to total revenues. Revenues from cemeter-

ies were collected in only four of the fourteen cities, as

this service is generally performed by an agency of the

central government. Fines for municipal infractions also

were only a very minor source for municipal revenues. These

categories are not completely insignificant, however, as

Table 8.2 indicates.

Special laws . In four of the cities studied, signi-

ficant revenues were obtained due to special individual laws

passed by the National Congress on behalf of these communities.

These revenues are very important in the cities of Mollendo and

Chimbote, accounting for 5^ and 4? per cent of the total

revenues of these councils respectively. Iqultos and Ilo

received much less, but a sum still worthy of note, accounting

for over 3 and 6 per cent respectively. In all four cases,

these cities are ports, and these special lavxs provide that

a certain amount of the customs duties collected at those

ports be turned over to the local councils for capital im-

provements within the city, such as water and sewer systems,

street paving, sidev^alks and other projects of a similar

nature

.

Central government grants. There are at least four

types of central government grants that are administered

directly by the councils. The first, and most extensively
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utlllr:ed, falls under law number 1^4-8^6, passed In 196^.

This law provides that the central government will annually

grant all provincial councils In departmental capitals

S/. 150, 000 (U.S. 'tt;5,600), all other provincial capitals will

receive S/. 100, 000 (U.S. "'^3.730), and all district capitals

S/. 50,000 (U.S. :^1,865). In the revenue starved cities of

Pucar^ and Paruro , the addition of this subsidy more than

doubled their annual Income. For such cities, this subsidy

is of great Importance, whereas in cities with considerably

larger total revenues, it means next to nothing.

Another tyoe of subsidy is the special laws mentioned

under that category. This, in reality, is a special specific

subsidy to an individual community, usually with the revenues

earmarked for an established purpose. Related to the special

laws are the gasoline taxes. The central government collects

a tax on all gasoline sold throughout the country, but for

certain provinces, the Congress has decreed that a certain

percentage of this tax collected in specified provinces, will

be turned over to those provincial councils for their use.

A third type of subsidy is granted to individual

councils for their administration from ministries or agencies

of the independent public sector for very specific purposes

or projects, such as the construction of a children's park,

a medical post, or some other project that falls within the

Jurisdiction of the agency making the grant.

A fourth type of special grant comes from what is

known as "parliamentary initiatives." Each year, 1 per cent
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of the central government's budget Is set aside for these

special grants. The amount is divided up among the twenty-

four departments; 50 per cent on a population basis. This

subsequent quota for each individual department is then sub-

divided among the members of Congress; 60 per cent of it

going to House Members, and 40 per cent of it going to the

Senators, The Congressmen can then designate from this

annual quota the amounts to be given, to what specific

district they are to go, and in which projects these amounts

are to be invested. This money is usually granted to a lo-

cal council to administer for a predetermined specific pur-

pose, as outlined by the Congressman,

Although other agencies help in the construction of

capital improvement projects on the local level, they

generally do not grant their funds to the councils to adminis-

ter but administer them themselves. Among these agencies are

the Departmental Public Work Boards, the National Housing

Board, and Cooperacion Popular, and the various Ministries,

Such agencies take pressure away from the local councils when

they are able to construct needed projects on the local

level, thus freeing the council from investing its own money

in such projects.

Unpaid bills from previous years . Many of the councils

have difficulty collecting some of their fees and taxes. In

the majority of the cases, the councils had considerable money

owed to them by their citizens that they had failed to collect

in the previous year. Paruro is the worst example of this,
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having 35 per cent of Its total budget In overdue bills.

Huancayo, Mollendo, Hu^nuco, and Iqultos were also having

several difficulties with this problem. However, these last

four cities Improved, on this situation In I966.

Miscellaneous revenues . Two small, practically Insig-

nificant, revenues In connection with the cities studied are

those on agricultural products produced In the Jurisdiction

and mojonazgo , which Is a small fee charged on certain

articles that enter Into the cities. These taxes at one time

In local government history may have been more Important, but

today, at least In the cities studied, and according to Reserve

Bank figures, amount to very llttls.

In some areas there Is also a small tax on such Items

as salt, coca , a drug chewed by the Indians, and on chlcha ,

an Indian drink. Other small taxes exist on many such pro-

ducts throughout the country.

Other taxes and fees are collected on such Items as

official papers, animal shelters and care, peaje , which Is a

tax on trucks bringing products Into towns, bridge tolls, and

many other miscellaneous and practically insignificant

revenues.

Analysis

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the data

In the foregoing description and tables. Further conclusions

can also be deduced from the additional data gathered from the

other eleven cities of Peru relative to local revenues. First,
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two of RlRgs' and Alderfer's assumptions as listed In chapter

one of this study, will be considered: 1) that the most

important local tax will be Imposed on real property, and 2)

that a large percentage of local revenues will be from

national subsidies and loans. Conclusions indicate that these

assumptions have limited relevance to the Peruvian scene. The

first assumption is relatively close to being accurate. Ac-

cording to the author's data, revenues from property taxes

were third in importance, while the Central Bank's figures

indicate that these revenues are second in Importance when

all local government units are considered. The second as-

sumption proves less applicable to Peru, even when special

laws are considered. In specific communities, however, it is

relevant, for example those of Chlmbote and Mollendo, in con-

nection with special laws and in the villages of Pucar^ and

Paruro with respect to direct subsidies and grants. On the

entire scene, however, central government funds are not sig-

nificant except in small, revenue starved villages and in a

few special cases where special laws have made them vital.

Another assumption made by Riggs is also accurate in

describing the Peruvian situation, but perhaps not to the

extent that Riggs implies. It states that taxes due will

not be collected. As can be seen under the category of "un-

paid bills," a number of the communities had this problem,

but only in two of them did their previous year's uncollected

accounts amount to over 20 per cent of the total revenues,

and only in six of them to over 5 per cent.
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An additional problem was alluded to In the description

of local licensing fees. This Is the problem of petty graft

and peculation. In only one city studied was any evidence

revealed that indicated some Irregularities In connection with

license fees. But In this one case, there was a great dis-

parity of fees applied to various Individuals for Identical or

near equal conditions. Reasons for these disparities were not

discovered by the author.

Other cases of graft and malfeasance were identified

In other cities in different areas of activity. In one city

studied, the councilman assigned to the traffic section of

the council was openly accused and admitted taking money for

special concessions given to people who came under his Juris-

diction. In other cities, as the newspapers revealed, the

problem was even greater. One councilman in charge of slaughter

houses collected money for the slaughter house, but failed to

turn it all over to the council treasury! A mayor in another

town diverted funds from a road building project to his person-

2
al use. In two other cases, mayors of small towns were accus-

3
ed of embezzling public funds. In spite of these irregulari-

ties, those mayors and councllmen who were Interviewed general-

ly agreed that most of the municipal employees were honest,

and that there was little or no graft or peculation within

^La Prensa (Lima, Peril), 19 Octubre I965, p. 7.

^El Comercio (Lima, Perd) , 29 Octubre I965, p. 14.

-^La Prensa (Lima, Peri5) 9 Setlembre I965, p. 8, and
22 Junlo 1955, p. 5.
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their council to their knowledge, with the exception of the

first two cases cited above.

Further conclusions can be drawn from correlations

made between some of the preceding revenues that were

classified as being Important and from some of the Independent

variables Identified In the first chapter. The following

table lists the variables and the revenues and gives the

correlation coefficient obtained when the data gathered from

the twenty-five cities are compared. A significant correla-

tion reveals a relationship between the variable and the

revenue and is used to test the accuracy of the postulated

hypotheses relative to the forementloned revenues. A cor-

relation coefficient of over .^0 indicated that over l6 per

cent of the variance can be explained by that variable, and

although this may seem to be low, it will be considered sig-

nificant where there are twenty-four cases or more, or In

other words where the coefficient is significant at the .OS

level. The highest correlation coefficient on the chart is O.56,

which explains approximately 31 per cent of the variance, and

is considered to be fairly significant.

Beyond testing these basic assumptions as postulated

by Riggs and Alderfer, a number of hypotheses were posited

at the beginning of this study with respect to revenues.

The degree of significance of these hypotheses will be tested

in relationship to the correlation coefficients given in

Table 8.^.

Dixon and Massey, o£. clt . , p. 16^.
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TABLE 8.^

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SELECTED
REVENUES AND VARIABLES

Revenues
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City Size
Population Density
'i Population 6-19 years
^ Population Econ, Active
^ Population Econ, Inact.
"t Population Laborers
^ Pop. in Manufacturing
'^ Pop. in Construction
< Pop. in Elec. , etc.
"^ Pop. in Transportation
Population Growth Rate
Per Capita Income
Occupants per Dwelling
^ Pop, in Barriadas
< Pop. in Callejones
Literacy Rate, 1? + years
Literacy Rate 6-1? years
'^ Indian Population
Constitutional Level
Mayor Type
Capital Invest, Exp.
Attitude "Council has
sufficient revenues,"

,26
.19
,50^
.56^

.53^
,42a
,46a

.33

.48a
..02

-.13
.34
.16
.55^
.35
,02
.36
,12

,42^

-,20
-.03
,21
,44a

-,24
.19
.11

-,07
-,08
-.11

-.10
-.42^
.27

-.21
-.09
-.53^
-.07
.19

-,02
.28

-.31

.52

.23

.03

.49^

.30

.33

.29

.05

.16
-.31
.46a

.20
,44a

.36

.13

.16

.10

-.23
.47^

-.04
-.15
•53?-
.46^

-.21
-.13
.33

-.55^

-,16

^Correlation significant.
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Hypothesis R-la: If two or more of the following
are present: a large percentage of the population
under nineteen years, a high percentage of econo-
mically inactive population, a low level of income,
or a small municipal size; then per capita revenues
will be low.

The correlations of the stated variables indicate

some surprising relationships. The age variable produces a

positive, rather than a negative correlation coefficient of

.50; the same with the "economically inactive," .^1; and the

"size," .26, The income variable is not significant. More

important, however, is the fact that these correlations for

other variables indicate some significance to the basic

concepts upon which this hypothesis is based.

The first three variables are related to economic

activity and remuneration. The income variable is probably

too broad to be useful, as it is obtained on a departmental

basis rather than a community one.

With respect to "economically active," the correlation

coefficient is ,56, while that for "percentage classified as

laborers" is »53» and for "percentage engaged in manufacturing"

.^4-1, and "construction" ,^6, These figures indicate that

economic activity is closely related to per capita revenues.

As the economic activity and involvement Increase so do per

capita revenues. Figures on community economic output and

capital worth would probably be more appropriate variables if

the data on them were available.

The conclusions that can be drawn from these figures

indicate that, although on the surface, the hypothesis does

not seem to be substantiated, the underlying concepts behind
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it have been shown to be relative. It was the emphasis of

the hypothesis and the indicators chosen rather than the

concept of it that proved to be less relative to per capita

revenues. Economic activity, fields of economic activity,

and literacy are more appropriate variables related to revenues

than are the four used in hypothesis R-la.

Hypothesis R-lb: If the population growth is high
and a high percentage of urban economic lovrer
class people come to live in the community, then low
per capita revenues will result.

Indicators for urban lower classes are: low literacy,

high per unit housing occupancy, living in barriadas and

calle Jones , occupations in manufacturing and construction, and

classification of laborer.

Correlations on Table Q.>-\- indicate that the literacy

indicator supports the hypothesis, and the occupancy per unit

is below significance. The housing indicators of barrlada

and callejon produce positive correlations however, rather

than negative ones, although below significance. This can

possibly be explained by the overall economic activity of the

community that attracts these types of pc'ople to it or some other

factor that outweighs the disadvantages of having a high per-

centage of urban lower classes, but still allows relatively

high per capita revenues to be collected by the community.

The correlation coefficients related to occupational fields

also correlate positively indicating that economic activity

is more important than the idea that these occupations

might be indicators of the presence of urban lower classes.
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The correlation of per capita revenues and growth

yields a coefficient of -.48 which indicates that high growth

rates may affect revenues in a negative manner thus sub-

stantiating that portion of the hypothesis.

Growth rate proves here to be a good indicator of

local government revenues as Is over-all economic activity.

The indicators for urban low classes, however, were related

to revenues in a reverse manner to the postulated association.

It is also interesting to note that a scale of councllmen's

attitudes concerning the presence of sufficient revenues and

the actual per capita revenues correlates significantly.

Hypothesis R-2: As communities increase in size,
literacy, and income levels; a higher per capita
revenue from property taxes and from commercial
taxes will be realized.

The relationship between size and per capita property

tax is high as is the relationship between Income level and

property taxes. On the other hand, these variables do not

relate to per capita commercial tax revenues. With respect

to both property taxes and commercial taxes the correlation

coefficients with the variable of literacy fell below the

level of significance. The only variable that correlated

significantly with commercial tax revenues was percentage of

the population that was economically active. Again as with

the last set of hypotheses, the variable of economic activity

seems to be crucial. In relationship to property tax

revenues, however, this variable produced a negative corre-

lation below the significant level.

The hypothesis is supported in part, with respect to
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the variables of city size and Income levels and their as-

sociation with property tax revenues. With respect to com-

mercial tax revenues these variables were shown to be Ir-

relevant, The variable of economic activity was significant-

ly related to commercial tax revenues but not with property

tax revenues.

Hypothesis R-3: As size and density Increase,
revenues from municipal markets and related ac-
tivities will also Increase.

The correlations for both size and density variables

are below the significant level. Other significant corre-

lations were discovered relative to other variables, such as

occupants per unit dwellings, literacy, and per cent of

population economically active. This seems to indicate that

socio-economic level and economic activity might relate more

to market revenues than either the size or the density.

Hypothesis R-^: Because of governmental and
legal aspects, if communities are on higher con-
stitutional levels, they will realize greater total
per capita revenues, higher per capita property tax
revenues, and greater financial support from public
works commissions.

The correlation coefficients of variables relative

to constitutional level and the following variables as shown

on Table 8.5i are: per capita revenues, .36; per capita

property taxes, .33; per capita commercial taxes, .19; and

financial support from public works boards, .34. Although

all of the correlations fall below the level of significance,

they are close to that level and are all in the direction

postulated. More important are the associations between

constitutional level and financial aid coming from Cooperacidn
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Popular and "parliamentary initiatives," In both cases

there are significant relationships between the constitutional

level and these sources of financial aid. This is surprising,

as these latter two funds are designed to aid the smaller

units rather than the larger ones as the data indicate.

The correlations very weakly support the hypothesis,

but the surprising relationships with respect to Cooperaci6n

Popular and "parliamentary Initiative" funds indicate that

the small districts are being slighted by some of the most

Important aid funds that put capital on the local level for

improvement and Investment projects. The larger units are

therefore in a more favorable position to expand and Improve,

TABLE 8.5

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM
OUTSIDE SOURCES AND SELECTED VARIABLES
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Hypothesis R-5: If the AP-DC political coalition
(the President's party) is politically dominant
locally, then support for public v/orks projects, when
central government aid is solicited, will come through
the executive branch, i.e., the public works boards,
or Cooperaci6n Popular,

All of the correlations as shown on Table 8.5, related

to this hypothesis fall below the level of significance. V/ith

respect to AP-DC local council members, there is a signifi-

cant correlation between their attitudes towards central

government aid. The correlation between political complexion,

and the attitude that the central government cooperates and

gives local councils aid are .65 and ,S1 , respectively. This

indicates that the stronger the AP-DC control of the local

council, the more positive councilmen's attitudes are with

respect to central government aid and cooperation. This

psychological aspect of the hypothesis may be as important

as the actual physical and material support with which the

hypothesis was concerned.

Hypothesis R-6: If the APRA-UNO political coalition
(the majority group in the legislature) is dominant
locally, then such public works projects will be
supported by funds derived from "parliamentary ini-
tiatives."

The data indicate no significant support for this

hypothesis. As far as the concrete data are concerned, both

hypothesis R-5 and R-6 are null. The relationship of local

councilmen's attitudes is the only significant one produced

with the variable of political complexion.

Although there are no specific hypotheses related to

the variable of geography and its relationship to revenues.
the author contends that this Important variable cannot be
Ignored.
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Table 8.6 classifies the cities studied according to region

and condition relative to selected revenues, A number of

sierra cities are consistently in the "low" category, while a

lesser number of coastal cities are consistently in the "high"

category. The data indicate more that the sierra communities

are consistently revenue poor, more than, that the coastal

cities are much richer. Generally it could be said, from this

limited number of cases, that coastal city councils are less

revenue poor than sierra city councils. With only two exam-

ples taken from the rain forest region, it is impossible to

generalize about it,

TABLE 8.6

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOGRAPHY AND
REVENUES BY NUMBER OF CITIES^

Per Capita Per Capita
Property Commercial Per Capita

Per Capita Tax Tax Market Tax
Region Revenues Revenue Revenues Revenues
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and even definition, vary from council to council. The

Central Reserve Bank, for example, uses five rajor categories

showing thirty-four different types of expenditures. For

simplification and for the purposes of this study, expendi-

tures are classified Into nine types, as Indicated In Table

8.7.

Evident from the Table 8.7 Is the fact that salaries

to municipal employees consume the largest portion of the

budget. Of the fourteen cities listed, only two fell below

the national average
, and that was true only after earmarked

revenues were removed from the budget. Otherwise the majority

of the communities spent close to half their budgets on

personnel.

Money spent on capital improvements V7as the second

most Important expenditure. Operating expenses Include most

internal expenses and others not covered within the other

categories. Utility costs, which is really fourth in

Importance, includes expenses on water and sewer systems,

public lighting, street cleaning, garbage collection, care

of parks and municipal gardens, and the recording and pre-

serving of vital statistics records. In some cities commis-

sions Instead of salaries are paid to tax collectors for the

amount of taxes they are able to bring in. This system is

slowly being replaced by salaried collectors, m a few

isolated cases, these commissions are paid to other public
agencies or to private collection companies that perform
this labor for the municipality. The councils provide some
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financial support to other afiencles in the form of subsi-

dies, which are generally quite small. Provincial councils,

for the most part, divide their property tax revenues, and in

special cases their commercial tax revenues, with district

councils according to the law. Some council budgets failed

to show this transaction, while others did so v;hen no lavj

could be found to Justify such an action.

Debts on loans played a minor role in the finances of

the councils studied. This is in contrast to the situation

that existed prior to 19^3 . as has already been discussed.

A few of the communities anticipate a number of uncollectable

accounts and indicate this in their annual budget in the

category labeled "unpaid bills." In every case, however, it

is significantly smaller than the amount uncollected in

previous years, when compared with the same category In the

revenues chart.

Expenditure by Function __

Another method of characterizing expenditures is ac-

cording to the function on which they are spent. Most of

the budgets of the cities studied did not easily lend them-

selves to such a categorization. The information obtained in

Pucar^, Abancay, and Ilo, as well as Lima, was not sufficient

to allow such a breakdown. The other budgets were somewhat

easier to work with, but the figures on Table 8.8 are not as

exact as in the other classification. They do provide an

entirely different picture, however, from the previous cate-

gorization. Under this one, salaries are shown as an expense
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TABLE 8.8

EXPENDITURE BY FUNCTION

-
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TABLE 8.8 CONTINUED
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on a particular service or function, rather than on personnel

as a whole. In this sense, it is more revealing than the

other classification, as it shows where the personnel are

"being utilized.

Tax collection and commissions are a major activity of

all councils. In all but one city this activity requires at

least 5 per cent of the budget to collect the rest of the

revenues. In the cases of Iquitos, Iluancayo, Hudnuco and

Chimbote, they spend over 10 per cent of their revenues

collect ins the other 85 to 90 per cent.

Markets, slaughter houses and related activities are

generally a large expense, as these services are consistently

one of the major functions in all of the cities studied, with

the exceptions of Pucar^ and Paruro , where no such facilities

exist. Mollendo and Hudnuco show low expenditures in this

field, but it is certain that more is actually spent, but is

shown under other categories.

Water and sewage systems, electricity, and transit are

generally low council expenditures services, mainly because

other agencies have undertaken the responsibility to provide

these services., Huacho Is an exception on the water and

transit costs, as the Huacho council is active in these ser-

vices. The reason for Pacasraayo's excessive cost for

electricity was not obtained.

The similar services of street cleaning, which includes

garbage collection, the conservation of municipal parks and

gardens, public health, in the case of Hudnuco, because city
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cleaning was Included In that category, and the maintenance

of municipal properties and streets, can all be considered to-

gether to give a clearer picture of the revenues spent on these

related services. The following table indicates the percentage

of the budget spent on these services combined.

TABLE 8.9

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPENDITURES SPENT
ON MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

City Percentage Spent

Abancay
Chimbote 18.7
Kuacho 29.0
Huancayo 24,^
Hu^nuco 17.9
Ilo
Iquitos ^7A
Lince
Mollendo 20.9
Pacasmayo 37.0
Paruro 10,2
Pucar4
Talara 18.8
Tingo Karfa 22.0

It Is easier to see the amount spent on keeping the city

clean when these related services are combined. One of the

factors that Inflate this figure, however, is that of mainten-

ance of city property and streets. In some of the cities

studied, the municipal engineer and his staff not only directed

the capital Investment projects, but also directed these main-

tenance departments. Their high salaries have a tendency to

inflate the overall cost of these services, as is the case in

Iquitos. However, the rest of the figures are fairly accurate.
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The other services of licenses, vital statistics,

library and public health were generally much smaller than

the expenses of the forementioned services,

Municipal police expenses average around 6 per cent

of the budget. Talara represents the maximum deviation, vrhere

this service appears as their largest expense. It is, un-

doubtedly, partially due to the fact that the International

Petroleum Company (Standard Oil of New Jersey) , supplies the

city with water and electricity, and because of the con-

tracted private firm for garbage collection. This leaves

municipal police as one of Talara' s main services beyond

markets and tax collecting, Huacho offers another problem,

as the cost of municipal police was divided up among the

other services to which the police are assigned, such as

markets, slaughter houses, and movie theaters, and it could

not be calculated as a separate function.

When expenses are considered from the point of view

of external functions only, such a breakdown accounts for

only part of the budget, as internal administration costs,

as well as capital investments, grants, debts, and revenues

divided among the districts are not included, but must re-

main as other types of expenses, other than external func-

tions. The functional breakdown, hox^7ever, does give a

clearer picture of salary costs, utility costs, and operating

expenses. For this reason both classifications have been

used in this study.
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Analysis

Having discussed the major expenditures of local

councils, we now turn to an analytical treatment of the

financial data gathered from the twenty-five cities. This

examination includes a test of the three hypotheses postu-

lated concerning local council expenditures.

Hypothesis E-1: V/here ^er capita property, taxes
are high and/or insignificant financial support
comes from central government sources, then the
municipality will invest a high nercentage of its
revenues in public works and capital Investment
projects.

The relationship "between property taxes and caDltal

Improvement expenditures falls below the level of signifi-

cance. This aspect of the hypothesis Is unsupported by the

data.

Wtlh respect to support coming from outside

governmental sources, three major ones have been considered;

public works boards, Cooperaci 6n. Popular , and "parliamentary

initiatives." All three showed negative relationships when

compared with local council spending in the field of capital

Improvements, The coefficient of Cooperaci6n Popular funds

was not significant, but the others were. The correlation

coefficient of -.^7 for public works boards, and -.59 for

"parliamentary initiatives," Indicate that the more these In-

stitutions spend within the local area, the greater the

tendency for the local council to divert its expenditures

away from public works projects.

This conclusion agrees with an earlier assumption
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made on page HI, and Indicates that vjhere these central

government institutions allocate funds, it releases local

government funds for other purposes. It is further supported

by the relationship between salaries and capital improvement

expenses which yielded a coefficient of -.5'^ indicating an

inverse relationship between the expenditures for these two

items. The data strongly supports this part of the hypothesis.

Hypothesis E-2: If per capita revenues are low, then
the municipality will spend a high percentage of its
revenues on salaries for its employees and laborers,
and the major r)ortlon of what remains will be spent
on the basic services of water, sewage, garbage col-
lection and civil register (or vital statistics re-
cord-keeping) .

The correlations of salaries and civil register ex-

penditures indicate a relationship with per capita revenues.

The negative correlation coefficients of -.32 and -.38

respectively, indicate that as per capita revenues go down,

these expenditures go up in a relative manner, although these

coefficients are slightly belov: the level of significance.

The utilities correlation Is not at all significant. The

data then weakly support the relationships stated in the

hypothesis.

Hypothesis E-3: If communities have low literacy
rates and/or a high percentage of the population
between the ages of five through nineteen, and a
high Indian population, then they will have an
increasing tendency to spend money on education.

All the correlations of the variables considered in

this hypothesis fell below the , level of significance. How-

ever, the factor of population growth rate did relate sig-

nificantly to educational expenditures. The relatlonshio
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Is negative indicating that those cities with high growth

rates spend less on education and rely more on the central

government to cope with this problem.

Conclusions derived from the data indicate that hy-

potheses E-1 and E-2 were shown to be relevant to the

Peruvian scene, whereas hypothesis E-3 was null. In addition,

another Important positive relationship was discovered bet-

ween growth rates and capital improvement expenditures.

This may indicate that cities are attempting to meet their

obligations to their growing populations, in areas and func-

tions of their more exclusive Jurisdiction and not on such

levels as education, which is under the central government's

Jurisdiction.

Change

The period of transition between appointed local

councils and elected ones is evident with respect to their

budgets. Information obtained from four of the cities

studied indicates that in each case the budgets of the cities

were readjusted downward during the rule of the Military

Junta in I963. but in all cases began to rise again after

the elected officials took office in January, 196^. The year

196^ was also a relative period of readjustment. In 1965,

many of the councils had begun their own programs, and the

budgets registered a nominal amount of growth over 196^.

Growth continued in I966, and in the cities affected by special

laws to aid these local governments, their revenues Increased
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by over 100 per cent. This continued financial growth Indica-

tes a tendency on the part of local governments to be able to

do and accomplish more. It also Is a tendency towards more

economic Independence on the part of local councils.

TABLE 8.11

AMOUNT AND PERCECTAGE OF REVENITE CHANGE
FOR SELECTED CITIES I96I-I966

1961 1962 1963 1965 1965 1966

Huacho 3,606 8,871 f- 8,00^^ 9,389 9,701 13,877
1^6^° -lot 17^^ 33^ '^3^

Huancayo 5,258 7,60^ 6,705 6,772 10,623 18,096
kSt '\2t lot 57t 70t

Iquitos 3,281 5,965 5,918 - 8,191 21,960
82^ -0.8t 38t l68t

Chimbote 4,929 6,351 6,108 9,670 13,938 27,821
^^io -o.^t 58f hht 99.6^

^Top figures In thousands of soles .

^Bottom figures indicate percentage of change.

All of the cities studied also show a large rate of

growth between I960 and I962. This can be partially explained

by the return of property taxes to local councils on the part

of the central government. In Chimbote, since I962, the bud-

get, like the population, has grown considerably, but revenues

not as rapidly as people. Paruro's financial growth from I962

to 1965 is due to two factors. First, it started with very

little, and second the government grant of S/. 100, 000 in I965

more than doubled the budget.
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As local councils grow financially, they will un-

doubtedly get stronger and more competent. They will be

able to pay higher salaries and thus contract more qualified

personnel. They will be able to build more and fulfill more

of their community's needs and wants. The proponents of

more decentralization can register a victory with the con-

tinuing financial growth of local councils, and the exten-

sion of services and capital Investments that have resulted

from It.

TABLE 8.12

CHANGE IN TOTAL REVENUES FOR SELECTED CITIES
i960 - 1966

Year
City I960 1962 1965 1966

39 126
^15* 575 1,300

^18 100
2,689 2,689 13,938 27,821

156 9 ^3
3,J^67 8,871 9,701 13,877

80 ^0 70
^,22^ 7,60^ 10,623 18,096

^5 99 27
1,622 2,355 ^,693 5.969

81 37 168
3,290 5,965 8.191 21,960

20 15
3,936 ^,726 5,^16

5 219
59 62 198

52 15
1,029 1,566 1,800

112 9^
S/. ^25 903 1,75^

*In thousands of soles.

Abancay
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Conclusions

To sum up, It was not surprising to find that property

taxes, market fees, and utility fees were found to be very

Important among council revenues. In specific communities,

special central governmental grants proved to be valuable.

Fees on licenses were also an Important source for revenues

in the country as a whole.

The findings of the chapter Indicate that, unlike

other developing nations referred to by Alderfer, Peruvian

local councils do not primarily depend on national subsidies

and loans for their revenues. The exception to this may be

the revenue starved communities that are generally smaller

than 5.000 inhabitants. Local councils were found to be col-

lecting and disbursing their own taxes rather than leaving

the responsibility to central governmental agencies, and in

addition, the central government provided insufficient con-

trols and audits on local council finances. The observations

made by Rlggs are more relevant to the Peruvian scene. He

stated that property taxes will be the most important local

revenue source and that local governments will have many

taxes due but uncollected. These assumptions have limited

relevance to Peru,

Significant positive relationships were discovered

between per capita revenues and economic activity of the

community, as well as, with literacy. A relationship was

also found between over-all revenues and the attltucies of

councilmen concerning such revenues. A negative relationship
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exists between city growth rates and amounts of revenue.

Associations were found between -oroperty taxes and the

variables: "city size" and "Income levels." Commercial taxes

were similarly related to economic activity. Constitutional

level and geography were also discovered to be important

variables associated with a number of revenues and aid de-

rived from central governmental sources. On the other hand,

the variable, "political complexion." seemed to have no

relationship with aid received from such outside sources.

The most important expenditures of local councils in

order of their Importance were; salaries for personnel, capi-

tal improvement expenses, operating expenses and utility

costs. When the expenses are broken down by function, the

most Important functions of local councils become more

identifiable. As indicated in the last chapter, maintenance

services; tax collection, control and disbursement; and

markets and related services are those functional areas that

received the most concentrated efforts of the local councils.

Specific relationships were found between expenditures

on capital Improvement projects and funds coming in from

central government sources. Where small amounts come In from

outside sources, more was spent on capital projects, but where

caitiaL government Institutions diverted this pressure by

supplying such aid, local councils concentrated their finances

in other areas. Significant positive relationships were

found between growth rates and capital improvement expenses,

whereas, a negative relationship exists between growth and

educational expenses.
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Change and growth In local council revenues were

found to be closely associated to political changes on the

national political scene. Major financial adjustment ac-

companied the political dislocations of I962 and I963. Other

changes can be attributed to changes In the property tax law

and special laws designed to aid specific councils.



CHAPTER IX

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATION

Competent personnel and efficient administration are

necessary in order that a local council can utilize its re-

sources properly and provide necessary services with some

degree of efficacy. This chapter will examine some of the

facets of local administration and explore the conditions and

situations existent currently in Peru.

Mayors

The mayor is the superior executive officer in the

local council. According to Article Eighty of the Municipal

Law of 1892, he is "the chief administrative authority," and

it is his responsibility to see that all laws and decrees are

obeyed and executed. The laws place most of the formal

executive duties on the local level in his hands, such as,

signing papers, calling council meetings, and directing the

secretariat. Nevertheless, the councllmert act relatively

Independently of him within their respective commissions.

The councllmen can also restrict and overrule him within the

council. His participation on the council is that of a pre-

siding authority, and he has no more formal voting power

than the other councllmen.

241
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In practice, the ability of a mayor to control the

council Is dependent upon at least three factors: the person-

ality and drive of the mayor; the personality, taken as a

whole, of the council; and the political complexion of the

council.

The author has Identified at least five types of

mayors In the first chapter; the strong mayor, average mayor,

weak mayor, passive mayoi; and Inactive mayor.

Strong mayors are those who generally lead their

council activities, are supported In their resolutions, and are

deferred to by the councllraen. Average mayors are stronger

than any other councilman, but are subject to council op-

position and at times their position Is overridden by the

council. The weak mayors are generally more subject to

council opposition, and their position Is often a minority

one. The council provides most of the Initiative If any Is

forthcoming. Passive mayors are average or weak, but beyond

this, they seldom attend to their own mayors' duties and sel-

dom convene the council. The Inactive mayors are those that

have completely withdrawn from the active scene and perform

none of their duties as a mayor. In some cases they formally

resign, but In most cases they simply cease to function as

mayors.

The first three categories are based upon characteris-

tics of the mayor, and also those of the council, by definition.

Therefore both mayor and council personalities play a signifi-

cant role In determining whether a mayor may be strong, average.
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or weak. In specific cases, the political factor also plays

a significant role. In councils where the mayor may have a

bare political majority, he might tend to act moder&tcQy and be

less strong than if he had a comfortable majority supporting

him. If he loses his majority support, (perhaps by offending

a councilman who had supported him) , he could fall from the

strong category to the weak one overnight. This is an ex-

ceptional situation, however, as the election law always

gives the majority party in the council the mayorship. If

the mayor offends his own party members and fellow council-

men, however, he can lose their support, as there is no

regulation that requires party fidelity.

In the cities studied, six of the mayors were classi-

fied as being strong, eleven as being average, and three as

being weak. Council activity seemed to be somewhat associa-

ted with the type of mayor heading the council. Those councils

with strong and average mayors were more active in calling

meetings, Initiating projects and Improving their financial

systems and tax collections.

The categories of passive and inactive mayors are

practically wholly dependent upon the characteristic of the

individual mayors involved. The condition of being passive

or inactive can be a result of party or personal differences,

but it is the mayor's decision if he decides to quit working.

It is illegal for a mayor to formally resign, but, neverthe-

less, some have done so, but many more have Informally quit.

An example of Informal renunciation was cited by the newspapers
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concerning a mayor who had abandoned his office for over eight

months In the province of Huarmey.' An example of a mayor

formally resigning occurred In the Chorrlllos district of

Lima, when the mayor publlcally resigned his position, due to

political conflicts and disagreements between the council

2
and the central government. These are Just two examples of

many similar Instances reported regularly In the press. None

of the cities studied In this project, however, had a mayor

who fell Into this category of Inactivity, although one

mayor was classified as being passive,

.

Personnel

Local council personnel are examined from a standpoint

of number, recruitment, training, and attitudes held by others

toward them. In general terms, the greatest number of munici-

pal white collar employees ( empleados ) are engaged in the

care, collection, and control of finances. In most of the

councils visited, the largest section of the council's inter-

nal organization was its financial section. In specific

cases, public works sections were also large. The number of

municipal police is also comparatively large in most communi-

ties. These positions, however, are not classified as white

collar positions. In the larger cities, above 30,000, there

are generally twenty or more such policemen.

The greatest number of laborers (oberos) are connected

•^La Prensa (Lima, Peril), 22 Enero 1966, p. 8.

El Comercio (Lima, PerU) 30 Octubre 1966, p. k.
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with utility and maintenance services, such as; street clean-

ing, garbage collection, road and park care and other similar

activities. The number of employees and laborers engaged In

specific activities like expenditures earmarked for certain

functions. Indicate where the councils concentrate most of

their efforts. The personnel Information obtained only

serves to substantiate the findings of the previous chapters.

These findings Indicate that financial activities, maintenance

and utility services, and market functions are the most im-

portant and intensive functions performed by the local

councils.

Recruitment practices that bring employees into the

system vary greatly from community to community. Four

methods of recruitment, and their usage on the Peruvian scene

are examined here.

The "recruitment norm" or the ascription - achieve-

ment variable as used by Fred Rlggs will be utilized in this

examination of local council recruitment practices. The

three stages as he describes them are ascription, attainment,

and achievement. A fourth category has been added to fill out

the four-fold classification, that of simple random or lottery

choice.

Achievement involves the use of comparative qualitative

devices such as merit tests and the like. None of the coun-

cils studied used such a device in the recruitment of all of

their personnel, but one council of the fourteen in which such

•^Riggs, o£. clt . , p, 167,
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information was obtained claimed such a usage for the

majority of Its prospective employees.

The word "attainment" Is used to describe a condition

when achievement and ascription practices are mixed, or

where a partial use of merit Is combined with the usage of

familiar ties. Six of the communities were Identified at

differing stages within this category.

Ascription is used to describe the condition where

only familiar ties are used for recruitment irregardless of

merit or competence. Seven of the communities were identified

at this level of the "recruitment norm." Some of these com-

munities may in reality be better classified in the "attain-

ment" category, as some competence may be required for sus-

tained employment. Nevertheless, the councilmen and employees

of these communities studied, indicated that no formal de-

vices were utilized in the promotion or in the recruitment

practices of their respective councils.

The fourth category, random choice, was derived through

the process of substruction as applied to the Rlggsian ampli-

fication of this Parsonian variable. Although the random

choice category does not apply to any of the cities studied,

additional information Indicated that it does apply to some of

the recruitment practices within the Indian communities. Some

celebration leaders, work leaders on volunteer projects, and,

even at times, persons involved with the prefectural system

at the Indian community level are chosen more in this manner

than in a way that can be classified under the other three

categories.
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One of the assumptions made by Rlggs has relevance to

the Peruvian local council recruitment process. He assumed

that employee appointments, promotions* and rewards are for

political service and personal loyalties, rather than per-

formance and merit. The recruitment data above would seem

to support this assumption. It Is the author's Impression,

nevertheless, that rewards and promotions within the pre-

sent elected councils are being more and more determined by

merit and competence than by loyalty and "political servitude,"

This Is an Impression, however, and cannot be supported by

any concrete evidence gathered for the study.

One hypothesis was also postulated about recruitment:

Hypothesis P-1, Because of more competition and
demand for Jobs, large cities with low literacy
rates, low Income levels or a high percentage of
economic Inactlves will tend to use merit tests
for hiring municipal employees.

Where Job competition is high, the council would have

to set some standards on municipal employment, or undue pres-

sure to hire friends and even relatives, and political com-

mitments for rewards would soon create overwhelming demands

that would overload the local payrolls. This, however, is

only one variable of many that might force a council to use

a merit system for recruitment purposes. Correlation coef-

ficients with the variables of per capita income, literacy,

and per cent of economic inactlves are below the level of

significance. The variables of size and number of people

living in barriadas stand by themselves as relatively strong

indicators of the use of merit devices by a local council.
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Further examination of recruitment conditions in the other

cities of Peru Is necessary, however. In order that more firm

support might be obtained for this hypothesis.

TABLE 9.1

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS WITH
USE OF MERIT DEVICES

Size
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TABLE 9.2

LOCAL COUNCILMANIC ATTITUDES
TOWARDS THEIR EMPLOYEES
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concern only local council employees and as there were no

comparisons made with other employees such as business em-

ployees and others, the results are Inconclusive. It can be

said that the coancllmen and mayors display favorable atti-

tudes towards their employees, although the quality of such

employees may not be high.

The question about council employee's Initiative was

constructed In a different manner from the previous attl-

tudlnal questions. Employee Incentive was placed on a five

point scale running from a display of low Initiative to a

point of five Indicating high initiative displayed by employees.

Mayors and councilmen expressed more negative attitudes to-

wards the employees in regards to this characteristic than

those previously mentioned.

In a total of sixty-two responses, there were none

that classified the local employees in either of the top two

categories. A little over 22 per cent classified their em-

ployees in the average category or category "number three,"

while over 51 per cent placed them in the second category

and 26 per cent believed that the employees were in the lowest

category, or, in other words, they perceived no emxjlovee ini-

tiative whatsoever. Talcing them as a whole, two councils

generally agreed that their employees fell in category three,

eight councils in category two, and four councils placed their

employees in the lowest category.

One hypothesis was given in connection with local govern-

ment employee initiative:
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Hypothesis P-2: If cities have high literacy rates
and high business tax revenues, then they will have
employees with more than a low level of initiative.

Literacy and business tax revenues are used as indi-

cators of a degree of professionalism and some Job capability

that might allow employees to demonstrate some degree of

initiative. The results of the correlations reveal that these

indicators are not very good and that there is little rela-

tionship between employee initiative, literacy (correlation

coefficient .18), and business tax revenues (correlation

coefficient .18), In contrast, there does exist a signifi-

cant relationship between employee initiative and constitutional

level (coefficient .59). This indicates that the higher the

council level, the more initiative employees will tend to

have

.

A number of councllmen explained the lack of initiative

as a factor of structure and centralization. All effective

power is concentrated In the hands of the mayor and the indi-

vidual councllmen. Employees hesitate to initiate for fear of

their Jobs. In addition, many of the employees are carry-

overs from preelection councils, when the mayors had all the

power and employee level Initiative was not tolerated. These

two conditions have Influenced the low level of initiative

that is found today among local council employees.

The assumption that local councils pay relatively low

salaries is supported by the findings of this study. Of the

fourteen cities, councils in only two of them considered that

their employees received even average salaries. Salaries in
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some cities averaged about one hundred dollars a month, but

In most, the majority of employees made less than one hundred

dollars a month and In many communities, about a third of the

white collar employees made less than fifty dollars a month.

Results from a questionnaire distributed to all of

the council employees of the city of Cuzco In January, 1964,

show that twenty-three employees of a total of fifty-nine

made less than seventy-five dollars a month. Of the fifty-

nine, fifty-eight were not happy with their salaries and

considered them to be relatively very low.

Hypothesis P-3: If cities have high per capita muni-
cipal Income then they will offer salaries considered
above low or minimum.

TABLE 9.3

LOCAL COUNCILMANIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS EMPLOYEE
SALARIES, RELATED TO SELECTED VARIABLES

Variables Attitude Towards Sa1»riP...

Per Capita Revenues oc;

City Size 'll&
Attitudes Council Has Sufficient
Revenues c-^-a

Attitudes Employees are Dedicated
|
51a

Attitudes Employees are Active [^l

^Correlation significant.

The relationship between level of salaries and per

capita revenues falls below the level of significance.

However, it is important to note that the councilmen's at-

titude of feeling that the council had sufficient revenues

highly correlates to that of salaries, m this case, the two
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attitudes are related whereas the facts do not bear them out.

The attitude of dedication shows an Important relationship

also. The variable of "size" Is probably the most Important.

The larger cities offer higher salaries, or at least the

councllmen expressed the opinion that they do. City size,

then, Is more Important than per capita revenues where employee

salaries are concerned. Another Important facet of local

government personnel Is demonstrated by the data gathered In

the Cuzco questionnaire. To the author's knowledge, this Is

the only Information available on the educational backgrounds

of council employees outside of Lima.

The data indicate the general low level of education of

local employees. The educational level of the white collar

workers is not too low, but that of the laborers Indicates a

complete deficiency of education, as many of them are semi-

literate or illiterate. Not one person employed by the council

had received a college degree, and as indicated by Table 9.^t

only three had even attended college. This further demonstrates

the problem of obtaining competent personnel for local govern-

ment positions in developing nations.

One last assumption in connection with council person-

nel is the problem of over-staffing and lack of usable equip-

ment in local offices. Again referring to the Cuzco question-

naire, none of the section heads complained of over-staffing.

Some reported that they had incompetent or deficient personnel

for reasons of age or training. This condition was observed

in other councils by the author, but in no case was a problem

of over-staffing observed.
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TABLE 9.^

EDUCATION OF COUNCIL EMPLOYEES AND LABORERS
IN THE CITY OF CUZCO JANUARY 1964

From 4
4 yrs. yrs. to Incompl.
elem. completion Second- Complete
school of elem. ary Secondary Some
or less school School School College Total

White
collar
employees 1

Municipal
Police 3

Laborers
(obreros) 126

6

9

22

26 39

20

153

The problem of usable or obsolete equipment was sub-

stantiated by observations made during the research. Many

councils were completely deficient of any usable equipment

beyond some twenty-year old typewriters. Calculating machines

and adding machines were obviously absent. Copy machines

were also nonexistent. Most information was turned out by

hand. Resolution of this problem does not appear to be

forthcoming in the near future.

Conclusions

The work a city council is able to perform, especially
the capital improvement pro jects .seems to depend considerably

on the type of mayor that city has. Practically without ex-

ception, those cities having strong mayors have been able to

initiate important projects, and in many cases, they have also
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been recipient cities of improvement and construction efforts

carried out by various agencies and departments of the central

government.

In contrast, those cities with weak or passive mayors

have generally been lacking in the construction of needed

projects by the council. In two cases, a congressman or a

public works board had taken much of the initiative away from

the council in this area of activity. Two other such mayors

had severe problems with their councils and were unable to

function without difficulty.

The data indicate that the councils have a high propen-

sity to hire and recruit employees without the use of merit

devices. The most used categories of Rlgg's "recruitment

norm" are those of "ascription" and "attainment."

Councllmen generally held high opinions of the local

employees concerning their honesty, efficiency, and obedience.

It was almost universally accepted, however, that they had

little or no initiative. It was also perceived by councllmen,

and the facts gathered bear this out, that local council

employees received very low salaries.

City size proved to be an important factor in both the

use of merit recruitment devices and in the salaries paid to

local employees. In both cases the relationship was a posi-

tive one, as size increased, so did salaries and use of merit

hiring.

The Information gathered in Cuzco, Indicated the problem

of the low level of education of most of the employees. This
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condition undoubtedly Is widespread throughout the country.

In small isolated communities, it is a severe problem.

Not surprising was the fact, that personnel are concen-

trated in the same functional activities found to be most

important in the last two chapters. Again, as in the case

of expenditures, the functions of maintenance services, revenue

administration, and market services are those functions shown

to be most important on a local level. The findings of these

three chapters dovetail and support one another.



CHAPTER X

CONCLUSIONS

Very little material on local government in Peru has

been published either in English or Spanish. Little, there-

fore, is known about how local governments operate, what they

do, where they obtain their revenues, and how they utilize

their money and personnel. This study is an attempt to ex-

plore these questions and provide some of the answers.

Today Peruvian local government is in a state of

transition. This could lead to further decentralization and

democratization at a local level if it continues on its pre-

sent course, without severe intervention of the central govern-

ment or political dislocations caused by military coups .

Undoubtedly, the most significant change in the system

is a result of the passage and implementation of the I963

local election law. This trend toward decentralization has

been amplified through the subsequent return of local property

tax revenues and collections to local government. Other factors

that have supported this trend include; an annual subsidy to

all local councils, extensive public improvement works per-

formed by public works boards and Cooperacidn Popular, week-

ly meetings held with President Belaflnde concerning local

matters, and the establishment of a Municipal Association.

The need for a new municipal law is still evident.

257
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Vagueness of authority; overlapping Jurisdiction; and com-

petition for services, functions, and works projects, In many

cases, prevent efficient performance of local activities In

the public Interest.

Political conflict has caused some problems and work

stoppage, but seems to be a natural result of the democrati-

zation process. The negative results of obstructionism and

violence will undoubtedly lessen as political maturity

develops.

The basic relationships of local councils with the

central government have changed considerably since 1961.

The close association of local councils with the prefectural
system Is now severed.

The pattern of local government, although identified
With the French model as outlined by Alderfer. currently re-
sembles the late Eighteenth Century decentralized model more
than the Twentieth Century centralized model.

The commission-like form of local government structure
seems compatible with the Peruvian environment in the smaller
cities. to;«is. and villages; but perhaps a strong mayor form
would be more effective in the larger cities, especially those
with over 50,000 inhabitants.

Those cities studied that had strong mayors, in spite
Of the present system, seemed to run with somewhat more effi-
ciency and were able to accomplish more in the form of public
works projects. It is very probable that strengthening of the
executive branch of local government in these larger citi<les
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would improve administration more than merely increasing the

size of the council, as is presently done.

The functions of council financing, cleaning and main-

tenance services, and market and related activities were found

to be the functions most generally performed by the councils,

and those functions where the most personnel are employed and

the largest per cent of the budget consumed.

In addition to the services, capital improvement pro-

jects were being constructed at a local level, at a pace

greatly exceeding any previous period. Many local councils were

supporting much needed and long neglected projects. It ap-

peared to the author that the popularly elected councils were

accomplishing more for their communities than previously appointed

ones had done. Some exceptions were evident, but the general

level of performance appeared to be higher.

The number of cities studied is small, and not very

representative of the country as a whole. It, nevertheless

,

includes most of the large cities of Peru and representatives

of the smaller ones. Generalizations from such a sample, are,

at the best, tenuous, but the following conclusions can be

drawn, at least with respect to these twenty-five cities.

The local councils are growing stronger financially.

Property taxes, which have been given back to local councils

by the central government, are an Important source for coun-

cil revenues. Local councils collect most of their own revenues

and administer them. National government control and audits

are too few and too weak if anything. Except in the very
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small villages, national loans, grants, and subsidies are not

a major revenue source, with a few special exceptions.

Other Important sources of revenues, besides property

taxes. Include utility fees and market revenues In all of Its

related activities. Fees obtained from the various licenses

Issued by the councils were also important revenues.

The most important expenditures made by local councils

were: salaries for personnel, capital improvement projects,

operating expenses, and utility costs. Broken down by func-

tion, they are: maintenance services, revenue collection and

administration, and markets and related services.

Major political changes on the national scene, such as

the military coup of 1962 and again the elections of I963,

have had much influence on the local scene. One indicator of

change is the fluctuation that occurred in local revenues and

expenditures during the same periods. The existence of local

elections and politics on the local level are also highly as-

sociated with politics on the national level.

In spite of the near absence of merit recruitment de-

vices, the low salaries for council personnel and the low

level of education of the local employees; the mayors and

councllmen held relatively high opinions of the local employ-

ees. Employees were generally considered to be hcrest, ef-

ficient, and obedient. Probably for legal and structural

reasons, local employees displayed a low level of initiative,

however, to their employers. The problem of low level of

employee education was present in all councils studied, and
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is probably even more severe in the smaller and more isolated

communities of the country.

A number of variables on the Peruvian scene were found

to be associated with variations of style and emphasis related

to the functions, finances, and personnel of the local coun-

cils involved in this study. City size was found to be re-

lated to property tax revenues, council employee salaries,

and the use of merit devices in personnel recruitment. City

growth rates and educational expenditures were inversely

related, while growth and capital improvement expenditures

were related in a positive sense. These same capital im-

provement expendiures, at the same time, were inversely

affected by the amount of aid for such projects being pro-

vided by public works boards and "parliamentary initiatives."

This indicates that as cities expand faster, they tend to

drop marginal education aid and concentrate more on public

works projects. But when aid is provided for public works

projects by central government agencies, then all councils

tend to spend less on capital improvements and use their

revenues in other areas of activity.

The variables related to economic activity and literacy

provided a number of significant associations. Both econo-

mic activity and literacy were related to per capita revenues

and utility expenditures. Economic activity alone was as-

sociated to per capita commercial taxes. The variable "income

level" correlated positively with per capita property taxes.
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It was discovered that the percentage of Indian popu-

lation of a community correlated negatively with physical ef-

forts expended on the educational function. From this, one

could deduce, that educational effort remains low with the

concentrations of people that need education the most, In

order that they might become an Integral part of the Peru-

vian nation, and participate effectively in the modern world.

Associated with this relationship is the one related

to size, geography, and Indian population. The only communi-

ties studied which lacked market facilities, water and sewage

systems, and other such basic services, were the two small

villages located in the Sierra that had high percentages of

Indian populations. More effort must be made to help such

communities, if they are to break out of the primitive cycle

in which they are currently bound.

The geographical factor, in addition, vras associated

with council provided and administered electrical facilities.

This was especially true in the communities located in the

different valleys of the sierra. Sierra communities were

consistently revenue-poor communities, whereas, coastal cities

were consistently less revenue-poor.

Constitutional level also proved to be an important

variable. Per capita revenues are associated positively with

it. Aid coming from three major central government sources

is also related to level. In this sense, departmental capi-

tals receive more aid from the central government than do the

provincial and district councils. Cultural and recreational
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expenditures also correlated positively vjlth constitutional

level.

Local government in Peru has been strengthened signifi-

cantly since 1963. Councils are becoming more active and more

concerned with the needs of their communities. The past still

weighs heavily upon many of them, as they are burdened with

useless personnel from previous councils, the I892 law is no

longer adequate in many present day situations, and mistakes

and weakness of other councils return to plague present ones.

These and other problems remain from misused past local coun-

cils.

Obviously, local council activities and finances are

closely related to environmental factors. The significant

correlations and relationships between functions and finan-

ces, on one hand, and the variables above Indicate the close

associations between these factors and local council acti-

vities and finances. These factors should be taken into

consideration when changes in the present municipal law are

made; when training programs are established for mayors,

councilmen, and local personnel; and v:hen new programs are

developed to aid these local governments.
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QUESTIONS INCLUDED IN THE INTERVIEV/S

1. Who administers the markets?, and how?, with what effect?

(Similar type questions were asked concerning all
the functions that the council might perform or
participate In performing. The list of functions
given In Chapter one was used as a guide line.)

2. Who collects provincial property taxes? Who collects pro-

vincial commercial taxes?

(Similar questions were asked concerning all the local
revenues and their administration and control. Opinions
on the financial system and posslbilltlep for misuse
of funds or forms of graft were also asked.)

3. Describe your role on the council and discuss your re-

lationship with the mayor and other councilmen.

^. Describe the council's relationship with district.

5. Describe relationships with central government officials

and agencies.

6. List some of the most important capital Improvement

projects carried out in your community,

a. Kow were they initiated?

b. Kow were they financed?

c. Who administered and supervised the project?

d. VJas community volunteer labor used?

7. V/lth respect to local council employees:

26^
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a. Are merit devices used in hiring or promotion

practices?

1. How often?

li. With what results?

b. Do you have any Intraining programs?

What types might be most useful to you?

c. To what degree are the council's employees capable

and trained to perform their duties ? (A four point

scale used.)

d. At what level are council employee salaries?

(A four point scale used.)

e. To what degree do employees display initiative in

the performance of their duties? (A five point

scale used.)

f

.

How many employees have been hired since you came

Into office In 196i^?

What process was used for recruiting them?

What is their ability level?

8. Describe the local scene.

a, V/hat is the political nature of the council?

(The makeup was known, this was an attempt to get
at political conflict on the council. Probing
used at this point.)

b. How does the public react to the council and its

decisions?

9. Does anyone from the following groups of types of persons

ever contact you for the purpose of initiating municipal

legislation or projects?
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Bankers

Business men

Industrialists

Political leaders

Party leaders

Military people

Personnel from
other agencies

Large land owners

Small land owners

Central gov't of-
ficials

The Public In
general

Individual cltl/.ens

No one

11. Are any of the following problems In this city, and If so.

to what extent, and what Is being done to correct It?

a. Insufficient water and sewage systems

b. Poor electrical system

c. Lack of schools and teachers

d. Inadequate housing

e. Poor market and related facilities

f. No hospitals or medical posts

g. Streets In bad condition

h. Poor public transportation system

1, Inadequate facilities for sports and recreational

activities

J. High degree of criminal activity

k. Insufficient police protection or support

1. Insufficient protection against fire

m. Too much centralization of power In Lima

n. Political conflicts with the central government,

Its representatives or agents
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o. Political conflict among councllmen

p. Personal conflicts among councllmen

q. Poor municipal office facilities

r. Poor municipal office equipment

s. Poor quality and work effort of council em-

ployees
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APPENDIX A-2

The following questionnaire was handed to each Interviewee for

him to fill out after each Interview:

CITY IS -

Stationary

Dependent

Important

Bad

Progressive

Independent

Unimportant

Good

Rich Poor

THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT IS-

Just

Good

Strong

Representative

Honest

Fulfills its
obligations

Obstructive

Unsympathetic

Slow

Incorrect

Severe

Unjust

Bad

Weak

Non-Representative

Dishonest

Does not fulfill
its obligations

Cooperative

Sympathetic

Fast

Correct

Lenient

Honest

Industrious

Efficient

MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES ARE-

Dishonest

Lazy

Inefficient
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Dedicated

Disobedient

Insecure

Unintelligent

Active

Stagnated

Brave

•
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has add.
revenue
sources

has good
coll. prac.

has sufficient
revenues

has poor as-
sessment
policies

does not
have
them

poor
coll. prac.

insufficient
revenues

good assess-
ment policies

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS

are good

Impede
progress

Impede
cooperation

honest

create pollt.
conflict

valuable

are In the
public
Interest

bad

Inspire
progress

Inspire
cooperation

falsified

do not create
pollt. conflict

valueless

are not In
public
Interest



APPENDIX B

POPULATION, REGISTERED VOTERS, AND REPRESENTATIVES
FOR DEPARTMENTS OF PERU

ELECTION 1963

Department
Population
In 1961

Registered
voters Senators" Deputies"

Lima
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